
sented by 0'24 C* R, but for our present purpose is more
Es

conveniently stated by the formula 0,24^, where E is
the electro-motive force in volts. R having increased, 
this heat generated per second is reduced in a greater 
proportion than the square of the electro-motive force— 
that is than (§)*. It is, in fact, considerably less than 
half of what it was before. Furthermore, the lower the 
temperature the less is the proportion of the light radiated 
to the whole radiant energy. Thus the light obtained 
increases in a very rapid ratio, something like that of the 
cube, with the electro-motive force. It is also to be 
noticed that the higher the temperature the greater is the 
proportion of pure white light to the whole light radiated, 

has been shown by Dr. Wm. Siemens’ spectroscopic 
measurements. The object to be aimed at, therefore, is 
to attain as high a temperature as possible, both for the 
sake of economy in the expenditure of mechanical power 
in the production of the light, and for the sake of purity 
of light The “full power” of a given lamp is the light 
it will give when fed by the strongest current it will bear 
without injury for a long time, say for several months.

The mode of connection of the terminals of the Swan 
lamp to the conductors in the holder remains the same as 
it has been for some time past, and indeed could not be 
much improved in simplicity and efficiency. It is effected 
by two pairs of small hooks forming the ends of platinum 
terminal wires and those of the copper conductors respec
tively, which slip over each other, and are made to bear 
against each other by the expansive elasticity of the brass 
spiral spring which forms the upper part of the holder.

The form of the Edison lamp remains quite unmodified, 
and has been so often described that we need say nothing 
of it here. There are four sizes of lamps exhibited at 
Vienna, of 8, 16, 33, and 100-candle power. This last has 
been produced for the Exhibition specially, merely 
set-off against the big lamps shown by other makers. The 
company do not recommend the use of lamps of large 
candle-power. The following are the dimensions of the 
different sizes:—
Candle- 
power.

has to be correspondingly decreased. This is done by 
sorting out the lamps as received from the factory in 
accordance with their tested resistance. For 18-candle 
power the resistance aimed at is 88 ohms when the lamp is 
cold, but variations always arise in the manufacture, which 

taken advantage of in the above manner, The electro
motive force available for the lamps in the present 
varies from 63 to 51 volts, and the corresponding resist
ance required in the lamp varies from 50 to 40 ohms when 
hot. This gives a uniform current of 1 J- amperes to all 
lamps. The normal, or average, electrical dimensions of 
the lamps are as follows :—

Electro- Resist- Resist- 
Candle- motive 
power. force.

Volts.
18 ... 60 ... 48 ... 88 ... 1-25 ... 75 .. 4 16

Since 746 volt amperes are usually reckoned as one 
electrical horse-power, the above is at the approximate rate 
of 180 candles per electrical horse-power. The company’s 
engineers calculate the luminous or light-radiating surface 
of the filament at the rate of one square inch per 180-candle 

These filaments for the Lane-Fox lamps 
peculiar in being made of specially small and circular 
section. They have a diameter of between -^in. and T(^in., 
and are about 4in. long. For a 4in. length the above pro
portion would give the diameter '008in. Considerable 
changes and improvements have been lately made in the 
manufacture of these lamps. The filament is made of 
cotton thead, which is steeped in a solution of sulphuric 
acid for five hours to destroy the fibre and obtain greater 
homogeneity of substance, the strength of the solution 
being changed about once an hour. The fibres are first 
dipped in the vessel containing the strongest solution, and 
enter the weakest last. When thus prepared the thread is 
coiled round a sort of frame or bobbin formed of a flat plate 
of hard gas coke carbon about 7,-in. thick and 3in. square. 
In one edge over which the thread is coiled is cut 
groove into which is slipped a piece of millboard, over the 
projecting edge of which the thread is wound. The 
opposite edge of the carbon disc is rounded off to give the 
desired bow form. These frames are then placed in a 
crucible and packed round with finely powdered plumbago ; 
and the whole is then baked at a white heat. The heat 
makes the millboard become friable and easily crushed, so 
that it gives way and allows for the shrinkage of the thread 
in being carbonised without breakage of the latter. The ac
companying Fig. 2 shows this frame with the thread wound 
on it. Figs. 3 and 4 show the lately modified forms of lamp

FIG.3

INCANDESCENT LAMPS AT THE VIENNA 
EXHIBITION.

The last few years—even the last few months—have 
produced many new developments in the manufacture of 
incandescent lamps. These have been chiefly in the direc
tion of producing lamps of greater candle power, but 
entirely novel designs are exhibited at the Vienna Exhibi
tion. The newest and most remarkable of these is that of 
Bernstein, to which we will refer at some length at the end 
of this article.

The chief exhibitors of incandescent lamps are Ganzand 
Co., who exhibit Swan lamps ; the Paris Edison Company; 
Siemens and Halske ; Siemens Bros., of Charlottenburg ; 
the International Electric Company (Anglo-Austrian 
Brush) who use the Lane-Fox lamp; the Societe 
.Anonyme d’Electricitfi de Paris, whose lamp is that of 
Gerard ; Muller, of Hamburg ; Bernstein, of Boston ; and 
the United States Electric Lighting Company, who work 
the Maxim lamps.

Swan has for some years past made very small lamps of 
different sizes, besides the standard size of twenty candles. 
These small lamps have been called “ button-hole ” lamps. 
They have been used chiefly in theatrical decoration, and 
no doubt also for attachment to fancy ball dresses. At 
this exhibition the new larger sizes of lamps 
interesting. In both the small and the large sizes the 
double turn given to the filament has been abandoned, and 
the simple bow, like that of Edison’s lamp, is adopted. 
The largest size is designed for about 200 candle power. 
This is enclosed in an oval glass globe 3jin. diameter by 
6in. long. The carbon strip forms a simple bow 3jin. high, 
the legs of the arc being |in. apart, and the width of the 
strip Jin. approximately. The difference between the 
largest and smaller lamps lies simply in the dimensions of 
the carbon filament. The small size, rated at 16 candles, 
has a simple bow fin. high, contained in a 2in. round glass 
globe. In the 20-candle lamp the carbon strip takes a 
double turn about lin. high, the glass globe being 2 Jin.
In both these the strip is about 1 mm. wide. These 

made longer, slightly thicker, and considerably wider 
in the large sizes. The length and width are increased 
in order to give greater light-radiating surface. The 
section, however, is increased in greater proportion than 
the length, so that the electrical resistance of the filament 
diminishes in inverse proportion to the light-giving power 
required. All the lamps are designed to require the same 
electro-motive force when lighting to their full power. It 
follows that they are designed to have a lighting power 
proportioned to the current sent through them, 
lowing are the proportions :—

Lighting Electro-motive Resistance 
power in nor- force 
mal candles, in volts.

104 ........... 8 ........... 13
104 ........... 16 ...
104 ........... 32 ........... 3| ... ...

Volt-amperes per candle power, 678.
only approximate figures. In 

practice, of course, the electro-motive force is not quite 
steady, and from 100 to 110 volts are used. Also it is only 
a rough approximation to the truth to say that the light
giving power is strictly proportional to the current for the 

electro-motive force. The heat generated in the fila
ment in the lamp is so, but the light radiated per second 
is not strictly proportional to the heat generated. On the 
supposition that this is an exactly true proportion instead 
of only a roughly approximate one, it may be interesting 
to show how the above mode of proportioning the resist- c 
ance gives the required result.

Let L represent the candle-power of the lamp, C the 
current, and R the resistance of the filament. We notice 
that according to the proportions adopted in the design 
-r, 16 X 6j
R — q . Now the heat generated is proportional to
C* R, and if H represent the heat generated in one second, 
m Gramme-cent. degrees, H = 0‘24 Cl R. Therefore,
H — 0-24 x 16 x 6jC, or this heat is proportional to the 
current. According to the above figures the propor
tion between the current and the candle-power is C =

aresome
caseone-

Volt--
Current. Volt- amperes 

amperes, per candle- 
power.

ance 
hot.

Ohms. Ohms. Amperes.

ance
cold.as

power. are

are more

as a
a narrow

are
Electro-motive

force
required.

Volts.

Length of 
Current. carbon 

filament.
Ohms. Ampfcres. mm.

70 ... £ about ... 80
... 140 ... | ............... 80
... 70 ...1J „ ... 150

25 ...4to4J
Volt-amperes per candle-power, about 4 7.

There is no essential difference between the incandes
cent lamps manufactured by Siemens and Halske, of

Vienna, and those by Sie
mens Bros., of Charlotten-

---- x burg. They differ only in
| external form. The filament 

\ | is made from cotton thread,
J j and is bent in a single bow 

I of the Edison form, as shown 
/ in the accompanying Fig. 1. ^
/ The lower ends are thickened 
. at a a; the outer small rect- 

/ angular envelopes b b being of 
| sheet copper. From these 

issue the platinum wires c c,
( which lead down to the brass 

a I terminal plates g g-, d is a 
—~/~Z small bead of glass enamel,

r-c I which serves to keep the -A___ -
"y-d | wires at the proper distance 

—-x- apart; e is a glass tube packed 
} with an insulating mixture
( of water-glass and asbestos.

.“!? At the base the whole is

Resistance Resistance 
when cold, when hot.

Ohms.
8 ... 50 to 55 ... 125

16 ... 100 to 110 ... 250
33 ... 100 to 110 ... 125

100 ... 100 to 110 ... — 200

The fol-
FIG.2El-Energy per 

second in 
volt-ampferes. 

........... 1356

-JCurrentjin
ampires.in ohms 

when hot.
FIG I
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and holder. In Fig. 3 a, is a stout bridge of enamel, con
necting the two small glass rods b b, which are again bound 
together lower down by the glass bridge c, and terminate 
at their lower ends in two stout bulbs of enamel. These 
glass stems b b are wrapped round two platinum wires d d, 
to which, just above the points at which they issue from 
the bulbs of a, are fastened the ends of the carbonised fila
ment by carbon paste. The holder B, Fig. 4, is a short length 
of brass tube split and opened out in trumpet shape at top, 
and having inserted at about the middle of its length a 
stout diaphragm of vulcanised fibre. To the latter are 
screwed two angle strips of brass e e. The terminal wires 
dd, Fig. 3, are brought underneath these screws, and form 
the only binding connection between the lamp globe and 
the holder. We should say that the lower ends of dd are 
frequently made of copper for the sake of greater cheap
ness. The slit / and a corresponding opposite slit enable 
this holder to be easily fastened to a lower wooden holder. 
In this two internal brass screws make contact by pressing 
against the slightly springy plates e e. This contact is not 
made until the lamp has been properly attached by turning 
it round, the slits f sliding over the brass pegs on which 
they catch. The design of the lamp has thus been reduced 
to a form eminently suitable for cheap manufacture and 
for simplicity and safety of attachment.

The Maxim lamp, used by the United States Electric 
Lighting Company, has undergone no essential change in 
design, the company having devoted its attention to the 
perfecting of the manufacturing processes, so that it 

gets carbon filaments of much greater uniformity and 
reliability than formerly. The carbon is denser and 
homogeneous in character and in thickness, and the 
pany is thus enabled now to guarantee its lamps a life 
of 2000 hours. It adheres to the M form of filament, 
but has made its glass globes somewhat smaller. It 
has only one size in use at the Vienna Exhibition, which 
has the following electrical dimensions, there being a slight 
variation made for the lamps used at the end of the circuit, 
where the electro-motive force has fallen off to some extent.

l sealed by a thick layer of 
4_ gypsum. The air is exhausted 

from the upper end of the 
globe after these parts have 
Been fixed in place, the 

glass being drawn and sealed when the required 
has been attained. The plates g g are stout rect

angular strips of brass, which slip under similar strips in 
the holder, the interior of which is composed of a small 
cylindrical block of vulcanised fibre. In two holes in 
this block lie two brass knobs pressed upwards by spiral 

1*02 Jj springs against the plates g g. The dimensions shown on
w - - - ' the sketch are those for a 16-candle lamp. There are three
” ®/laye called this “ heat,” but it must be understood sizes exhibited, whose electric dimensions are as follows •_

that it includes the energy given off as light. The whole „ . t e* v u ’
of it is not given off from the surface of the wire in the Candles. ?®1™tUlcte Current. ~r amperes
form of heat. Part is converted into light, that is, into m - i£9 Volt- per Me
visible radiating energy. What is not so converted is 12 ... 200 ’ ... -52 !.. 105 volts ...^54if' P4^°r‘
thrown off from the surface of the filament as non-visible 16 ... 140 ... 75 ... for all "! 78 7 !” 4 9
radiating energy. If it were all given off as heat, and 25 ••• 85 ... 1-25 ... sizes. ... 131'2 5-2
™“aed t0.heat water By plunging the lamp in water, the The Lane-Fox lamps, used by the International Electric 
numoer 01 grammes of water that would be heated in one Company, are all—i.e., all in use in this Exhibition—of 
second through one degree Cent, would be U62 times the approximately 18-candle power. The illumination which 
n Wo P°W?-r °f v!e, lamP* Thia is the meaning of the has been undertaken by this company, stretching, as it 
above equation Otherwise stated, the number of pounds does, down the Elizabeth Allee, one of the avenues 

m ,°He deS™e Cent- in three quarters of an through the Prater to the Rotunda, extends probably 
nour, would equal the candle-power of the lamp. over a greater length of conductor than any other
rmlv lAft a understood, of course, that these figures apply installation in the present Exhibition. In another article 
SoSi!t -n Ump as ab1ove desiSned’ namely, on the we will give a plan map showing to scale the routes by 
nfZT u/inSthe same electro-motive force for all sizes which the mains are taken and the positions of the two 
nnrKmTi “5 making the resistance vary by inverse pro- accumulator batteries used as relays. The central station 
EV ,■8 desired, candle-power, so that the current is in the north machine gallery. To the east currents have 

aries in direct proportion to the same. A similar, but to be supplied to six of the “interiors” lighted by Lane- 
eent SfU?e’- proportion will hold for all other incandes- Fox lamps. Current is also supplied to arc lamps in the 
do nnt f 81?ned t!?e sa,m_® principie; but such lamps gallery of the Rotunda. To the east the mains stretch
Wp “ T u be w?r . aU with .tlie same electro-motive along the Elizabeth Allee to a distance of 650 metres, or
__r ’ ,m.° aave their full lighting power proportional pVths of a mile from the central station.
thron fL li eren YnSlzes °f , lamps—to the current sent As each lamp forms a bridge from the out to the return 
1 on.P° ui 1em‘ 0 mabe this clear, suppose that the above main, it is evident that the electro-motive force which feeds 
fnnrtR11 i-u ,an lamp were worked with 78 volts, or three- each lamp, that is, the difference of potential between the 

f •?! electro'm°tive force it is intended for. The terminals of the connections of the lamp with the out and 
fnrp W1 -now be *e?s’ and temPerature less ; there- return mains, decreases with the distance of the situation
will L 6 jesista?ce will now be greater, and the current of the lamp from the central station. The decrease is so
mi e reduced in a greater proportion than three-fourths, considerable on a long line that, in order to keep the 

amount of heat generated may, as above, be repre- distant lamps up to full power, their filament resistance

t

6* vacuum
100 h*’ Inserting this value of C we get the proportion 
Ween the heat generated per second and the candle-power

H = 0'24 x 16 x —j—— L =

now
more
com-

Near end of Far end of 
circuit. circuit.

.........  45 to 50 ... 45 to 50

.......... 75 ohms ... 65 ohms.
.......... 40 ............ 35 „
.......... 70 volts ... —
.......... 175 amp,... —
............. 122 ... —

Candle-power.........
Resistance, cold 

,, hot 
Electro-motive force
Current ...................
Volt-amperes................
Volt-amperes per candle-power ... 2‘5 to 27... —1
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The above figures are given on the authority of Mr. Far- 
quahar, the representative of the company at Vienna. It 
is to be noticed that the volt-ampere3 per candle-power is 
extremely low, and it is possible that the candle power has 
been somewhat over-estimated.

The lamp of Mr. Muller, of Hamburg, has been in the 
market for some time. It is made in various sizes, from 
2 up to 100-candle power. We give the measurements of 
what is termed the 20-candle lamp, made by Mr. F. 
Uppenborn, of Mr. S. Schuckert’s establishment, whose 
accuracy may be relied on—

Resistance hot 
(deduced from Volt- 
electro-motive ampbres. 
force and C.)

Volt-ampferes 
per candle- 

power.
Electro
motive Current, 
force.

Candle-
power.

AmpferesVolts.
18-5 ... 105 ... 75 ......... 140 .......... 78'8 ... 4’47

The carbon filament is in this lamp twisted to the form of 
a double spiral, its ends be
ing cemented to two tapering 
horns of enamel a wrapped 
round the upper ends of the 
platinum wires, and fused to 
the top of a stout stem of 
glass b, in which the plati
num wires are embedded.
The whole is inserted in an 
ebony holder, which has at its 
base a tapered screwed por
tion. The platinum wires 
are led down through the 
ebony to two small flat brass 
plates c c, which are held to 
the sides of the ebony block 
by a bolt and nut also made 
of ebony. The larger sizes 
have two turns of the double 
spiral, giving the appearance 
of three loops, as in the 
figure, while the smaller have 
one and a-half or only one 
turn. For all sizes up to the 
ordinarily used one, namely,
20-candle power, the filament 
is evidently made as thin as 
possible, aiid apparently of about the same diameter for 
all sizes up to this limit, the lengths being less for smaller 
candle-power. For the large powers the carbon is made 
much thicker but very little longer.

The Gdrard lamp is quite new. It is shown in the
annexed sketch as de
signed for from 150 to 
200-candle power. There 

■ are two straight carbon 
filaments of circular sec
tion, about \ mm. or less 
in diameter. These are 
joined at top as shown 
by a small cylindrical 
lump of carbon, in which 
they are cemented by 
carbon paste. The lower 
ends are similarly ce
mented to two larger 
cylindric lumps of carbon, 
wheref the connections 
are made with two stout 
platinum wires. These 
are led down through a 
thick stem of specially 
prepared enamel, in 
which they are em
bedded. They end in 
a couple of eyes formed 
by bending them round, 
and the coupling to the 
holder is made in a very 
similar manner to that 
of Swan’s lamp. In the 
larger sized lamp, which 
is said to give from 400 
to 500-candle light, there 
are four exactly similar 
carbons coupled in the 

above manner in two pairs, and through which the current 
runs in series, the junction between the pairs being made 
by a short cross piece of some carbon stick, and this junc
tion hanging free in the vacuum, so as to allow free expan
sion of the whole—see Fig. 7. The electrical dimensions 
given are—
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Volt-
Current. Volt- ampbres 

ampbres. per candle- 
power.

... 7 ... 392... 2 to2’G
Higher limit

... 7‘5 to 12 ... 900... 1-8

Electro- Resist- Resist- 
Candle- motive 
power, force.

Volts.

ance 
cold.

Ohms. Arnphres.
anco 
hot.

Ohms.
150-200... 56 ... 8 ... 20
400-500 ...56-75 ... 61 to 7h 19 
One of this latter large power has been tried with a 7 to 
8 amperes current for 600 hours, and found to hold out with
out signs of injury. The experiments are at present being 
continued. Another was tried with an 18 amperes current, 
when the platinum wires melted, but the carbons remained 
intact. Thelongnarrowbaseof theglassglobe 
has for object the diminution of temperature 
of the glass where it joins the socket. The 
carbon sticks are Carre carbons, made by 
squirting a paste of powdered coke through 
a tube, and baking the rod thus obtained.
To make these suitable for incandescent 
lighting the sticks so prepared are further 
carbonised by depositing carbon on their 
surfaces from a hydrocarbon gas, in which 
the sticks are held while a current is passed 
through them to bring them to a white 
heat. This process is continued until the 
desired resistance for the lamp is obtained, 
the resistance being measured from time to 
time as the deposition proceeds. It was found very 
.difficult to find a paste with which to cement to-
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small buttons. The electric dimensions of this lamp are:—

Volt-amphres 
per candle- 

power.
65 ... 23 ... 7 ... 3'3 ... 161 ... 2-5

A larger size is also exhibited, giving about 150-candle 
power with 46 volts. The resistance has not yet been very 
accurately measured. Mr. Bernstein has designed his 
lamp for a small E.M.F. on two grounds ; firstly, because 
it has been practically proved that the carbon disintegrates 
with a rapidity greater in proportion to the E.M.F.; and, 
secondly, because the small E.M.F. permits a large num
ber of lamps to be arranged in series. He claims that 
it is especially suited for separate installations, such as 
that of a theatre, a large workshop, or a large shop, and 
also for street lighting, but it must not be forgotten that 
Mr. Bernstein is working in direct opposition to the direc
tion taken by other makers, who all favour high resist
ances, and high electromotive force, because with these 
alone can the cost of long leads be kept down. To put 
this in another form, we may point out that the greater 
the pressure at which water is delivered, the smaller is the 
pipe that will suffice to transmit a given power. In the 
same way the higher the E.M.F. the less in diameter may 
be the leading mains from the dynamo. These lamps are 
at present only made in Boston, but it is intended to 
establish a manufactory of them in Europe shortly.

gether the upper and lower ends of the straight sticks, 
which would endure the high temperature sufficiently 
long. A very large number of substances was tried 
before the one now used was decided upon. This 
and the next lamp we describe are among those that can
not be said as yet to have been officially tested. The 
above numbers are given on the authority of the makers.
We will await with interest the results of the exact experi
ments that the Scientific Commission will presumably 
make, in order to see whether the high claims put 
forward for the latest improved Maxim, the Gerard, 
and the Bernstein or “Boston” lamp are entirely well 
founded.

The Bernstein lamp is creating more sensation than any 
other at the Exhibition. Mr. Bernstein considers that, 
other things being equal, the greater the surface of the 
light-radiating solid, the pleasanter and more efficient will 
be the lamp. There can be no doubt about the greater 
pleasantness to the eye due to the less concentration of the 
light source. There is much debate, however, as to the 
unmitigated advantage of a large surface. The greater 
the surface, it is argued, the quicker is the cooling effect; 
and, as the temperature to which the filament is raised 
depends on the ratio of the rate of generation of energy 
to the rate of cooling, it is inferred that a lamp with a 
comparatively large filament surface cannot attain a high 
temperature, and therefore cannot be economical as a light 
producer. We cannot say that we think this argument a 
safe one. The rate of cooling by conduction or by con
nection would certainly be proportionately greater with . , „ „ ,r , , . ,
greater surface; but it has to be remembered that the The fifty-third meeting of the British Association began at 
cooling here takes place wholly by radiation, and when Southport, Lancashire, on the 19 th inst. The attendance promises 
the radiating surface is a completely closed one, and to be fairly large, and some good papers will be read. Among 
not merely a portion of a larger surface, we expect that the papers expected or announced or read are the following:— 
the total amount of radiation at a given temperature In Geography: Mr. II. H. Johnson, on the Congo; Mr. Colborne 
does not increase so rapidly as in direction proportion ]3a]terj 0n his Chinese experiences and the discovery inland of a 
to the extent of that surface. If Mr. Bernstein’s buried forest; on the Shan States, by Mr. Holt Hallett; on New 
measurements of his own lamp are correct, which is very Gui Mr> Coufcts Trotter; on Madagascar, by the Rev. M.
doubtful, it shows it to be extraordinarily economical as a ^ J ^ w development of the Jordan geographically 
light pioducer from mechanical eneigy. ' considered, by Mr. Cope Whitehouse; on Athabasca and the

The mode in which the inventor sought to attain the (janadian lakes, by Father Petitot — just awarded the Back 
above object was to make the carbon hollow while not in- premium of the Royal Geographical Society ; on the topography 
creasing its cross-section, an idea that has probably and ethnology of the district to the west of the Hudson’s Bay 
occurred to many, but which no one has heretofore carried Territory by the Chevalier Ernst von Hesse Warttegg, and on 
out with practical success. He made many experiments the holy Tunisian city, Kirawan, by Mr. E. Ray, of Birkenhead, 
with straw, and with carbon cylinders produced by deposit- In Mechanics: On Alpine railways and the Euphrates Valley 
ing carbon on a metal mandril and then dissolving the Railway, by Mr. J. B. Fell; on_ the Mersey Tunnel, by Mr. C. 
metal out. At the time of his American patent he con- D. Fox; on the Portrush Electrical Tramway, by Mr. A. Siemens
sidered paper to be the best material he could use. This and Dr. E. Hopkinson ; on the first electric launch, by Mr. E.
he rolled round a mandril, making the different layers Reckenzaum; and on the Manchester Ship Canal, by^Mr. Leader.
adhere by a weak solution of gum or starch, which readily g pLfent; on thl depreciation of gofd,

carbonise in the subsequent baking ^ by Mr. Shadwell: on the distribution of wealth, by Professor
process. The thickened ends required X FIC'8 X Levi• on the uniformity of statistical records, by Mr. Baden
for the carbons were produced by ^--------- Powell; on the cotton trade, by Mr. E. Guthrie; on the teaching
cutting the sheet of paper to the 0f science, by Mr. Lant Carpenter; and on the anomalies and
shape shown in the annexed sketch. effects of’ port charges, by Mr. R. Capper. In Biology
The tubes thus produced were baked nications are expected upon the structure of plants in reference
in a plumbago crucible packed round to the very recent discovery of a continuity of the protoplasm
with powdered plumbago, and the \ of plant cells through the cell walls; so that a plant is, as Mr.
baking took place at a white heat. The Darwin suggested, a continuous mass of protoplasm. Papers
contraction was found to be very great, and on this account, are also expected on bacteria in relation to disease, on new w eel
and beennse orpater homrwpnpitv pan bp obtained with the animalcules and new worms, and on the exploration of Timor-laut. 
and because greater Homogeneity can be obtained with the Wednesday evening the first general meeting of members
now-used material paper has been abandoned m favour of ^ Javilion of the Winter Gardens, which had been
a finely woven cotton or silk fabric. The tubes thus pro- gu decorat*d) and presented an imposing spectacle. On the 
duced were straight, and were stretched between two platfoi4 were the presidents of the sections and Principal Daw- 
platinum wire terminals. _ son__ Montreal—Professor J. C. Adams, Professor Stokes, Pro-

Later improvements have made it possible to pro- fessor Hull, Sir Erasmus Ommanney, Professor Dewer, Principal
duce these fine tubes in the form of an arch, and Greenwood’ Professor Roscoe, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Captain D. 
more remarkable still is the fact that this arch has Galton, Mr. Vernon Harcourt, Canon Tristram, Professor 
a very large range of pliability. It can be stretched Schuster, Mr. A. M. Marshall, and others.
almost straight out when cold, and will spring back exactly The chair was taken by Sir William Siemens, the retiring 
to its original form. This elasticity is, of course, a charac- president. In introducing the president-elect, Professor Cayley, 
teristic of the highest importance in an incandescent lamp he said:—“The duty of the President of the British Association 
osrbnr, The class o-lobe is was an anxious one in several respects, and during his term of
carbon. II e g( g office twQ questions had arisen which had occupied much atten-
sphericalm form,drawnand FiG 9 A tion, and by the vote of the general committee at Southampton
sealed at the top when the / \ Southport was selected as the next place of meeting, and Mon
vacuum is made. It has a treal, in Canada, for the year succeeding. It was thought by
long cylindrical base to pre- \ many of the older members that as Southport was not a great
vent the temperature rising / \ industrial centre, the chances of the success of the meeting were
too high at its junction with / \ problematical, and that the visit to Canada was a most adven-
the gypsum; a is the hollow / \ turous undertaking. He was glad to find, at any rate, that the
carbon tube, cemented with / ct-,7' A, \ meeting at Southport promised to be a success, and he trusted
a special carbon paste, the [ ( ll that their next gathering in Canada would be a success likewise,
composition of which is kept 1 / It must either be a great failure or a great success;_ but consider-
seeret to verv laree near- \ JL X . / ing that 500 members had already expressed their intention ofshaned terminals b b To \ if l ©z / availing themselves of the opportunity of visiting Canada, and

Tttnebed ‘stout \ \ 7° / that an influential deputation had come over from that country
these are attached stout \ V J / to welcome them, there was every probability of a most distinct
copper wires c c leading \ \ /* / success, and that, through it, the range and influence of the
down through the enamel \ dpjV/ Association would be very much extended.”
bridge d and the enamel \ A L / Professor Cayley then delivered his inaugural address. Contrary
stem e, the one wire to the \ (f . / to our usual custom, we reproduce this address neither in whole nor
brass screw A and the other \7~e\ in part. It dealt from first to last with transcendental mathematics,
to the outer brass tube g. IP HI and as it is well that the truth should sometimes be spoken, we may
The glass globe is cemented H ;jxd §|l say that it was as dry and uninteresting as it was possible for a
in this brass tube g by the ! whose type of beauty is the fifth book of Euclid to make it. It
means of gypsum /. The is as certain as anything can be that not fifty people who heard
holder is a round block of H the address understood it, and that not one half of these enjoyed
wood in the centre of which IP- '3 it- To transcendental mathematics Professor Cayley added
Tbrass tube, screwed inter- --------------^ interminable

nally, screws on to h Small strips of brass, with a tea- “Sito
dency to spring outwards from the _ cylindrical surface invest the driest matter with a charm. Our readers will feel that 
of the wood block, come in contact with the interior sur- we pave acted for the best in declining to fill our columns with page
face of the tube g. To the outside of the wood block con- after page 0f disquisitions on such matters as space of one and
nections are made by stout copper wires to these external p)ur dimensions. No doubt a few of our readers find a charm in 
and internal contact pieces. The contact is not directly speculations, and it would be quite possible, as_ Professor
made, but by means of a small wedge-shaped plug which Clifford has proved, to make them intensely attractive to the 
fits between two flat obliquely set spring plates, but general reader or hearer; but_Professor Cayley is a profound 
which is pressed outwards out of contact by a small spiral mathematician first, and a suitable man to address a British
■rnrincr Association audience a long way afterwards. It is not the

i i ii ii j 4a tom to condemn addresses such, as that of Professor Cayley \ butOn pressing it inwards a shoulder on the wedge spindle is ^ ^ to d fc from the cu9tom. We may add that,
caught by a transverse peg, which is also pressed home by of -tg ^nd tbe addresS was perfect—deep, accurate, far-seeing ; 
a spiral spring. When disconnection is to be made, this tbe’ 0^ber hand, carefully divested of all charm of corn-
latter transverse peg is pushed downwards, and the wedge posi’ti(m. in one sense, there are not more highly imaginative 
immediately flies outwards. Thus imperfect connection or gUbjejts to be found than those with which Professor Cayley 
imperfect disconnection is made impossible by a very deaR. but he lacked the means of convincing his audience 
ingenious device occupying very small space, the two that this was the case. Concerning the subjects dealt with, 
operations being completed by merely pressing two however, we may have more to say at another time.
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solid than if built either of brickwork or of masonry. The advan
tages of the arrangement are the following. First, the beam is 
always subjected to the same stress, namely, that due to the main 
rod itself, and the column of water raised. The stress is always in 
the same direction, whether on the ascending or descending stroke, 
so that the beam is protected from that reversal of strains which

THE MARIEMONT AND BASCOUP COLLIERIES.
[■Concluded from page 202. ]

also built numerous houses, large and convenient, which they let 
at very reduced prices. The success of these endeavours is shown 
by the fact that 22 per cent, of the adult workmen are now pro
prietors of the houses they occupy. The Society of Mariemont 
owns 280 houses for workmen, and the Society of Bascoup 270, 
containing together a population of 3000 souls. Each house con
sists of a large living room, a kitchen, and a bedroom on the ground- 
floor, two bedrooms on the first floor, and some out-buildings. 
They are scattered in groups of two, four, or six, and do not take 
the form of a town, for which the workmen often evince a certain 
repugnance. Each house has its own garden, which the tenant 
keeps with the greatest possible care. They are all lighted by gas, 
the cost of fittings being borne by the society. The employment of 
women underground was some years ago put an end to by the 
society, without waiting for a law on the subject. The General 
Manager is IVI. Lueien Guinotte, the Engineer of Mines M. Briant, 
the Mechanical Engineer M. Weiler, and the Engineer for Trans
port, &c., M. Peny.

Coal screen. The inclination that the fixed screen above 
• . r „ ,. per described makes with the horizon is 10 deg., that of the hopper

minute was limited by the necessity of preventing any shock at for large coal 22 deg., that of the jolting table 20 deg., that of the 
Urn beginning or end, hence the speed of ascent or descent is slow, fixed spout for loading 26 deg., and that of the movable hopper 
(2) The steam is always acting at full pressure, and the waste of from 27 to 37 deg. The useful length of the screens is 2 m fuel was therefore large (3) The valves are worked by the engine (6ft. 6|iii.); their width is 1 m! 6S (5ft. 6iS)^ maximum, and 
man ; hence the stop at the end of each stroke is not always 1 m. 32 (4ft. 4in.) minimum; while their maximum and mini-
exactiy the same, and any inattention on his part may produce too mum areas are respectively 3 m - 36 and 2m 2 64 The
rapid starting and stopping; this is another reason why the speed thickness of the bars is 30 mm. (l£in.); the distance from centre to 
must be slow. These objections are all remedied in tbe present man centre of bars is 160 mm. (6 jin.) maximum and 120mm (4?in ) 
engine—see page 181. The rods with their platforms are, as minimum, and their travel 65 mm. (2Mn.). In this screen both 
before, suspended from two plungers always in hydraulic balance, sets of bars travel. The speed of the “screens is 50 double strokes 
equilibrium is obtained, not by a direct communication between the a minute, that of the tipler 9'6 a minute, and that of the revolving 
two cylinders, but by an intermediate crank-shaft, to which the table about two turns a minute. The external diameter of the
plungers of two pumps are connected. Each of these pumps com- horizontally revolving table is 4 m. 9 (16ft ) and the internal
mumcates with one of the cylinders of the balancing apparatus, but diameter 3 m. 3 (10ft. 9in.), with an available width of 80 cen- 
the cranks are so disposed that one pump is delivering into this timetres (2ft. 7in.). All shafts and parts liable to friction are of 
apparatus at the time that the other is drawing from it. Since steel. Working joints are provided with gun-metal collars and 
the stroke of the pump pistons and balancing cylinders are oil-holes, and ail rivets inside the hoppers have countersunk heads, 
inversely proportional to their areas, a crank of ordinary dimen- Man engine.—Our engravings illustrate the Warocqubre or man 

t0 Si1V0 V0nS *he f°df‘ Here t1he effrective engine improved by M. L. Guinotte. The diameter of the steam
-TV. the r0ds 18 5m-’ ThlXthe cranlj? have- a rad\us of.only cylinder is 60 centimetres (23Mn.), and the piston’s stroke 50 centi- 

?m; The pumps are worked by an ordinary inverted cylinder metres (19£in.). The diameters of the pumps are 0 m 81G (32in ) 
engine shown on page 20h—at ten revolutions per minute; and 0 m. 826 (32), in.), with a stroke of 1 m. 2 (47iin.). The diame- 
the pump shaft makes only one revolution per minute, being ter of the balance plungers is 40 centimetres (15gin.), and their 

, connected by gearing. This engine has the Guinotte system of stroke, which is consequently that of the ascending and descending 
’ In'18101* wol-ked •by th\ governor. ^ The speed planes by which the men are raised and lowered, 5 m. 2 (17ft. f

of ascent and descent has by this means been doubled, while at the There are ten revolutions of the engine shaft to that of the pumps 
fn_ Jime the workman has full time for stepping from one plat- and the weight of the fly-wheel, including boss and arms is 
form to the other. No unpleasantness results to the workman 19,403 kilogs. (19 tons 2 cwt.). The following are some of th^chief 
because the rods move as they are actuated by the cranks, dimensions of the engine, page 205 
and, therefore, the speed becomes considerably slower at the dead Diameter of cylinder
points that is at the starting and stopping. Moreover, the Stroke............................ ’
platforms always come exactly opposite each other, so that the Diameter of piston rod .. 
workman passes easily from one to the other. The steam con- Sectional area of steam port .
sumed is much reduced by the employment of expansion; the Sectional area °f exhaust port
saving is estimated at 75 per cent. A similar man engine is in 
course of erection at the Reunion pit. There is a steam capstan, 
which calls for no special remark beyond the dead-weight brake 
which it carries, and an arrangement which allows the pulleys to 
be shifted so as to serve one or other of the three compartments in 
the pit. The winding engine is a vertical two-cylinder engine, 
with automatic variation of expansion and with a steam brake. It 
works a round steel rope wound upon cylindrical drums ; the guides 
lfl the shaft are of iron. The underground haulage deserves special mr,. m • ,
mention; the principle is the same as in the other pits but the V!AT ,ln son?e towns at arU rate working men exhibit consider- 
arrangements are much simplified. On each side of the shaft at ln,te/est njthe question of technical education is sufficiently
the level of 240 metres a chamber is excavated the same height as evident; from the crowded and enthusiastic assembly which met in
the cages. From each of these chambers start two inclined -allenes Nottingham °n Thursday evening, the 13tli inst. The meeting
each with a single track, one towards the north and the other towards )TaS c<f1^e"ed b7 the invitation of the Nottingham “Trades 
the south. The two northern galleries meet at a point situated at the f0Un!i1 0t Learning,” which is an association of representatives 
level of 150 metres, and the two southern galleries also meet at the *rolr! the several trades unions of the town, constituted for the 
level. At these two points of meeting are nlaced the motor pulleys PurPosf«f improving the education of the artizans, and of the 
of the automatic haulage. These points are on the line of the main i,rade,s ■ 10118 Congress, and nearly 8000 working-men assembled,
roads which serve as the principal hauling ways and which start . ,c, r,was occupied by Mr. Samuel Morley, the member for 
towards the east and west from each of the motor pulleys These ’La- wll° expressed his conviction that the question of technical 
two systems of inclined planes are worked by two endless educatlon was one of vital importance to the industries of this 
chains passing over the semi-circumference of the motor COmfl'
pulleys ; the full trams descending on the one side and the empty ■,/ be rcsf)lution was in favour of technical education gener- 
trams ascend on the other. The chains pass over return w7’ ,£„ ;va2 proPosed by Mr. Summers, M.P., seconded by Mr. 
pulleys placed at the two extremities of the chambers above Cordell M r., one of the members of the Royal Commission on 
mentioned, and cross the shaft without interfering with the cages decllnrlcal Education, and supported, in the unavoidable absence of 
or with any of the operations within it. The length of the aMagmls’ .the dlrector of the City and Guilds Institute, by Mr 
northern system is 1300 m. and the southern system 490 m A.ida™an Gripper. The second resolution was in favour of tech- 
The screening shop at No. 5 shaft comprises three sets of mcal eduction in Nottingham, and referred specially to the scheme 
apparatus one is a revolving circular screen, the two others are on fOW hc?I!s. camc|d out by the Corporation in the University Col- 
tne same plan as those at Bascoup, and separate the coal into five gC\, , r<™hon was proposed by Colonel Sealy, one of the 
classes. They have a special arrangement which allows the distance members borough’ seconded by Mr. Alderman Cropper, and
between the bars to be altered, and are so placed that the similar suPPorted by 1 rofessor Garnett. It appears that a complete set of 
products coming from the two apparatus can be brought together. “Sineer s workshops has been recently added to the college, and 
The finest coal goes to the washing machine; the other classes are • + a,a)us,eu™ °| mechanism and of local machinery of historic 
taken direct to the wagons on moving bands, the cleaning being ereSt ls to, be .formed in connection with the workshops. On 
done by hand as they go. Each apparatus is able to screen 120 tons : e,one,.a. “ 18 mtended to give a tolerably complete course of 
per hour. In moments of pressure this single pit has furnished in mstruction m mechanical and electrical engineering to students 
one day as much as 2100 tons. The coal washing apparatus is on ^h0,can spend the whole day in the schools ; while, on the other 
the system of Liihrig and Coppee. The small coal is raised in a 5“d» sPecial c!asfs Wl11 be held in the evenings for artisans. In 
Jacob s Ladder, and thrown on a perforated iron table, which is ^nese classes mstruction will be given not only in the several 
shaken vmientiy, and so subdivides the coal into four classes of brancl)es ot mechanical engineering, but also in the technology of 
different size. The first two of these are washed in ordinary tanks, if® lace and hosiery manufacture. In fact, such an education will 
the others on the Felspar screens of the Liihrig system. After K* Peered to workmen as will qualify them to become foremen in 
washing, they are brought together again and delivered as one lot. ™ shops; ,
The finest dust is sometimes delivered separately. The yield of ? workshops are provided with a 20 H.P. Robey engine which 
the washing apparatus is 40 tons per hour. The other pits of the i nv? the machmery and dynamos. The plant will comprise a 
Bascoup Colliery are the St. Catherine, No. 3 and No. 4. The C'l,po a’ brass furnace, smiths’ hearth, large and small lathes 
number of seams worked is sixteen. There is an automatic haulage planjng- shaping milling, shearing, drilling, and other machines in 
system leading from each pit to the Atelier Central de Triage at addltlon to which there will be a carpenter’s and patternmaker’s 
Bascoup, and comprising a tunnel 272 metres long, which passes • °,P’ and a special shop for the construction of delicate scientific 
under the workmen’s village at St. Catherine. The water from ’f?”1™' Opportunities will therefore be afforded of learning 
above the 210 metres level is. collected and carried in a tunnel ailJr° °™mary operations of a large engineering establishment, 
driven for the purpose to No. 5 pit, where it is pumped. The water p kV scTa9°1 “under the supervision of Professor Garnett, assisted 
from the lower levels is pumped from No. 4 pit. The Atelier U JJr‘ Ryan, who are both graduates of Cambridge and
Central de Triage has six sets of screening apparatus, and is lighted rorn?®r u ,t}yorrtb scholars. Dr. Ryan is a D.Sc. of London Uni- 
by Gramme arc lights outside, and by Edison incandescent lights y,ersity> and Professor Garnett has for the last four years been 
inside. If this lighting is successful it will be extended to the -KjXajnmer ln Natural Philosophy in the same university, so that 
other establishments. mathematics, physics, and mechanics ought to be well represented
. (4) Workmen's. Institutions— These collieries have for a long on.tlie staff of tbe school.

time made a special study of the material, intellectual, and moral • -“Prangements have been made for students who are not residents 
good of the numerous workmen whom they employ. In 1872 was in dN0™n&bam f° attend the classes and workshops of the college, 
founded, by the late M. Warocque, the Industrial School at Mor- 
lanwelz. Ihis school has now more than 350 scholars, who receive 
free education, comprising mathematics, drawing, mechanism, 
physics, mining, &c The courses of lectures are given by the 
engineers of the collieries, and the certificates conferred by the 
school are highly appreciated by the workmen. The societies have 
also organised a sanitary service, and have done their utmost to 
encourage the formation of school clubs and of co-operative stores.
The sanitary service is under the direction of a committee com
posed of delegates trom the management, from the medical men,
-d from workmen. There is a special benevolent fund 
belong ng to these collieries, which in 1882 distributed to sick or 
injured workmen a total sum of 40,710 francs. The co-operative 
stores and the workmen’s benefit clubs are not confined to these 
collieries alone, but are absolutely free, each being managed by a 
committee appointed by the shareholders. In addition; a large 
number of saving clubs exist in the collieries, and are worked 
entirely by the men themselves. There is a pension fund esta
blished on the same basis as the State pension funds, and managed 
by a committee composed of members of the colliery staff. With 
regard to workmen’s dwellings, the societies have given all possible 
encouragement to the purchase of land and building of houses by 
the workmen themselves ; giving them for this purpose advances of 
money without interest, and repayable on easy terms. They have

(2) Mariemont Colliery.—This colliery has a royalty of 1480
There arehectares, partly within the Forest of Mariemont. 

eighteen seams of coal. They lie with a tolerably regular dip 
towards the south, and are worked by various methods according 
to circumstances. The output is about 500,000 tons per annum, 
from six pits—the amount varying between 522 tons per day at 
the St. Arthur pit, and 100 tons per day at Le Placard pit. 
The situation of the pits is shown on the map. The endless- 
chain haulage system, which connects all these six pits with 
the_Triage Central, has a total length of more than 5300 metres ; 
it is likewise shown on the map. The district is much cut 
up by roads and railways, which presented considerable obstacles 
in the laying out of the haulage system; on the other hand, the 
whole of the surface is the property of the society. Amongst the 
principal works of the system may be mentioned a tunnel 107 m. 
long, by which the haulage road passes under the railway from 
Baume to Marchienne, and another tunnel of 72 m. passing under 
Montaign-road. These tunnels are circular in section, of 2‘75 m. 
diameter. There is also a suspension bridge in iron, by which the 
Placard system is carried across the boilers, sidings, &c., at the 
Triage workshops, and over a road. It consists of two suspension 
spans of 36'20 m. and 37‘30 m., and of two fixed spans of 12 m. and 
20'50m. The Triage workshops just mentioned have been described 
in the first section. The coal washing apparatus is on the system of 
Liihrig and Coppee—the same as at No. 5 pit described below. The 
patent fuel works, which are adjacent, are arranged to yield 250 tons 
of fuel bricks per day; the system is that of M. Bouriez with some 
modifications. The coal comes to them still wet from the washers, 
and comprises nothing but dust below 5 mm. diameter. It is 
raised by a, Jacob’s ladder, and deposited on a band of sheet iron 
plates inclined at 20 deg., which carry it slowly to a wooden tower 
divided into six compartments and capable of containing 200 tons. 
From the tower it is delivered by screw distributors to six hydro
extractors on the system of M. Briart. This hydro-extractor has 
its axis horizontal and the usual screw for the delivery of the coal; 
but the water escapes through a narrow slit extending the whole 
way round the hydro-extractor. The coal falls into a conical drum 
with steep sides, and slips down into a second cone containing the 
regulating screw; a second drum, revolving at a different speed, 
receives it from the screw, and delivers it at the circumference, 
while the water escapes by the opening between the two drums 
The difference in speed always keeps this opening clear. The ma
chine can be so regulated as to dry dust of any size at will. From 
the hydro-extractors the coal passes to a dryer consisting of a 
sheet-iron cylinder, having fixed blades rivetted on the insides and 
occupying a quarter of its section. The coal falls from one blade 
to the other, being swept off each by rakes revolving on a central 
axis at 50 revolutions per minute. The coal is thus mixed up and 
falls as dust into the smoke coming from a furnace placed below 
the dryer. This smoke dries the coal whilst gradually getting 
moistened itself. From the dryer the coal passes to the hydraulic 
presses, which have an improvement due to M. Guinotte. Between 
the compressing pistons and the cranks which work them are 
placed two hydraulic cylinders communicating with each other; in 
these the pressure is maintained constant by means of a loaded 
plunger. The result is that the cranks are double-acting, instead 
of single-acting as in the ordinary presses. The steam engines 
working the washers and pressers have a variable expansion on the 
Guinotte system. The governor acts on the expansion valve 
through a simple mechanism called the Servomoteur cinematique. 
This system solves the problem of applying the governor to any 
required mode of expansion with as great regularity as in a Corliss 
engine. Close to the Triage works is the store for bricks, mortar, 
&c., together with brick making machines and mortar mixers. The 
St. Arthur pit is the most important of those in the Mariemont 
Colliery. Its daily output is rrom 500 to 600 tons. There is a 
winding engine of 200-horse power, a pumping engine of 600-horse 
power, a man engine of 110-horse power, and a Guibal fan of 9 m. 
diameter. It comprises three shafts, all in brickwork. Of these, 
the first is a.winding shaft in two compartments 510 m. deep ; the 
second is a similar shaft which is used both for winding and for the 
ascent and descent of the workmen ; the third is an upcast shaft 
386 m. deep, and 2'40m. in diameter. As explained in the first 
section, the whole of the coal is wound from the lowest level, 
476 m., although two higher levels are worked; from these the coal 
runs on inclined planes to the lowest level. At the mouth of the 
pit are a number of large rooms warmed by stoves, and containing 
chests in which the workmen can keep their tools and clothes. The 
other pits belonging to the colliery are the St. Henriette pit—of 
which the arrangements much resemble tjbose of the St. Arthur pit 

pR’ the Abel pit, the L’Etoile pit, and the Placard 
pit. The last is the only pit belonging to the society where the 
workmen are raised and lowered by cages.

Bascoup Colliery.—This colliery has a royalty of 2410 hectares, 
to the west of the Mariemont Colliery. The output is 

o00,000 tons per annum, of which about one-half comes from pit 
No. 5, which lies apart from the others. This pit delivers 800 to 
1000 tona per day. It comprises a winding engine of 150-horse 
power, shown in elevation and view and plan by engravings on 
page loo, showing also steam starting and reversing gear, two 
pumping engines of 400-horse power, described below and shown by 
pages 184 and 204, a man engine of 40-horse power, described below 
and shown on page 181, and two Guibal fans, of 9 m. diameter.
1 here are also twelve boilers, heated rooms for the men, haulage 
workshop and coal-washing apparatus. There are three circular 
shafts, of which the first is 4‘25 m. diameter, and is used for 
pumping and for the workmen; the second, of the same diameter, 
is used for winding; and the third, of 3 m. diameter, is used for 
ventilation. The third pit can, however, be utilised for winding if 
required by the application of the Clapets d’Aerage, described in 
►section 1. In all these pits it was necessary to sink close to the 
surface through a layer of sand filled with water. This was done 

• irpreSTC process> a column of cast iron tubbing being driven 
right the sand by means of screw presses until it pene-
tratecl about 1 metre into the coal measures. This column was 
tormed of whole rings, turned and bolted to each other, as in the 
Chaudron system; and at the bottom where cutting edges, which 
excavated to a diameter 0-25m. greater than that of the finished 
P1?j I here were eight screw presses bearing against a solid scaf- 
iold erected above the shaft, and supporting the different tools 
required for the sinking. It was also loaded by pig iron to a weight 
amounting, towards the end of the operation, to 450 tons. The 
tubbing was sunk direct into a seam of coal of great thickness; and 
as this was very unfavourable for closing the tubbing by the 
vacuum process, the pressure process was employed, and succeeded 

prom thence the shaf+s were sunk to the depth 
or 95 m., all below the tubbing being bricked. The great 
quantity of water which was expected induced the society 
to provide two pumping engines which, with other motors, 
are placed in the engine house. The two engines together deliver 
alt a cube metre per stroke, or at the ordinary speed of ten 

strokes per.minute, a total of 6000 metres in ten hours. They 
rotary engines with a high grade of expansion, but have only one 
cylinder, as M. Guinotte considers, contrary to the common 
opinion that the compound system is not the most advan
tageous for such engines. The pumps are so arranged that the 
main rod always works in tension, the piston being fixed while the 
pump cylinder moves. This rod consists of a single round bar of 
Iron, going the whole depth of the pit, and not requiring any 
cn * ‘oe^ere are bbr?e lifts of pumps, the height of each being 
oU to 8o m. The rod is attached at the other end to a beam, 
the other end of which is worked by the steam cylinder, 
hrom the piston rod is hung, through links, a counter- 
weight, which allows the pumps to be single-acting while the 
cylinder is double-acting. The foundations consist of an immense 
bed plate of cast iron, 5 m. in height, and are much more

so often produces the deterioration and final rupture of such 
structures. Secondly, the cranks connecting the piston to the 
beam are under the same conditions as the beam itself. 
Thirdly, the pressure exercised by the steam on tbe piston 
is divided into three parts. One is passed on to the beam 
by one set of cranks, another to the fly-wheel by a second 
set of cranks, and a third to the counterweight by links. 
Each of these parts have only a moderate strain to support, 
whilst the whole of the stress is taken by the piston-rod. The 
valves are worked by means of slides, and the expansion is on the 
system of M. Guinotte. The man-engine is on the system of 
M. Warocque, but with special improvements by M. Guinotte. 
The objections to the former system were as follows:—(1) The 
stroke is necessarily small, and the number of strokes

same
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION AT NOTTINGHAM.

. Locomotive Building in the United States.—The 
intendent of one of the leading manufactories of locomotives 
in Paterson, New Jersey, said to a New York Tribune
i9Pomenondei°thf dTi ‘‘1 sl?0Vld that there is about 
1^!,U0U,UW dols. of capital invested in the manufacture of loco
motives in this country, distributed among a dozen or fifteen com
panies. Five of these manufactories are in New England four in 
New York state, two or three in Pennsylvania, and there are three 
here in Paterson. Perhaps there are 4000 operatives in the busi
ness here, the best workmen earning from 15 dols. to 20 dols. a 
week. One company turns out five locomotives a week, the others 
three each. The weight of a locomotive is nearly 48 tons. There 
have been steady improvements in late years. Just after the panic 
the question of economy was a pressing one, and one study was to 
increase the traction power of engines. The result has been that 
ull!„trm^^Pwero°,f 2M00 lb' or 13.000 lb. of ten years ago has

That is, three of the present

are

been increased to 20,0001b. now. 1____
style of engines will, do the work of five engines of the styleTof ten 
years ago. The change is in the size of the cylinder and the driving 
wheels, the latter being eight in number, against six wheels of the 
former kind of engines. Our trade is mostly domestic, of course, 
though we occasionally export to South America and have exported
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to the spindle J and to the barrel F1, it will be seen that motion 
may be imparted to one of the blades by means of the crank arm 
L, and to the other by means of the crank arm L1. The axis of 
the shaft from which motion is to be imparted is excentric to the 
axis of the cylinder, and the crank arms L L1 are propelled at 
constantly changing velocities, according as the slide blocks N N1 
are brought nearer to, or further from the axis of the shaft and 
crosshead. The differential movements thus produced may be 
varied according to the excentricity of the crosshead, the position 
of the ports being correspondingly varied. Thus the excentricity 
of the belt pulley spindle, as shown on the drawings, is four-fifths 
of the radius of the crank arms. If this proportion be increased, 
the vanes will be brought nearer together at the moment when 
their velocity is equal, and the machine will thus deliver a larger 
volume per revolution, but with a resulting decrease of pressure. 
And conversely if a high pressure is required the proportion of 
excentricity to crank radius may be reduced, and the necessary 
differential power obtained. The shoes G G1, as well as the 
packings 111, may with advantage be dispensed with where the 
conditions of pressure permit. In this case the radius of the 
blades EE1 is increased, so as to produce contact or a near 
approach to contact with the shell of the cylinder. By means 
of the crosshead, driven direct from the belt pulley spindle, the 
velocity of these crank arms, and consequently of the vanes 
within the cylinder, is constantly being varied, the maximum 
velocity of one being simultaneous with the minimum velocity 
of the other. Thus, referring to Fig. 4 it will be seen that the 
sliding block M1 of the arm L1 is near the axis of the crosshead 
0, while the other arm L is near the extremity of the crosshead. 
The arm L will then have a very high velocity as compared with 
L1, and while the blade E1, Fig. 3, moves a distance B1 to B, the 
blade E only moves from B to B1. Outlet and inlet ports are 
provided near the bottom of the cylinder, from 60 deg. to 
100 deg. apart, and the movements of the vanes are, it will be 
seen, such that one or other of them is always between the 
ports, and acting as an abutment. Thus, the variation of their 
velocities of the blades is such that during half a revolution of 
the belt pulley one of the vanes travels from the outlet to the 
inlet port—or say one-fifth of a revolution in the same space

In our account of the machinery exhibited at the York show of 
the Royal Agricultural Society we referred to Stewart’s differen
tial blower and exhauster. This we now illustrate by the engravings 
above. The York Engineering Company exhibited a 4-horse power 
caloric engine working one of these blowers. This machine is a 
silent blower, capable of delivering or exhausting air or gases 
under widely varying conditions of pressure. Its action ma) be 
briefly described as follows:—Two blades or vanes are free to 
revolve within a horizontal cylinder and upon a common axis, 
concentric with the axis of the cylinder. The form and arrange
ment of these vanes may be compared to the flaps of a large 
hinge, either flap being able to perform nearly a complete revolu
tion upon the hinge pin, while the other remains at rest. 
Figs. 1, 2, and 3, are respectively plan, elevation, and section 
of the machine, at the moment when the vanes are in the 
position of closest proximity to one another, and when their 
velocity is alike. Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are similar views at the 
moment when the vanes are at their greatest distance apart, and 
when the difference in their velocity is greatest. Fig. 7, 8, 9, and 
9 are details of the vanes and the crank arms by which they are 
actuated. Figs. 11 and 12 are perspective when the vanes are in 
the same respective positions. In these figures the same letters 
of reference indicate corresponding parts throughout. A is the 
cylinder, B B1 are the inlet and outlet ports, C C1 are the inlet 
and outlet pipes, D D1 are the cylinder ends or covers, E E1 are 
the blades or vanes, F F1 are the barrels of the vanes, G G1 are 
adjustable shoes of iron, gun-metal, or other suitable metal or 
alloy, H H1 are spaces for the insertion of springs of india-rubber 
or other adjustment, 111 are packings of any suitable metal or 
alloy, J is a spindle passing through the axis of the cylinder— 
this spindle may be either solid or hollow, and in the latter case 
may be used as a channel of lubrication—K K1 are stuffing-boxes, 
L L1 are crank arms, M M1 are crank pins, N N1 are slide blocks, 
O is a cross-head attached to the shaft, from which the motion is 
to be imparted, and in which the slide blocks N N1 are free to slide. 
The spindle J passes through the barrel of each of the vanes. The 
barrel F is securely fixed to the spindle, while the barrel F1 is free 
to revolve upon it. The barrel F1 is extended, and passes through 
the stuffing-box K1. The crank arms L L1 being fixed respectively

of time as is occupied by the other vane in travelling from the 
inlet to the outlet port or say four-fifths of a revolution. It will 
thus be seen that a volume of air or gas equal to the difference 
between these two is delivered alternately by each vane, and as each 
performs a complete revolution, for every revolution of the belt 
pulley this volume is delivered twice. By varying the excentricity 
of the slide which actuates the crank arms the differential move
ment of the vanes can be regulated to suit the conditions of volume 
or pressure which may be required in any particular machine. In 
cases where pressure is less important than volume, a very high 
degree of excentricity can be adopted, reducing each vane alter
nately almost to a state of rest between the outlet and inlet 
ports, while the other vane is at its maximum velocity. On the 
other hand, pressure can be obtained in the exact ratio in which 
volume is sacrificed, by adopting a low degree of excentricity in 
the slide. The difference in the velocity of the vanes at different 
parts of their revolution can thus be reduced to any required 
extent at a proportionate gain of differential power. The motion 
obtained by this arrangement is a curious and ingenious one, and 
when at work has a peculiar appearance. The blower runs with 
great steadiness and ease, and we were much pleased with its 
performance at York.

The Mason Science College, Birmingham.—During the 
ensuing session a series of special lectures upon the “Chemistry 
and Geology of Coal Mining,” “ Mechanical Engineering as Applied 
to Coal Mining,” and the “Theory and Practice of Coal Mining 
and Colliery Management,” will be delivered by the professors in 
chemistry, geology, and engineering, and Mr. John Brown, 
M. Inst. O.E., F.G.S., the lecturer on the “ Theory and Practice 
of Coal Mining and Colliery Management.” The course will 
extend over two years, and will embrace about seventy lectures in 
all. These will be delivered upon the evenings of Monday in each 
week, from four to six p.m., or at such other hours as shall be 

tually found to be most convenient, during the first term— 
October to December—and from four to five p.m. during the second 
and third terms—January to June. The opening lectures on the 
“ Chemistry and Geology of Coal Mining ” will be delivered by 
Professor Tilden and Professor Lapworth on Monday, the 22nd of 
October next, from four to five and five to six p.m.
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JOHN SWAIN.

The Kingston trawl winch exhibited at the Fisheries Exhibi
tion is for wire trawl warp, and in the form shown above is intended 
to be placed below the deck. The winch is supplied with steam 
from an upright boiler, 6ft. 3in. high, 2ft. 8in. diameter, with two 
cross tubes 6in. diameter. It has two 5in. cylinders lOin. stroke, 
these drive a first motion shaft A A, which carries a friction sheave 
B driving a countershaft C, which carries a spur pinion D gearing 
into the winding drum D, which has provision for some 200 
fathoms of 3in. steel wire trawl rope. The rope is led from the 
gangway roller over a drum on the hatchway combing and under 
the sheave E to the drum; the sheave E travels from side to 
side, the bar F being driven from the drum shaft 
screws and gear G G. When a layer of warp is laid on the drum 
D the sheave and block E catch a stop on the bar H, which 
reverses the revolutions of the screw G by means of the clutch 
and gear I when the leading sheave moves in the reverse direc
tion, and winds the warp evenly upon the drum until its motion 
i3 reversed by a stop on the bar H. The winch is worked by one 
lever J on the excentric of the countershaft brasses, by which it 
lowers, hoists, or brakes at pleasure. The n ikers claim that only 
by an arrangement of this kind is it possible to work wire trawl 
ropes without danger of kinking—as with the common steam 
winch used in the paddle-wheel trawlers of the north-east coast— 
or of life and limb to men, as such warp is worked by the com
mon upright deck capstan. The Kingston trawl winch is made 
in larger sizes and can with a few unimportant alterations be fixed 
on a vessel’s deck. In the case of steam cutters and steam- 
driven trawlers it can be driven from the main boilers. An 
arrangement is fitted by which the warp is prevented from being

slack between the leading sheave and the drum in cases where 
the roll of the ship might disengage it from the sheave E.

THE “THAMES” STEAM-CLEANED FILTER.
The filter shown by the accompanying engraving is constructed 
more especially for such purposes as filtering boiler feed- 
water, and is a modification recently made by the Pulso- 
meter Engineering Company of the “ Thames ” filter which 
was illustrated in our impression for the 16th of June, 1882. 
The filter then described was fitted with hand apparatus by which 
the cleansing was effected. In the larger filters for supplying 
feed water to boilers in large mills, and more especially in those 
used in steam barges and tugs which often have to use the muddy 
water of tidal reaches, this hand apparatus is replaced by a 
reciprocating lever and connecting rod driven from shafting, or 
where steam is available, as in steamboats and tugs, the arrange
ment we now illustrate is preferred. From the description of 
the filter given in the above-mentioned issue it will have been 
learned that the filtering medium is sponge, a material which 
when pressed is probably better adapted for filtering purposes 
than any other substance, at the same time washable without 
removal from the filter casing. When closely compressed it 
affords not only an effectual, but a rapid filtering medium. To 
clean it effectually, however, an active alternate compres
sion and relaxation analogous to that when a sponge is 
squeezed and released in the hand under water, is necessary in 
order to get that violent movement of water through the pores 
of the sponge which is required to move impurities mechanically

by the
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THE KINGSTON TRAWL WINCH.
MESSRS. ROSE, DOWNS, AND THOMPSON, HULL, ENGINEERS.
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attached. The lower part of the cage holding the sponge is for 
this purpose attached to a piston-rod, upon which is a piston in 
the steam cylinder placed on the top of the filter. Steam is 
admitted alternately to the top and the bottom of this piston by 
a hand lever and quadrant valve seen in the front of the cylinder. 
A few minutes’ action of the piston, and thereby of the sponge 
carrier, is sufficient to cleanse the filter of the mud which has col
lected during the time the filter was in action. The frequency with 
which this operation must be carried out depends of course upon 
the state of the water filtered; about once a day is sufficient when 
the water is drawn from the Thames in the neighbourhood of Lon
don Bridge. By means of the arrangement of water passages in 
the flat pipe on the front of the casing, and the two-way cock con
nected therewith, the filter maybe kept full of water, and the water 
may be drawn away from the bottom of the spoDge as required. 
While the process of cleaning is going on the whole of the sponge is 
covered by water, the water having to pass up one part of 
the flat pipe, which is divided by a vertical diaphragm from the 
other part, down which it returns, and so away through the cock; 
when the cleaning is nearly completed, the cock is turned the 
other way, so that the water can run straight out from the 
lowest portion of the filter and flush it out. The vertical pipe 
is merely to prevent splashing on to the cover and gland of 
filter, when the air valve at the top of the pipe is open. The inlet 
for dirty water is behind the filter when in the position shown 
in the engraving, but the outlet for clean water and the hand 
hole for putting in sponge are shown. In washing out, 
the two-way cock alternately takes two positions: (1) The 
cock is so turned that the opening is direct from the
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bottom of filter to outlet pipe, and thus any dirt which has 
collected in the bottom is sluiced out; (2) then the cock is so 
turned that the water has to pass out over the diaphragm, thus 
ensuring the sponge being covered; (3) the cock is turned back to 
its original position, so that it allows the flushing out direct into 
outlet, and leaves all clean at the finish.

Dock Extension. —At a special meeting of the Wisbeach Town 
Council, Mr. Abernethy, C.E., attended and explained the details 
of the proposed docks, which the Council resolved to promote in 
the ensuing session of Parliament. The estimate for a six-acre 
dock is £143,000, and for ten acres £188,000. The lock is proposed 
to be 250ft. '■long between gates, and 50ft. wide; depth of wafer 
over sill, 24ft. at spring tides, and 15ft. 6in. at neap tides.

Experiment with Boiler Evaporation.—Mr. W. T. Peoples, 
general master mechanic of the Manhattan Elevated Railway, has 
been engaged in a series of interesting experiments to test the 
evaporative service of boilers under varied conditions, 
methods of investigation which he followed were in some instances 
quite unique. A locomotive boiler employed to supply steam for 
driving part of the machinery at the repair shops was not evapo
rating so much water for the coal consumed as was considered 
desirable. J. D. Campbell, foreman of the works, who directed 
the experiments, believed that the flues were too numerous for 
efficient evaporation. He kept a record of the fuel used and the 
water evaporated in the ordinary working of the boiler, and ascer
tained that 6J lb. of water was evaporated for each pound of coal. 
While the boiler was doing this work, a vessel containing one gallon 
of water was placed in the fire-box, and the water evaporated in 
7 minutes and 2 seconds. The vessel was again filled and put into 
the smoke-box, where the water evaporated in 38 minutes. This 
experiment was repeatedly tried, and the mean of the periods taken 
to evaporate the water did notvary materially from the time given. 
Forty flues were then plugged throughout the centre part of the 
boiler, and the experiments repeated. It was now found that the 
gallon of water placed in the fire-box evaporated in 5 minutes and 
45 seconds, while it took 60 minutes for it to evaporate in the 
smoke-box. This showed a remarkable increase of fire-box tem
perature and decrease in the heat of the smoke-box. Under the 
last conditions the evaporation of water rose to 8f| lb. of water to 
the pound of coal. These figures are curious and startling. We 
would feel disposed to doubt their accuracy were they not made by 
thoroughly reliable engineers, who know perfectly what they 
about. Several experiments were made where tin, lead, and anti
mony, with their compounds, were used to find the fire-box and 
smoke-box temperatures, but they did not act so reliably as 
water vessel .—American/ Machinist.
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around and against that rear edge. The result is self-evident. 
There will be a thrust upward and forward along the entire 
edge made by the escaping air. There exists a miniature whirlwind, 
35ft. in length, against which the rear edge of the surface rests 
along the line of its greatest intensity. This vertical tempest is 
placed precisely where it would actuate the surface with the 
greatest effect. Beneath is a push, above is a pull, while the wedge
like whirl is driven against the edge in equilibrio to force it 
against the advancing air. The entire 50 lb. rear force is cancelled, 
and a surplus of forward force given to meet the conditions of 
flight. Now there can be no doubt about this triple action. The 
air is compressed on the under surface. It is rarefied on the upper 
surface, and it is discharged around the rear edge with a forward 
thrust. It is also evident that if these three co-existing activities 

great enough’, flight must be produced. If there be any surplus 
of forward force in the differential result of this triple alliance, 
flight is explained. I submit that it is a very good working theory, 
and when it is further found to explain all the movements of sail
ing birds, its claims to respect are not lessened.

I have now presented this subject with sufficient detail—so if 
seems to me—to enable those interested to pretty well understand 
it, and will conclude the matter by summing up the whole 
follows :—(1) Birds maintain themselves in air in two contrasted 
ways. One method is by beating the atmosphere with their 
pinions as a means of employing muscular power to overcome 
gravity and the friction of the air. The other is by the fixed wing, 
or “soaring” process, where the force to actuate the quiescent 
bird is obtained from the air. (2) Expressed in a mechanical form, 
soaring is a differential result of the action of wind

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
L W& do not hold ourselves responsible tor the opinions of our 

correspondents,]

structed by a firm of which I was the active partner, and were 
made a present to Mr. Cromwell Yarley. I furnished him with 
instructions how to make the induction plates, and these were 
constructed under his instructions by a workman named Green.

By way of parenthesis, perhaps you will allow me to state I 
believe I was the first to make paper induction plates which would 
retain a statical charge for any length of time, and as a matter of 
fact, my brother tried to dissuade me from doing so on the ground 
that paper could not be made to insulate sufficiently. The secret 
of my success was thoroughly desiccating the paper before im
mersing it in the insulating material.

“ The amount of retardation which will be experienced in sub
marine circuits possessing conductors of varying resistance, and 
insulated with’ different thicknesses of insulating material, it 
appears to me, can, comparatively speaking, be readily determined 
by actual experiment. I have for a long time been engaged in 
designing an apparatus for this purpose, and at the time I arranged 
to give this paper I fully expected to have had the apparatus 
pleted, and to have been able to lay it before you on this occasion; 
and though I regret not being able to do this, yet I feel I have 
sufficiently advanced to warrant my explaining the principles of 
its construction.

“The principles upon which it is based are, that a body which 
offers the same resistance as another, without reference to its 
substance or length, may, as far as conducting power is concerned, 
be considered electrically the same. If we make use of a substance 
or metal of any inferior specific conductive capacity to that of the 
metal employed in submarine circuits, and also of greatly diminished 
sectional area, the same resistance as that offered by the very 
longest circuits can be obtained in a very small compass, and such 
an arrangement will, as far as simple conducting power is 
cerned, fairly represent a long submarine circuit. The induction 
which manifests itself in submarine circuits can also be obtained, 
if the conditions for its development are as favourable as they 
in submarine conductors.

“The apparatus consists, first, of a series of resistances, thevalues 
of which are known; secondly, of a series of induction plates, the 
values of which, when compared with a given surface of a gutta
percha coated wire, are also known ; thirdly, a mechanical arrange
ment to accurately measure minute periods of time. By a combi
nation of the resistances and the induction plates, a conductor, 
which will fairly represent a submarine circuit, will be obtained. 
The resistance can be diminished or increased, and the inductive 
surface can be doubled or halved at pleasure, and thus circuits with 
conductors of varying length and sectional area, and different 
thicknesses of insulating material, be imitated, and the law which 
governs the retardation in the transmission of telegraphic signals 
determined by direct experiment. It may be argued that as the 
inductive surface in a telegraphic circuit is uniformly spread 
throughout, a series of induction plates will not present the 
condition ; but it is evident that they may be divided throughout 
also, and although they will not then precisely represent what is 
actually the case, the result will approximate very closely to those 
obtained from a submarine conductor. Perhaps it would have been 
prudent not to have called attention to an apparatus before its 
completion. I have done so, however, because I have felt it 
due from me to endeavour at least to point out how some of the 
important problems involved in submarine telegraphic communica
tion between the distant stations may be resolved.”

I give above an extract from the paper read before the Society of 
Arts, giving the description of the construction of the artificial

S. ALFRED Vaeley.

rear

THE PROBLEM OF FLIGHT.
Sir, The trouble in the way of accepting the facts exhibited by 

the soaring birds arises from the presumed difficulty, not to say 
impossibility, that a body floating in moving air, entirely unsup
ported from without, would experience in resisting the friction of 
the wind. With the single exception of the birds, or some identi
cal mechanism, no object is enabled to accomplish this result. That 
a quiescent body resting in and upon a medium which is itself 
moving must have motion communicated to it, seems a necessity. 
No peculiarity of shape would be likely to offer an exception ; no 
relation of quantity of matter to form or nature of material or 
any imaginable thing whatever would be likely to overcome the 
tendency to be driven with the enveloping medium. Imagine 
whatever device you will, and if it be quiescent its movement with 
that which contains it seems imperative. Above all, it seems impos
sible that it should move directly against its support. So emphatic 
is this, and so completely obscured are the facts of the case, that 
were it not that nature has utilised the means which make such a 
movement possible in the mechanism of soaring birds, it would be 
hard to see how the process would be discovered during the life
time of the human race. The birds at once dissipate all doubt that 
the thing can be done by directly doing it. By doing it so com
pletely, so easily, and so conspicuously that the only pertinent ques
tion remaining is, how is it done? One may solve the question 
after the manner of an Oriental, and say Bishmilla, it is the will 
of God ! Or it may be referred to a diabolic cause, after the manner 
of Lapland witches, or the whole thing may be denied on general 
principles. But there is no use in settling the matter thus without 
you particularly wish to do so. Can the phenomena be referred to 
known causes? Is there in the action of wind against such a body 
as a bird in the act of soaring any discoverable reason why such 
an effect should be produced ? I think there is, and that very little 
mystery is involved in the solution.

Before proceeding with the explanation, I will say that very 
many theories were considered by myself before the one finally 
adopted was determined upon. I was forced to relinquish them 
one after another for the sole reason that the facts were against 
them. All those efforts at solution which depend on upward 
slanting, and contrasting currents of air, whether of direction of 
motion, density, or velocity of flow, were the first to fail in their 
contests with the facts. The one undoubted truth, that a dead 
calm is the very best condition of air for the operations of floating 
birds, would scatter all such theories. But the significantly fatal 
objection consists in the fact that all talk of direction of motion 
of either the air or the bird, in relation to any fixed object in 
either the heavens above or the earth beneath, has not an atom of 
relevancy in the problem of flight. It has no meaning. The only 
meaning in reference to that problem which either the direction of 
motion of the bird, or the air lias, is in relation to each other. To 
sustain flight in every case, with no exception, with every species 
of soaiing bird, the wind must be blowing against the advancing 
creature. If the wind were blowing upwards from the surface of 
the earth the bird might be floated with it, ’tis true, by the action 
of the air, but such movement would resemble soaring, as exhibited 
as a matter of fact, in nothing.

The velocity of the wind in relation to the earth, as well as its 
direction, may be anything or nothing. So far as the bird is con
cerned it is a matter of utter indifference. Its velocity and direc
tion in relation to the bird is determined wholly by the velocity 
and direction of motion of the latter. Suppose the wind is moving 
towards the west at twenty miles an hour, and the bird is going 
with it at the rate of forty miles an hour, then in relation to the 
latter that wind is blowing directly eastward at the rate of twenty 
miles an hour, ihe relations of bird and air are the only significant 
ones in this question.

There were also half a dozen explanations laboriously thought 
out which rested on the angular position of the wings habitual with 
the most frequently observed birds. Observations on the gannet 
gave the quietus to all of those, for this bird sails with no part of 
the wing elevated above the backbone, and usually with the 
extremities of the pinions depressed two or three inches below the
i* can maintain themselves more steadily in the breeze

than any bird which ever came under my observation with the one 
exception of the sandhill crane, and this bird closely resembles the 
gannet in the position of its wings. No theory of flight is worth a 
rush which leaves out the gannet. The man-of-war hawk is 
weighty evidence also in this question. Usually it sails with 
wings shaped like a flattened M, the outer ends a little above the 
back. On the approach of a south-western gale, however, it 
resembles a bent bow, being a circular segment seemingly or true, 
as if struck with compasses. At times the wings will be so far 
deflected beneath a level as to meet under the body of the bird, and 
even to pass each other several inches. During those furious puffs 
often very frequent, which would prostrate a careless person, the 
entire wing, excepting the primaries, is flexed closely upon the 
body of the bird. The primaries are expanded at an angle of 
4o deg. beneath, the head drawn in, and the tail closely folded upon 
itself. Should one meet with this creature in this position he 
would not take it for a bird at all. Its vibrations while thus 
poised are through a space of 10ft. or more vertically, horizontally, 
or obliquely. It resembles in a striking manner a ball suspended 
in air from a pressure blower, when the blast is interfered with by 
interposing the hand or in any other way.

Any theory of flight to be secure must account for a man-of-war 
hawk in a gale. Returning to the main question, two things must 
be taken for granted in the outset. One is the bird poised on fixed 
wings in a horizontal breeze; the other is the results obtained by 
the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain; passing over any experi- 
rnent tried by myself as not being required in this explanation. 
Briefly, the pertinent results of the above Society were, the equal 
force against gravity, and to the rear, exerted by wind moving 
an inclined plane of 45 deg. ; also that the lifting force was to°the 
rear force of the different inclinations, directly as the base was to 
the lieigat, to undetermined limits. To make the explanation as 
concrete as possible, we will suppose the surface to be 35ft. long 
and /ft. wide, containing 245 square feet, such as would pre
sumably support 3501b., the weight of a practical device for sus
taining a man in a flow of air of thirty miles an hour, or 44ft per 
second, with an inclination of surface of 12in. from horizontal 
The air current, then, in passing the 7ft. width of surface in about 
the one-sixth part of a second gives a lifting force of 350 fo. thus 
balancing the weight of the device. The rear force of 1 in 7 would 
be oOlb. In short, then, the device would be lifted with a force 
equal to its weight, and driven to the rear with a force of 50 lb.

So far flight would be impossible. Note the character of this 
action, and omit all notice of molecular impact, if there be any 
and confine the attention to the density of the air alone. The 
other elements would only confuse the case, without assisting the 
explanation. The upward force of 350 lb. would measure the 
compression of air below the surface, provided there was a normal 
condition of atmosphere above. Work is done vertically upward 
by compressing the air below, so that there is a greater tension of 
air alter it has done its work than there was before, and doing the 
work makes the tension. Could the compressed air be put to 

3 i ^ escaPe(l from the surface it could accomplish 
3o0 lb. additional work in falling to the tension of the surrounding 
air. The air above is rarefied. Bear in mind that it is passing at 
the rate of 44ft. per second, and the lifting power of this partial 

cannot be other than important.
The significant fact of this matter now comes. The device is 

supported but also carried with the air current with a force of 
,)01b.,and this force must be neutralised to constitute flight. 
Along the entire 35ft. of rear edge of surface precisely where the 
compression of the air is greatest, it is suddenly discharged into a 
partial vacuum at the precise point where that vacuum is greatest,
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surfaces inclined to the direction of its motion, where the friction 
of the moving atmosphere is neutralised by the escape of the 
pressed air at the rear edge of the surface. (3) The conditions of 
soaring are complied with on the part of the body, when there is 
a distribution of weight, an extent of surface, a shape of surface, and 
an inclination of surface, approaching the maximum which is approxi
mated in the soaring birds. (4) The conditions of soaring 
plied with on the part of the atmosphere when it is in motion in 
a direction opposed to that of the body. Flight on fixed wings 
is only possible when it is directed against an opposing current of 
air ; an imperative rule to which there is no exception. (5) The 
conditions of soaring are found in their sum total in the relations 
of the air to the soaring body. The tendency to refer all 
phenomena of motion to fixed positions is dangerous when 
employed here. A bird standing on fixed wings in a breeze of 
thirty miles an hour, and a bird sailing in a calm at the rate of 
thirty miles an hour, exhibits identical phenomena so far as soar
ing is concerned. The conditions are the same, the results are the 
same.

Now, I submit that this state of things shifts the problem of 
artificial air navigation to entirely new ground; to an unexplored 
region which waits the advent of the first pioneer, 
hitherto made have much the same relation to the true pro
blem as an attempt to make a “perpetual motion ” would have to 
a problem of mechanics. They are not relevant.

The soaring birds unmask previously unknown facts of peculiarly 
constructed bodies resting in air. It is a matter of knowledge that 
these bodies when set free in still air would descend after the 
manner of a parachute until they rested upon the surface of the 
earth, when to move upon that surface would require the exertion 
of force to.overcome friction. The birds reveal the fact that when 
such a body has initial movement set up in it it finds a point of 
equilibrium upon a cushion of moving air, upon which it rests; but, 
unlike the earth, there is no friction between them, and in this 
condition the body has no weight. Now, I understand perfectly 
well that this seems incredible. It is saturated with paradox. I 
am in receipt of letters every day from men of reputation in the 
scientific world objecting to my solution of flight on some d priori 
ground. But then, gentlemen, the facts as I have stated them are 
unquestionably true, and the theories advanced completely explain 
the facts. This makes it bad for the paradoxes, and the 
ceived ideas seem crowded out.

I have to thank the editor of The Engineer for the space given 
for the publication of my papers, and the readers of this journal in 
the remote corners of the world for their letters giving observations 
on the habits of birds not known in the United States.

I have just read in your issue of the 10th inst. an article 
on “ The Problem of Flight,” by Mr. Quartermain, which I 
hardly understand. The writer declares that we now “ know all 
about it,” and at once proceeds to reduce the value of my contri
butions in this direction to absolute zero, by asserting that birds 
do not maintain themselves in the air on fixed wings. From what- 

source, then, this gratifying knowledge comes, it does not 
not come from the motionless wing birds, for there are none of that 
description. He then goes on to tell of an accident with an active 
wing mechanism presumably of his own construction, wherein the 
treachery of an iron rod or bolt left fast in the embrace of mother 
earth, a device which otherwise would have mounted skyward. 
Well, this is just what all active wing affairs have been doing for 
the past thousand years, either refusing to go up at all, or coming 
down speedily when not wanted to do so. Wherein, therefore, do 
“know it all?” The quiescent process denied altogether, and the 
active process a dead failure, as usual, I would respectfully inquire 
of Mr. Quartermain where his knowledge comes from. I will 
proceed to explain another request I have to make of him.

After observing a frigate bird standing in a breeze at a distance 
of 10ft., with wings stretched through a space of Sft.; after look
ing at the creature from below, from the rear, from the front, and 
from above without being able to detect any motion whatever, 
except the incidental tremors preservative of equilibrium; after 
proceeding in the same way with many other species of birds with 
the same results, and after continuing these operations through 
many years, frequently, at all seasons of the year and in all kinds 
of weather, and then to be told that these wings were really beat
ing the air all the time though “ eluding observation,” is simply 
astonishing. There is no marvel connected with this whole subject 
which at all equals this marvel. From Darwin, in his “Voyage of 
a Naturalist around the World,” through every observer of soaring 
birds who have been in situations suitable for such observations” 
there must have been present some inscrutable error.

Let anyone take a stick 4ft. long and no more than iin. square 
and pivot it at one end to a post and bring it to a horizontal, 
then view it at right angles to its length from a distance of 10ft! 
while an assistant moves the free end up and down, and motion 
can be at once detected. I have made observations on soaring birds 
at a distance of 1ft. from the eye, when the creature was totally 
ignorant of my presence, and do most positively assert that I could 
detect no beating of the air whatever.

Now it is presumable that Mr. Quartermain has observed these 
birds in favourable locations—that he has done more than look at 
kestrels, crows, and blackbirds at a distance—and my request is 
that he make known how it is that the wing of a living bird is so 
different from all other objects, that while appearing perfectly 
still, is is in reality all the time in pretty vigorous motion ?

Chicago, Ill., August 29th. l. Lancaster.
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2, Hamilton-road, Highbury, N., 

September 18th.

BEECHWOOD SLEEPERS.
Sir,—Your article in your issue dated August 31st last, headed 

“ Beechwood Sleepers,” contains a translation of a paper read at a 
meeting of the German Railway Association, in which my process 
of thermo carbolisation is incorrectly if not absurdly described. 
Permit me to correct it in your paper, as has been done in the case 
of the papers which have published it in Germany. In the process 
employed on the Northern Railway of France, as well as on other 
French and Austrian railways for the treatment of beech and oak 
sleepers, there is a great difference in the operation as the paper 
describes it.

First, instead of “ a current of steam mixed with the vapours of 
creosote oil, to which the sleepers are exposed during five or ten 
minutes ”—which in truth would be absurd even to suppose—the 
fact is as stated in the patent: That the sleepers are exposed 
during thirty to forty-five minutes, or even longer, to a current of 
superheated steam of a temperature that varies between 600 deg. 
and 900 deg. Fah., which carries with it by mechanical action 
creosote or tarry spray which the steam holds in suspension, as in 
fog, water is held in suspension. This current is continuous, the 
condensed matter being again converted into spray during the 
whole qf the operation, and is very penetrating, so that a sleeper 
exposed to its action during the thirty or forty-five minutes attains 
in its centre a temperature of 120 deg. to 140 deg. Fah. without any 
injury to the surface of the wood. The fact is incontestable, and 

be proved at any time by a visit to any of the works on the 
Northern of France lines.

Secondly, the penetration is not incomplete, as it is a natural 
consequence of the first operation, and the after absorption, when 
such is considered necessary, may be made to take up any quantity 
of creosote oil, and what is more, hold it and not run it out into 
the ground afterwards as is now very often the case.

Cauterets, Hautes Pyrenees, John B. Blythe.
September 11th.
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CONTINENTAL RAILWAY SPEED.
Sir,—Some few months ago you published in your journal par

ticulars of the relative speed of express trains in this country and 
abroad. It may perhaps interest your readers to know that in 
point of fast running our expresses are now equalled by those on 
some French lines, as is proved by the train leaving Paris at 
8.45 a.m., and arriving at Bordeaux at 5.52 p.m., making ten 
stoppages, aggregating 48 minutes. The distance is 363 miles.

It is also possible to travel from one end of France to the other, 
viz., Calais to Portbon, in 27 hours and 10 minutes, the route 
traversed measuring 872 miles, and the stops lasting over five

Commercial.hours.
Birmingham, September 17th.

THE GRAPHIC TREATMENT OF STRESSES.
Sir,—Owing to absence from town I have only just seen a 

letter published in your issue of September 7th, in which the 
writer takes objection to my assumption of 45 lb. per square foot 
as the weight distributed over a particular roof treated for stress in 
a former number of your journal. In reply I have only to men
tion that I adopted these conditions after consultation with those 
who know best what are the actual weights of material and acces
sory pressures brought to bear upon these special roofs. The same 
writer also objects to the uniform distribution of wind pressure for 
the reason that the wind only strikes one side of the roof, and 
might therefore vary not only the amounts, but also the nature of 
the stresses. Now, it is perfectly true that the wind blows from but 
one quarter at the same time, but we must also remember that at 
different times it blows from different quarters. I would, there
fore, ask from which quarter will your correspondent force his 
wind to blow ? In order to meet all contingencies it is evidently 
necessary to design the roof for uniform wind pressure. Thirdly 
your correspondent finds fault because I do not design the <meat 
tie rods of short cylindrical lengths of different diameters. But it 
is a golden rule to avoid all sudden changes of form, and on this 
account a truncated cone is, cceteris paribus, stronger than a rod 
made up of short cylindrical lengths of different diameters.

5, Ashburnham Villas, Greenwich, S.E.,
September 18th.

ARTIFICIAL SUBMARINE LINES.
Sir,—In the obituary notice of my brother, the late Mr. C. F. 

Yarley, which has appeared in your journal, among the inventions 
mentioned as identified with his name is that of the “artificial 
line,” which represents in every respect a submarine circuit. The 
suggestion of constructing such lines originated with myself, and a 
description is given in a paper read by me before the Society of 
Arts on March 30th, 1859. You did me the honour of reproducing 
this paper, and you made it the subject of your leading article in 
The Engineer of April 8th, 1859.

The artificial line which my late brother turned to such good 
account was made some years afterwards, the resistance coils 
forming part of it, and which were, I may say, the largest and 
most complete which had been made up to that period, were con-

vacuum

R, H. Graham.
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MISCELLANEA.NOTES AND MEMORANDA.
One of the oldest Clyde shipbuilding firms, Robert Steele and 

Co., of Greenock, closed their yard on Thursday, after launching 
their last vessel, the Inveruglas, of 2000 tons net register. The 
firm was established in 1796.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
It is proposed to establish a permanent industrial exhibition 

the banks of the Hudson, within easy distance of Central Park, 
New York city. For this purpose a company has been formed with 
a capital fixed at 1,000,000 dols. The company was organised in 
March, and its plans will doubtless be laid in detail before the 
public ere long.

In recent experiments which have been made at Grenoble for the 
transmission of electric force from a distance of 14 kilometres, the 
wire was of silicated bronze 2 mm. diameter, instead of iron as on 
former occasions. According to L’Electricite the results have been 
very poor, a motive power of 45-horses having been required to 
convey 71-horse power.

In France in 1830 there were only 115 umbrella makers, and 
their business did not amount to more than £180,000 per annum. 
In 1847 the number of umbrella makers in France had increased to 
303, and their business to £400,000 per annum, while last year the 
umbrella and sunshade makers in Paris were 408, employing 1508 
workmen, and making £520,000 worth of umbrellas.

The French gun factory at Fives Lille, has just finished a cannon 
which presents some peculiarities of proportion and shape, but 
whose chief novelty is a compact wrapping of fine wire wound 
around it as tightly as possible by a machine constructed for the 
purpose. This is of course the Longridge gun. Preliminary tests 
have shown that the resisting strength of the gun-metal is more 
largely increased by this device than it could be from an equal 
weight of similar metal cast with the tube itself.

The First Commissioner of Works has purchased the Edison 
electric plant, which has been used in the House of Commons 
during the 103 nights of the past session. The success attending 
this experiment has induced Mr. Lefevre to adopt the light on a 
permanent footing, and a considerable extension of machinery is 
now being made by the Edison Company. Next session, therefore, 
not only the libraries and the dining rooms of the House of 
Commons, but also the division lobbies, Minister’s rooms, and pre
cincts of the House will be lighted by the Edison light.

The Sheffield armour-plate manufacturers—Messrs. John Brown 
and Co. and Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co.—have received very 
gratifying news as to the behaviour of their test plates at Spezzia. 
This is all the more satisfactory on account of the outcry which 
was raised when the Italian Minister of Marine decided on Sheffield 
compound armour in preference to the all-steel plates of Schneider. 
The successful tests at Spezzia will now pass the entire order for 
the Italia, amounting to 1800 tons, equally divided between the 
two companies. The plates are 17fin. and 18|in. thick.

On the 14th inst. Rear-Admiral, T. Y. Ito; Chief Engineer, Ziro 
Mirjabara; asssistant constructor, Sason Sachin; and Lieutenant 
G. Ijuin, belonging to the Imperial Japanese Navy, visited the 
Cyclops and Atlas Works, to witness the manufacture of armour 
plates. The Japanese Government, probably warned by the power
ful navy China is getting together, have decided to begin the build
ing of armour-clads in their own dominion at any early date ; and 
these officials are travelling through Europe to see the latest im
provements in shipbuilding and armour-plating, as well as in arm
ing the vessels.

The Local Government Board sanction the borrowing of £46,834' 
by the Hendon Local Board for sewerage and sewage disposal 
works, under a modification of the scheme as originally prepared 
by Mr. J. Pollard, the engineer to the Hendon Local Board. The 
Local Government Board recommended that the Brent Yalley 
Main Sewer, from Mill-hill to the outfall, and the Silk Stream 
Yalley sewer, from Sunny Fields to the outfall, should be carried 
out at once. In conclusion, the Board offer in the first instance to 
lend £10,000, plus the costs connected with the purchase of the 
land, and recommend that the work should not be let in a lump 
sum, but on a schedule of prices.

Two ironclads are, according to the Neue Freie Presse, being 
built for the Russian Government at Sebastopol by the Steam 
Navigation Company, and, according to the terms of the contract, 
the first of these two vessels is to be launched not later than 
November, 1886, and the second six months later, while both are 
to be ready to take the sea by May, 1888. They will be 314ft. 
long by 69ft. broad and 42ft. deep, and the plates are to be 5in, 
thick above the floating line, and 3in. thick below it. The turrets 
will be covered with plates 14in. thick in front and 12in. behind, 
and will carry six 12in. and six 6in. guns. The engines, which will 
be double, with three cylinders, fourteen boilers, and two screws, 
are to be of 9000-horse power.

Mr. Floyd Delafield, of Noroton, Conn., has brought out 
new dynamo, the novel feature being that the armature is a tube 
of copper. One of the field magnets is terminated at either end 
by a tubular pole piece; within this pole piece rotates a tubular 
armature. On either side of the central magnet runs an auxiliary 
magnet, which is attached to the axle of the armature. Thus the 
tubular armature has one pole as its axle, whilst the other pole 
completely surrounds it. The current is drawn off at either end 
of the cylinder by brushes. The machine is so arranged that oile 
armature can be used to excite the magnets, whilst the other is 
used for the main circuit, which gives a good current for plating 
purposes, or, when required for incandescent lighting, the magnets 
may be excited by a small high tension dynamo, and then the two 
armatures may be used for main circuit purposes.

The local authorities in the out-districts of Oldham have been 
asked to give their consent to an extensive tramway scheme which 
will be the means of joining those districts with Rochdale on the 
one side, and Manchester on the other. The tramway will connect 
other systems that have their terminus in Rochdale, and will go 
through Milnrow, by way of Shaw, on to Royton, thence to Oldham, 
and pass on to Middleton, a considerable town now altogether 
isolated. The feature of the proposed tramway system is that 
goods as w-ell as passenger traffic will be taken. The route will lie 
almost in the centre of the cotton-spinning district, and it is 
intended to convey the raw material to the very doors of the mills. 
The promoters have appeared before the Local Boards of Chadder- 
ton and Royton, and these authorities have given their hearty 
support to the scheme, which promises to develope important 
manufacturing districts practically untouched by any railway 
system.

Messrs. Crookes, Odling, and Tidy point out, In their 
monthly report on the London water supply, that in the July 
report to.the Registrar-General, it is stated that the so-called 
“ organic impurity ” of the river-derived supply of London is from 
two to three times as great as that present in the well-water sup
ply of the Kent Company, selected as a standard. It is not, 
however, pointed out, per contra, that the so-called “previous 
sewage contamination ” of the standard well-water is from two to 
nearly three times as great as that of the river-derived water; 
although the reporter’s own figures, establishing alike the two 
results, are as authoritative in the one case as in the other. It is 
not meant seriously to imply that the well-water is rendered un
wholesome by reason of its unquestionable excess of what has been 
called by Dr. Franklaud “previous sewage contamination,” 
more than that the river-derived water is rendered unwhole 
by reason of its unquestioned excess of what he calls “organic 
impurity.” Only, if at a period of general anxiety with respect 
to the threatenings of an epidemic outbreak, it is justifiable, as a 

of exciting prejudice and alarm, to measure river-water 
by a well-water standard, and persistently to stigmatise a charac
teristic constituent of the river-water supplied to some four millions 
of people by a nasty-sounding name, it must be equally justifiable, 
with the same worthy object, to measure well-water by a river- 
water standard, and to stigmatise a characteristic constituent of 
the well water supplied to less than half a million of people, by a 
similarly nasty-sounding name, also the offspring of Dr. Frankland’a 
happy invention.

onMooselucmaguntic and Jocknahmakantajus are to be stations 
projected railroad in Maine. These are evidently the names 

which prophetic porters have been shouting in the carriage doors 
all over the country, but which weary travellers have never been 
able to distinguish by ear.

Mr. Alfred A. Langley, who has been for ten years engineer- 
in-chief to the Great Eastern Railway Company, has recently been 
appointed chief engineer to the Midland Railway Company. Mr.
Langley leaves the Great Eastern at the end of this month and 
enters office at Derby on the 1st of October.

The contract for the Aliwal North Extension Railway, South 
Africa, has been let to Messrs. Reid and Mackay, of 13a, Great 
George-street, Westminster. This firm is now engaged in con
structing the Jamaica Government Railways, and Mr. Mackay also 
constructed the waterworks for Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

The “ Railway Companies’ Directory,” edited by Mr. Percy 
Lindley, giving a list of directors, officers, and agents of the rail
ways of the United Kingdom, with capital, working expenses, and 
revenue, prices of stock, dividends, mileage, and weekly traffic 
receipts, for the last five years, will be published in December.

The general traffic agreement which has subsisted between the 
North British and Caledonian Railway Companies during the past 
ten years has been renewed for another similar term. The agree
ment covers the working of the Edinburgh and Glasgow and 
northern traffic, but in respect of the latter it will allow certain 
stipulated changes to be made on the completion of the Tay Bridge.

At the Staines Junction of the South-Western Railway a new 
curve is being made to the west of the station in order to connect 
the London line with the Reading branch. The works, under the 
direction of Mr. W. Jacomb, the company’s resident engineer, are 
being rapidly pushed forward, and will, it is hoped, be available in 
a few months. When the communication is finished a new service 
of trains will, it is understood, be provided, enabling passengers 
to travel between Windsor and Aldershot without entering the old 
station at the junction.

We learn from Poor's Railway Manual the number of passen
gers moved one mile in the New England group of the United 
States in 1882, was 1,107,045,086, at a charge of 2T c. per mile; in 
the middle States group, 2,356,226,676, at a charge of 2'3 c. per 
mile ; in the Southern group, 559,577,836, at a charge of 2'6 c. per 
mile; in the western group, 2,708,268,037, at a charge of 3'2 c. 
per mile; in the Pacific group, 351,942,279, at a charge of 3’1 c. 
per mile. The total movement on all the roads equalled 
6,834,048,765 persons moved one mile, at a charge of 2'86 c. per 
passenger mile.

The German Railroad Union held its annual meeting in August, 
and a report of its officers showed that in the middle of July there 
were ninety-eight different railroad managements which belonged 
to the Union, working in the aggregate 59,679 kilometres—37,068 
miles—of road ; 21,922 miles of which were in Germany, 12,271 in 
Austria-Hungary, 91 in Luxemburg, 420 in Belgium, 1325 in 
Holland, 724 in Roumania, and 315 in Russian Poland. The 
increase in mileage during one year was 1007 miles. No less than In 1771 the population of the city of New York was a little over 
10,951 miles of the roads in the Union were Prussian State rail- 21,000; and in 1786, three years after the close of the revolutionary 
roads, substantially worked by a single authority, but represented war, it had 23,614 inhabitants. The several censuses taken during 
by eleven different “directions,” each of which is a member of the past 100 years exhibit the marvellously rapid strides which New 
the Union. York has made toward her present imperial position. In 1790,

The number of tons of freight transported on the part of the bo^rLtbe P°Pulati°n was little more than it was in 1771;'but 
railroads of the New England group of the United States in 1882 b? 1800 ^ bad ^fie remammg censuses are thus
was 28,605,416 tons, being seven tons per head of its population, f ono kqq’ s'“n’
The number of tons transported on the middle group was d880’^02’58Qt.;-188b’2Q7f?c°8?icnS °’iv^o2^3’ la'™’ 
166,272,589, the number of tons moved per head of population oIo’oqo! i ’oaFoqo 18,0’
being 13'6. The number of tons moved on the railroads of Penn- ^42,292; lS7o, 1,041,886; and 1880, 1,206,299. On only two 
sylvania, per head, was 23'4. The number of tons transported on occasions has the enumeration shown a decrease from the figures of 
the southern group was 19,199,096, the number of tons per head the preceding census The first time was after the war of 1812, 
being 1'56. The number of tons transported in the western group a.nd tbe se?ond a(ter the Clvl1 waU The population of New York 
was 140,791,848, being seven tons per head. The number of tons Cltl has doubled six times within a century—doubling, on an 
transported on the Pacific group was 5,526,426, bein^ four tons per averaSe> once ln evel'y seventeen years. In other words, the New 
head. The number transported on all the railroads of the United York of to'day is sixty-four times as large as the New York of 100 
States the past year was 360,490,375 tons, the average moved per y?ars a&'°- . The rate of increase in the country at large is insig- 
head of population being very little over seven tons. nificant beside that of the metropolis. In 100 years the population

m „ , , . ,, , ,. .. of the United States has multiplied itself by sixteen; but the
The contract for the construction of the railway across Vancouver population of New York has increased at four times that rate. At 

Ismnd in British Columbia in connection with the Canadian the rate of increase shown by the last twenty-five years alone—a 
Pacific Railway has, it is said, been signed. Surveys will be com- rate diminished by the decline of American commerce and the 
menced immediately, and the centre line placed in running order influence of the civil war—there are children who will behold a 
by the autumn of 1886. A project is before the people of St Paul New York city containing no less than 10,000,000 inhabitants, 
and Minneapolis for the construction of a line of rail way from these mTTT,commercial centres of the American North-West to Sault St i HK exc?edinjBy delicate coloured photographs on glass v/hicli 
Marie, between Lakes Huron and Superior, and thence over the haVC co™e,lnto fashlon somewhat of late are produced by fixing a 
Canadian Pacific Railway from Algoura direct to Montreal, with a paper P igI^r,h P?on a cushion-shaped glass with transparent 
view to obtaining the shortest possible outlet to the seaboard for °e“e“ft’,^d ,wl!en jt “ dt% rubbing away two-thirds of the thick- 
the products of the country north and west of St. Paul. By this °f PhotograPb with sandpaper. The thin film left is then 
route these places would be brought 400 miles nearer the seaboard re,ndf®d transparent by soaking in melted paraffine wax after 
than by the Chicago and New York route, and as 125 miles of the XT aPPlled-whlch appear softened down
455 between Minneapolis and Sault St. Marie are already made or ■ ™ Iv at the f/uoat ^background and heavier
under contract, and the section of the Canadian Railway east K Li 1>1C.ture are then painted m body-colour upon the 
from Algoura is now nearly completed, there remain but 330 fi™, Kcushion-shaped piece of glass, which is afterwards 
miles to bo constructed to carry out the scheme.

According to Poors Manual the number of passengers trans- F. Yarley, F.R.S., and the first of the young members of his 
ported m 1882 on the railroads of the New England group of family to have produced a scientific novelty. She has just dis- 

U- ed States, having a population of 3,990,o29, was covered that the second sheet of glass may be abolished, a better 
65 220,934—a number 16'3 times greater than its own population, artistic effect produced, and the picture rendered more permanent 
The number transported in Massachusetts was 48,063,639, a by being protected from the action of the air and deleterious gases 
number, greater than for any other State. The number trans- by being wholly embedded in paraffine. She does this by quickly 
iffneow ^ States having a population of dipping the photograph in paraffine a second time after the trans
it’ was 20o,844,6^0*; or deducting 86,161,029 carried on parent colours have been applied, and painting the heavier colours
the New York city elevated railroads, 119,683,;)97 a number very upon the back of this second coat. A third layer of paraffine is 
nearly equalling ten times its population, lhc number trans- then applied, and the background painted upon that; this third 
Pm4od the southern group of States, having a population of coat may be finally protected by yet another layer of paraffine. 
12,2oa,910, was 10,875,511; a number of 1,379,399 less than the Some practice is necessary to acquire the “knack” of doing this 
population of this group. The number transported on the rail- efficiently. It must be done quickly enough not to re-melt 
roads of the western and south-western group, having a population of previous layers, and the plate must after each dipping be quickly 
20,132,32o, was 82,940,331 a number 4T times greater than its tilted on end in such a manner that the paraffine does not run into 
population; the lower average for this group arising from ridges and thickened lines, but forms an even coating.
embracing in it the south-western States. The number trans- Tm ± ■ ^ .°, T) -n i i ,. c on., 01rT it is now some sixteen years since Mr. Crookes introduced in

total number transported on all the railroads of the United States overcome. The addition of a small quantity of this amalgam to
Ss past7J,ear’ n° r gir ^ -evf' r°£ \Ti thR mercury used for the extraction of gold from its ores produces
X?£’i78 £ LTi equaling very neariysxxtmies the total a cleansing and deoxidising effect, which however lasts but for a
population 50,442,066 of the United States in 1880. short time, i.e., until the sodium has become converted into the

At the commencement of last year Germany possessed 33,707 hydrate of the metal. Within the last twelvemonths attempts 
kilos.—1 kilo. = fj mile—of railways of ordinary gauge, 192 of have been made by Mr. Barker, and also by Professor Huntington, 
narrow gauge, and 1477 of mountain lines. Of this number 22,325 to render this cleansing and deoxidising effect permanent and con- 
were owned and worked by the State, 3737 were owned by private tinuous by the employment of a current of electricity, in the cir- 
companies, but worked by the State, while 7644 were owned and cuit of which the mercury is made a cathode. Mr. Barker’s plan 
worked by private companies. The State possessed in Prussia has already been described in these columns, and the main result 
11,505 kilos., 4267 in Bavaria, 1942 in Saxony, 1535 in Wurtem- aimed at by Professor Huntington is to secure a prolonged and 
burg, 1185 in Baden, 270 in Hesse, 278 in Oldenburg, and 89 in perfect contact between the ore and the mercury, which is done by 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. But if we include all the private lines forcing the finely divided ore into the fluid metal. Quite recently 
administered by the State, then we find that Prussia possessed a very scientifically devised application of the electrical agency to 
about 15,000 kilos., almost half of the whole German system, the required purpose has been effected by Mr. Bernard C.°Molloy 
The most important private company lines are those of Altona- M.P., of the Inner Temple. We have had the opportunity of seeing 
Kiel, Berlin-Hamburg, Brunswick, and the Palatinate. The cost this system experimentally worked, and it appears to combine all the 
of establishing the German railway system was 8400 millions of requisites for the effective and economical treatment of those ores of 
marks—£420,000,000—varying from 45,333 marks to 759,654 per gold which are adapted for the amalgamation process. On a future 
kilo. The proportion of first-class travelling to second-class is 104 occasion we may be able to describe Mr. Molloy’s system in full; 
first in every 10,000 travellers, to 1355 second. The railway for the present we can only state that the apparatus employed is 

. adminstration employs altogether about 300,000 persons, thus dis- small and light, so as to admit of ready transport, that the 
tributed:—In the general management 7977, and 3457 temporary “sickening and flouring” of the mercury are effectually prevented 
employes, with 840 artisans; on the lines themselves, 30,060 per- and that the ore is brought into very perfect contact with the 
manent and 2663 temporary employes, with a staff of 58,021 work- mercury—improvements which signify increased facilities in work
men; or, in round numbers, 90,143 persons, while the traffic neces- ing and a better yield of gold in the case of a lar<m class nf anri. sitates a body of 72,555 employes and 55,852 workmen. ferous ores. S 01 aUn

on a

The Wochenllatt fur Architeckten und Ingenieure states that 
the Russian Government is causing surveys to be made, under the 
direction of General Tscliernageff, with the ultimate view of 
establishing a connection between the river Amu-l>arja—the Oxus 
of the ancients—and the Caspian Sea. The execution of the 
scheme would be carried out by making canals between the inter
vening small lakes, and thus the long projected direct communica
tion by water between the Caspian Sea and the Sea of Aral would 
be accomplished, as the Amu-Darja runs into the latter.

The Ncueste Erfinderung describes an anti-corrosion paint for 
iron. It states that if 10 per cent, of burnt magnesia, or even 
baryta or strontia, is mixed cold with ordinary linseed oil paint, 
and then enough mineral oil to envelope the alkaline earth, the free 
acid of the paint will be neutralised, while the iron will be protected 
by the permanent alkaline action of the paint. Iron to be buried 
in damp earth may be painted with a mixture of 100 parts of resin 
(colophony), 25 parts of gutta-percha, and 50 parts of paraffine, to 
which 20 parts of magnesia and some mineral oil have been added.

Professor Bell, the electrician, is reported as saying in a 
recent conversation that there are more than 500,000 telephones in 
use in the United States, and the manufacturers are unable to 
supply the demand so as to keep abreast of orders. He said that 
the progress of the telephone would have been greater but for the 
opposition of the telegraph companies, who regarded it as, in part, 
a competitor instead of an ally. In other countries the telegraph 
companies had very generally adopted the telephone as an 
auxiliary, especially at city branch offices and at small offices in 
the country. Professor Bell said that the science of electricity 
was still in its infancy. He was constantly engaged in further 
investigations. Incidentally he was preparing a catalogue of books, 
pamphlets, and even short articles on the subject, with a view to 
facilitate his own investigation and that of others. He has the 
titles of 40,000 such productions already.

The system of irrigation now in use in the Madras Presidency is 
on a vast scale ; a record, though imperfect, of the tanks in four
teen cultivated districts showing them to amount to 43,000 in 
repair and 10,000 out of repair, or 53,000 in all. The length of 
embankment required for each may be estimated on a moderate 
calculation at half a mile, and the number of masonry works in 
irrigation sluices, waste weirs, and the like, may be taken to be at 
least six. The embankments alone for all these tanks would 
extend over 30,000 miles, while the total number of separate 
masonry works are at least 300,000. The most remarkable feature 
about this gigantic system is that it is entirely of native origin, 
not one new tank having been made by Europeans ; and, according 
to all accounts, there must be a good many equally fine works 
which have been allowed to fall into decay. According to the 
Tropical Agriculturalist, the revenue dependent on existing works 
is roughly estimated at 150lakhs.
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practical regularity, but regularity cannot be guaranteed in any such case.
All except weekly advertisements are taken subject to this condition.

Advertisements cannot be Inserted unless Delivered before 8lx 
o’clock on Thursday Evening in each Week.

Letters relating to Advertisements and the Publishing Department Of the I supply} 
paper are to be addressed to the Publisher, Mr. George Leopold Riche ; all * --- ■
other letters to be addressed to the Editor of The Engineer, 163, Strand.

operate by diminishing supply, and really in no other way; 
and the question we wish to see discussed from all points 
of view is, Does it pay the strikers, as a whole, to diminish

FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE ENGINEER.

PARIS.—Madame Boyveau, Rue de la Banque.
BERLIN.—Asher and Co., 5, Unter den Linden.
VIENNA.—Messrs. Gerold and Co., Booksellers.
LEIPSIC.—A. Twietmeyer, Bookseller.
NEW YORK.—The Willmer and Rogers News Company, 

31, Beekman-street.
If it could be proved that wages were regulated solely 

. I by the supply of labour and not by demand, there could be 
DEATH " only one answer to this question. It would pay very well

On the 6th inst., at his residence, Belmont Villas, Leicester, Josiah indeed to diminish supply. Thus in some of Our Colonies 
Gimson, aged 64. physicians earn very large sums, not because they are effi-
man o^shipwr^ghts^at^Messra^Samuda' Mothers,eEngineers^ancf Iron c^en^> Jut because they are scarce. We find lawyers of 
Shipbuilders, of Poplar, London, much esteemed and deeply regretted by reputation making fortunes, because there are not lawyers 
his employers and all the foremen and men on the establishment. | enough with great reputations to satisfy the demand, and

their services are reserved for the rich. But in the affairs of 
trades and trades unions, and producers of all kinds, there 
is a third party, concerning whom we have said nothing as 
yet, who plays, nevertheless, an extremely important part 
in settling wages. We allude to the. consumer. If wages 
reach a certain point in any trade, the thing produced 
becomes so dear that the public reduce the extent of their 
purchases, and so the men suffer again. After all the power 

A correspondent, himself a large employer of labour, I of the consumer is practically unlimited ; and in nothing is 
tells us that while giving a general adhesion to the views this more apparent than in trades affected by caprice or 
expressed recently in our pages in an article on foreign fashion, such, for examples, as the silk ribbon, straw bonnet, 
competition, he holds that we have done the working man and crinoline steel trades. In such as these strikes are 
scant justice in one respect. To make this matter clear, invariably entirely powerless. There is, moreover, another 
we must recapitulate a little. We called attention to the and kindred influence to be taken into account, namely, 
fact that it usually happened that months, if not years, competition. We have said that a strike operates by re- 
must elapse before the working man can hope to repay ducing the supply of labour. The number of workmen 
himself for the money lost during a strike. Thus, if a man may be so great that a strike of feasible dimensions is 
earning 30s. a week turns out for another shilling, and wins quite unable to reduce supply sufficiently to have 
the battle after being out ten weeks, then he will have ex- any effect in the way of raising wages. Thus, for 
pended £15 ; and he cannot recover this at the increased example, when Messrs. Bull had a strike of masons 
wages, leaving interest out of the question, in less than 300 at the new Law Courts to contend against, they 
working weeks, or, say, six years. That this is quite true drew upon Belgium for what they wanted, and got it. 
our correspondent admits, but he holds that this is not the Many somewhat similar instances might be cited; and 
right way to look at the matter. If it were not for strikes furthermore, it is worthy of note that no matter how 
the position of the working man would be, he contends, badly any given class of working men think they are used 
very much worse than it is, and he points to the men there are hundreds of other working men who are quite 
engaged in the London building trade in proof of the willing to accept that which the strikers reject. For 
accuracy of his views. He maintains that the position of example, we now and then hear of a strike of locomotive 
the bricklayer, carpenter, joiner, painter, &c., has been engine drivers. Now, these men are in reality much envied 
very much improved by the union of the men, and the by others; and the result is that the moment a railway 
repeated strikes which at one time threatened to disor- strike takes place hundreds of candidates for the vacant 
ganise the entire building trade. The question thus raised berths present themselves. These men have all had some- 
by our correspondent is one of great interest, and it thing to do with steam engines, either stationary engines, 
deserves to be more fully discussed than it has been as yet. or traction engines, or colliery locomotives. Others, again, 
However, we have not thought it necessary to publish his are drivers discharged for small offences, and so on. In 
letter, because we have given the substance of it above. a very short time the service of a railway can be fully 

The moment an “ if” is introduced into any argument carried on with such assistance, and the strikers find them- 
or discussion, anything becomes possible in the way of selves beaten. The attempt to limit supply fails. If we 
assertion on the one hand, and of admission on the other. ar® right in the line of reasoning we have taken—and we 
When, therefore, we are told that if the men did not see no reason to doubt it—then strikes, instead of being 

Sir,—Will any reader kindly tell me formula for ascertaining the strain strike’ such and such things would happen, we feel that potent elements in settling wages, are really of very second- 
cn wagon draw-bars while trayelling down inclined planes? For instance we are more than half defeated. It is simply impossible to ary power. They do, however, possess one peculiarity 
in°g?oadboaf “otins0!'‘cZSsttng ofto^fand Vann’s-pulungTp emptTes- certaintywhether they would or would not on the worth notice. _ When they operate at all, they affect wages
what should be the sectional area of the draw-bar and the steel rope ? wbole be worse off than they are. We believe that wages much more quickly than any other influence, and it is to 

f k11^’ allowance should be made for the strain caused by are after all adjusted by something far more powerful than this, no doubt, that they owe most of their popularity. 
^Cardiff, 8eptember°i9th.Ven excessive sPeed ? Inquirer. strikes, namely, by the law of supply and demand, and we Thus, for example, in process of time, the under-paying of

have on our side some of the most able political economists. a given class of men would diminish supply and raise 
But we are not sure that we could prove this in a way to satisfy wages ; but years might elapse before this was brought 
a working man. It is no doubt clear that in a few instances about, as in the case of the pattern makers which we have 
strikes have modified wages, driving them up; but this cited. Strikes, by taking all the labour out of a district, 
has never been the case unless the strike was so judiciously act much more promptly, but less permanently, 
timed that the masters could really afford to pay the rise. Under all the conditions, can it be proved that strikes pay 
If we suppose that the members of any trade—say the strikers ? We think not; but of course, the answer 
moulders, for example—had no union, and consequently pust depend to a great extent on the cost of the strike. It 
no real power of striking, it may be contended that they is impossible to witness the effects of a great and prolonged 
would be ground down in the matter of wages to starvation turn-out; the ruin of homes; the sacrifice of property 
point, whereas with a union they would be sufficiently s°ld to procure food ; the load of debt incurred ; the ruin to 
powerful to fight the greedy capitalist. This is a very the bodily health of children and the mental and bodily 
plausible, and, indeed, popular line of argument. Those health of parents, without coming to the conclusion that 
who favour it, however, quite forget that when wages are strikes are far too dear. It does not appear that they can 
low in any trade, men of the proper type avoid it. ever pay. If, further, we consider what they cost the country 
Thus, after a certain point had been reached under at large, and that they may drive trades entirely away from 
the assumed conditions, moulding would no longer certain districts, or to other countries, it seems to us to be 
be adopted as a trade by men likely to excel in it. The more and more difficult to urge anything in their favour, 
whole practice of the art would deteriorate; and even They may be necessary, but it can only be on the same 
bad and incompetent workmen would become scarce, and principle that the great standing armies of the European 
the masters would in self defence have to pay higher Powers are necessary. We admit with regret that arbitra- 
wages. This is by no means a fancy picture ; all that we tion seems to have almost failed as a means of adjusting 
have sketched has actually taken place in the case of wages questions in this country. What is left we know 
pattern makers. Several years ago they had no union, or not. He who would suggest some means of determining 
other means of asserting themselves, and they were very wages, less costly and less objectionable than strikes, and 
badly paid ; first-class workmen were getting 24s. a week, which would be accepted by men and masters alike, would 
while second-rate moulders had 30s. But the consequence deserve well of his country ; so well indeed that we do 
was that no more apprentices joined the trade. The com- not think it would be possible to award him riches and 
petent pattern maker threatened to become extinct. The I honours in excess of his deserts, 
masters then began to bid against each other for good men, 
and at the present moment the pattern maker is certainly
not the worst paid man in an engineer’s works. Such a truth I The continuous brakes return for the six months ending 
^ n1S ^°f some we think, to confirm the accuracy June last has just been issued, and according to our usual 
or the statement that continuous supply and demand do custom we proceed to make a few comments upon the lead- 
much more to regulate wages than any intermittent action ing features to be found therein. It would seem that the 
on the part of men can effect. However, we do not wish total carriage stock of the country now amounts to 47 045 
to assert that strikes cannot affect wages. Indeed, it will vehicles. Of these 37£ per cent, are fitted with five
be seen at a glance that a strike is nothing more or less descriptions of automatic brakes, or rather, to adopt the
than a, means of reducing supply. Let us suppose, for cautious phraseology of the Board of Trade, with “ brakes 
example, that there were in Great Britain ten thousand which appear to comply ” with the conditions of the 
boiler-makers, and that these men were all employed at Board ; 32 per cent, are fitted with thirteen other kinds 
thirty shillings a week. If, now, nine thousand of the of brakes which make no pretence of doing so, and the 
party agreed to kill off the tenth thousand, then, other remaining 30| per cent, are without brakes altogether, 
things being equal, and the demand for boilers remaining These figures, however, show an improvement in the right 
unaltered, each of the nine thousand would find his wages in- direction—that is, in the extension of the automatic prin- 
creased by one-ninth—for the share of every dead man would ciple. The number of automatic brakes now amounts to 
be divided into nine equal portions, and divided among the 17,662, or an increase of 2597 in the six months while for 
survivors. To slay is not permissible ; but nine thousand the first time since the returns have been issued the non
might say to the tenth thousand, Give up boiler-making, automatic stock shows a reduction, there being 341 less
and we will pay you well; the result would be the same. This than in the previous return. The gross increase
principle is really put in practice in almost all trades; for during the half-year may therefore be said to consist 
it is evident that if even one man were always on strike altogether of brakes on the automatic principle, 
in some place or another, the whole working power of a If we omit sectional brakes, and deal with con- 
given community would be reduced by so much, and wages tinuous brakes only, we find there are now 17,662 
raised accordingly. In the same way, if we find that vehicles fitted with automatic brakes, and 6467 with non- 
strikes have reduced the whole producing power of a given automatic brakes, and of the former over 60 per cent, are 
trade by, say, 10 per cent, in any year, then the result is Westinghouse. But though the general tendency of the 
just the same as if the number of those pursuing that figures in this return—in principle, as we have said—leads 
particular calling had been reduced by 10 per cent. Strikes I to what we have all along insisted on as the right diyec-

T0 OORKESPONDENTS.
*** In order to avoid trouble and confusion, we find it necessary to 

inform correspondents that letters of inquiry addressed to the 
public, and intended for insertion in this column, must, in all 
cases, be accompanied by a large envelope legibly directed by the 
writer to himself, and bearing a Id. postage stamp, in order that 
answers received by us may be forwarded to their destination. 
No notice will be taken of communications which do not comply 
with these instructions.

*** We cannot undertake to return dra,wings or manuscripts; 
must therefore request correspondents to keep copies.

*** All letters intended for insertion in The Engineer, 
taining questions, must be accompanied by the name and address 
of the writer, not necessarily for publication, but as a proof of 
good faith. No notice whatever will be taken of anonymous 
communications.

P. and Sons.— We are unable to say.
A. S.— We believe so; consult a solicitor.
Delta.— We have received no letters for you.
Inquirer.—A letter lies at our office for this correspondent.
R. J. L.— We do not know of any book of the kind you want.
A Shipowner.— We have heard of Fenton s bush, but we have had no practi

cal experience with it ourselves ; nor have we met with any one who has been 
to sea with it. Perhaps some of our readers can supply information.

A Mechanic.—Valves of the kind shown in your sketch have often been pro
posed and tried. In practice they do not wear equally and become leaky, 
and under the influence of heat the angle alters and they do not keep tight. 
On the whole, the disadvantages of such valves overbalance the advantages.

Erratum.—/}! the article in our last number on the Chicago Railway Expo
sition, an error was made in describing the scraper illustrated in Figs. 32 
and 33. The description near the bottom of the first column, page 200, 
should read—“ When filled with earth, the man in charge bears down on a 
lever in the rear, and raises the scraper clear of the ground, a catch main
taining it in position. The scraper can be tipped by turning it on its 
axis by means of a pair of short handles, another catch keeping it tipped,
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DEDERICK’S HAY PRESS.
(To the Editor o The Engineer.)

Sir,—I shall bo much obliged to any reader who can give me the 
address of a maker of Dederick’s American hay press, or will say where 
Mr. Dederick may be found. Milan

September 15th.

ROAD AND RAIL CARS.
{To the Editor of The Engineer.)

Sir,—May I ask some of your readers to kindly give me some informa
tion as to the most satisfactory scheme for running the same rail or tram 
wagon on street or road surface, or on rails, at pleasure ? I understand 
some schemes effect the change by having a peculiar rail, others by 
peculiarity of wheel, <fcc. I would also be obliged for some particulars as 
to how the plans have stood the crucial test of every-day work.

_______ Varium et Mutabile.

LOADS ON INCLINES.
{To the Editor of The Engineer.)

BURDEN’S ROTARY SQUEEZER.
{To the Editor of The Engineer.)

I have just noticed your answer to “Subscriber," in your issue 
?.fT,the , ?ns.h> wherem you State that you have never heard of 

Bergen s rotating squeezer.” Your correspondent probably means 
Burden s squeezer. I have Burden’s own drawings of this squeezer by 
me. The drawing is marked, “ Patent Shingling Machine, invented by 

|*urden- of Troy Ironworks, US.” There are several at work in 
South Staffordshire, all made from this same drawing. The patent was 
bought from Burden by the late Mr. James Foster, of Stourbridge Iron
works. The drawing is dated August 15th, 1841. I shall be glad to give 
your correspondent any information he requires respecting cost &e of 
this squeezer. ° w Lewis

Wollaston, Stourbridge, September 19th.

Sir,—For the information of “ Subscriber,” I can give you the following 
particulars relating to “Burden’s” invention, which is clearly alluded 
to:—It consists of a strong cast iron cylinder corrugated on its surface- 
parallel to its axis—with indentations 
similar to those on the jaws of the 
crocodile squeezer. It is mounted 
on a strong vertical axis, and is 
driven from below by heavy bevel 
gearing. It is partly surrounded by a 
correspondingly corrugated curb, in 
which it is placed excentrically as 
shown in annexed sketch, 
puddle ball is thrown in off the trolly 
at A, and is waltzed round and round 
between the two corrugated surfaces, 
which approach one another, to
wards B, where it is ejected in the 
shape of a compact cylinder ready to be passed through the rolls. The 
advantages of this machine are great; besides accomplishing the work 
far better it does it with no attendance whatever; the trolly being 
sharply up against it, the puddled ball is shot into it, to be discharged 
ready for the rollers. This machine is the invention of Mr. Burden, of 
Troy, New York, one of the largest ironmasters in the United States, who 
possibly may give your correspondent further particulars.

17, Park-road, New-cross, S.E., September 15th.

The
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THE CONTINUOUS BRAKES RETURN.

8UB8CRIPTION8.
The Engineer can be had, by order, from any newsagent in town or country 

at the various railway stations; or it can, if preferred, be supplied direct 
from, the office on the following terms (paid in advance);—

Half-yearly (including double numbers)
Yearly (including two double numbers)

If credit occur, an extra charge of two shillings and sixpence per annum will 
be made. The Engineer is registered for transmission abroad.
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tion, we cannot say that the brake question is much nearer against the Westinghouse brake contains no mention of 
a settlement than it was, and we doubt very much whether frost, and the parts peculiar to this brake are avain only 
a satisfactory solution will ever be arrived at without com- mentioned often enough to show that they exist. The 
pulsory legislation. We have frequently referred to the return for this brake is mainly a list of burst hose and 
necessity for uniformity in brakes; but instead of every- mistakes on the part of the companies’ servants We may 
one using his efforts towards this very desirable end, never eliminate the tendency of human beings to err but 
there are indications in the return, of fresh inventions, and whether these burstings arise from defective material or 
consequently of further complications. For instance, the from injury, it should surely be possible either to provide 
matter is by no means simplified by finding that the a better article or to protect them from bein°- damaged 
return from the North London Railway, the stock of which ° °
is fitted with the Clark-Webb brake, is now suddenly 
transferred to the automatic list, while there are still 6087 
other Clark-Webb sectional brakes in the non-automatic 
list. The London and North-Western Company has, as is 
well known, always exercised a baneful influence 
upon. this subject, its efforts having been from 
the first devoted to the extension of the Clark-Webb 
brake, and the suppression of other systems which are in 
every way superior. Some time since, Mr. Moon, the 
chairman, announced the intention of his company to 
discard the chain brake, upon which so much money had 
been lavished, and to adopt in its place a vacuum brake, 
which, with the assistance of a good steam brake upon the 
engine, they hoped to be able to make answer every pur
pose. What form this vacuum brake was to take was not 
divulged, and

fitted up with a crane in an ordinary barge. The dredge 
itself consists of a single bucket made in halves, which, 
when closed, form a semi-cylinder with a horizontal axis. 
Ihe two halves have, of course, sharp edges, and special 
arrangements are provided for causing them first to bury 
themselves in the sand, and then to close upon the mass 
comprised between them.

To the same class belongs the well-known dredger of 
Messrs.. Bruce and Batho, which we believe was really 
eailier in the field. This dredger has never been fully 

-r i . , . , , , described, but a model of it has been exhibited on various
it is much to be wished that some competent engineer, occasions, and its construction is well known. The dredge 

able to obtain the requisite material, should give us a or bucket is here of a hemispherical form when closed and 
treatise on excavating. When we consider the enormous is made up of three equal divisions, meeting at the lowest 
quantities of earthwork which are shifted every year in point. Each of these when open has, therefore a sharp 
different countries of the world for the making of railways, end, and somewhat resembles the pointed shovel of a coal- 

&C'l lt11S obvious how important it becomes heaver. This pointed end enables each blade to penetrate 
that the best and cheapest mode of doing this should be deeply, even into hard or clayey soil. When buried to the 
generally known. Few will assert that our engineers and required depth, they are drawn together bv mechanical 
contractors are already perfect in this department, or that means, and the bucket, with the mass of earth enclosed is 
our practice in excavation leaves nothing to be desired, lifted to the surface, and discharged into barges or other- 
At present the shovel, pick and grafting tool, worked wise as required. The apparatus may be worked, like that 
by hand, are still the means by which most of our excava- of Fouracres, by an ordinary crane, but in practice
tion is carried on, both in England and the colonies. In and especially when of large size, it is worked by
America the higher cost of hand labour has produced a hydraulic pressure. For sea-going vessels the bucket is 
more advanced state of things. In our number for Sep- suspended from one end of a strong iron beam : below
tember 14tli we described the excavating machinery exhi- this is an opening in the bottom of the vessel
bited at I hiladelphia and largely used in the United through which the bucket descends and rises, the shoot 
states torthe making of cuttings and the clearing of ditches being so arranged that it swings out of the way of the 
by the side of new railways. Unfortunately, no details of bucket as it passes, and then drops underneath it to receive 
tiie cost of such excavations are forthcoming, which would the contents. The opening can be closed when the bucket 
enable us to judge how far they are fitted to replace hand is not wanted, and the dredger used as an ordinary steamer 
labour on this side the Atlantic. Of course, however, such For canal work every action of the machine is performed 
machines are not a monopoly of the United States. Messrs, by hydraulic machinery, and is so easy that the whole 
Kuston and Proctor, Appleby, Priestman, and others, have be managed by native labourers. The working parts 
tor some time past exerted themselves in perfecting and sell- few, and none of them, except the journals of the bucket 
mg excavators of various types; but here again we are not are exposed to the wearing effect of the material dredged! 
aware that trustworthy estimates of first cost, working cost, In the most recent examples the hydraulic pumps tire 
and repairs have ever been laid before the public. We regulated by an accumulator, which renders the pressure 
need hardly say that we should be glad to open our columns uniform, and governs the engine so completely as to reduce 
to any figures which these firms, or those who have em- the cost of fuel by 50 per cent. Even without this im- 
ployed their machinery, might be disposed to contribute, provement, the superintending engineer of thePunjaub in 
But the subject requires something more than isolated a report to Government, estimated that a Bruce dredger can 
monographs. It should be treated systematically in all its there lift 2000 cubic feet per hour at a working cost of about 
branches, including, of course, the question of excavation 2|d. per cubic yard. To this has to be added the expenses 
under water as well as land. . of repairs and depreciation; but the first cost is much less

It is tbis latter branch of the question on which we than that of a bucket dredger, and the expenses of repairs 
desire to say a few words. It is, perhaps, the more important during two years’ working are understood to be nil. 
ot the two. For the excavation yearly accomplished on A special form of this dredger has lately been devised 
land is relatively diminishing, from two causes—the first be- for the canals of China, where the dredmno- needed is 
mg that the more important and longer lines of railway enormous, and is at present carried on in the most primi-
Tm6 al[eady )eeU conatructed> and tbe otlier tbatin those tive manner. The difficulty here is that the numerous
still to be made the tendency is more and more to keep as bridges, with which, as represented on crockery we are all 
close as may be to the surface, and diminish the amount of familiar, have only a span of some Oft. or 7ft. and a height 
excavation by every possible means. It is possible, indeed, of 3ft. or 4ft. above water level. Through this restricted 
that the spread of cheap excavating machinery may opening the dredger must pass. The difficulty has been 

» .... . . larSe gradually cause a reaction m this respect. But however got over by building the dredger as a Ions' narrow boat
h-fff vpiv fin • overrunning^ stations during the this may be, the excavation required under water is not at with a pontoon attached on either side? In passing 
br'ik/ In art* ■fJJf611 rom tne fai|ure of the vacuum all likely to diminish, owing to the unfortunate tendency a bridge the pontoons fall behind, and the beam is lowered
. ‘ £ , ’ and a Pe™sal °f these lists gives rise in nature to remove earth and sand from places where they to the deck. On arriving at the scene of action the beam
renort ^menTln^T • sen/atl011f- or mAance, tbe firsfc are harmless, or even useful, and deposit them in other is raised, the dredger is anchored, and the pontoons' 
tfilfieAApT^i n th>, %aS follows’ fro.m PIaces where they are neither the one nor the other. There brought up alongside to act as platforms for working

? Committee7.15 p m passenger train are two great examples of this tendency in the action of Lastly, Mr. A. A. Langley, now engineer to the Midland
M fi , 1 i-iocu s a ion, Manchester, to Central station, rivers on the one hand, and of waves and ocean currents Railway, described to the Institution of Mechanical Enei
The like faffed +.2! StocWt-Teviotdale-station.’'- on the other. Of the,first we have a striking example in neers in 1882 the so-called “Bazin dredger ” whth has
often that if P + . uch incidents have occurred so the case of the Mississippi, of which we gave some account been worked with great success in the ’harbour at
followed Lin 0 ? rIlUary t ut tbey have not beeu 111 a recent lssuei wbile tbere is scarcely a harbour on the Lowestoft, and also in different districts of the Continent 
iIv liaby i dlsas,t.rous rresu ta> Yhlch> however, can coasts of the German Ocean which does not furnish a more by Mr. Charles Ball. This dredger consists simply of a

°r ‘^,s«ing illustration of the latter. The modm centrifugal pump mounted on a bfrge°Cm wMcUa pipe 
b - P ... a n the night of the 12th inst. the operandi in each case is tolerably well known, and need of india-rubber stiffened with wire passes to the bottom 
hevacnnm0 f'L ?tbe'defective principle of not here be dwelt upon. The result in each is the’same, viz., This pipe is furnished wilTain™hff^wMA dKto 

several T.a.-.PyJ,AL ’ a1^ l resulted in serious injury to the deposit of a layer of silt at the bottom of the river or the silt, and on starting the pump this silt is driven up the 
r]‘ ff , n Tt W0ldd seeni tbat as a . heavy tjam, estuary, which lessens its depth, and must be artificially re- pipe by the head of water, and delivered into a trough 
Uonensfer^ro pla engines’ cepveymg excursionists from moved, if the depth and water-level are to be maintained the the top of the barge, whence it may be discharged 
Gradient tfip ■aPProacbing Stockport on a steep down same. In the case of harbours these conditions are impera- required. This form is of course applicable only m soft 
that the Inin WaS aPPbed Wlth tbe effect five, and consequently the problem thus resolves itself into material, as gravel or sand, and even with mud is of doubt-
and the (Utacherf nolfien!™' f he Pa^ proceeded het best form of dredger to be employed for the purpose, ful utility, from the great amount of water which is carried 
smmrIn^ t^savs Wg Z d ei 4Cbester Pas‘ the case of rivers this is not so; and as a matter of up with it. In Lowestoft harbour the total working cost
mile T should• i 1 f down ^be mcbne for a fact, m the rivers on the Continent, where this evil is most including repairs, was about 2|d. per cube yard§ with 
of ‘nut ! 7’ i “ d i fu sensatl0ns and. screams common and most serious, very little is done in the way of a lead of two miles. To this may be added about R1 for
firstSt f L S WT n*iW-e raU sma8h+,1Ilt? ,the dredSing the silt deposited. The regular method is to interest on capital, the prime cost being of course ^rv 
carriage • as the triins “ an °p6n tbird'class counteract the evil by raising the embankments along the small as compared with any other class of dredger. Simi-
violentlv ni^wfi^ n • Kmy companion was shot river thus allowing its surface level to rise, and maintain- lar dredgers used in Holland have delivered the spoil 
and we were ill hud bed^ Ifi0 nfXt compartment, ing the depth unaltered in spite of the higher level of the through pipes to a distance of 1200 yards, thereby savino- 

' 7ither’the/las3.™s smasb?d> bottom. This method of dealing with the problem all the labour of discharging. A similar dredger^not
ensued ” It is Irne in’ inlim f terr4\e confusion received a severe practical reprimand in the disastrous floating, but mounted on wheels, was built for the South
~3-.ll S{“ aUtTatlC bn4e 40uld bav« P?- ?00ds at Szegedin, which occurred in the spring of 1879. of France at a cost of £480, and
Wplpru fivlri b \ i°W 18 ! -eW L°1ndon a,nd North' In APril Hth of that year we dealt with the subject at tons per day.
stop the hindmS0ny, °n ?,r Van’ to s?me1lenSth’ Pointing out that the system, even if cheaper Looking at the information thus obtained, we are dis-

’chills4— Mi e dUta ffiarr:edels

sri" u f n™w »=ded only that proper dredgi”s appliances conId

failure with Ue viZIrn firit’ f ^i18 & of on the contrary, further experience has shown that the with the most improved machinery, has ever approximated
iJ lfil Z the vacuum brake, and many of the failures ratio then assumed to hold between the cost of dredging to such a figure. The result is one which cannot be too 

is ir^medUv ^ if andu^ba^ing, viz., as 1 to 5, is really higher tha/the prominent]/ put forward, or ^gorously ‘Xed upon
comincr ™Lp without wi Uaie ( ue to the couplings truth. A good deal of information on dredging has since tbe attention of every engineer concerned with the 
defectghas been ItWnt J fi g’ ‘/r a rf“edy for become accessible, though it is by no means as full as it removal of silt or earth from below water, whether on 
on theenMne^The Proceedings of the Institution of Mecha- the Mississippi, the Po, or tlieTbeiss; being surely the 
the co^plfngs’ar^srniaMted^nr^rin^sb®a d^n(bcat?whether meal Engineers for 1879 contains a paper by Mr. Buckley cheapest, as it is the most direct means of maintaining 
us^rthis maK sblf^f tlv/n^not An jUustration of the on the “ Fouracres Dredger,” which gives some channels at their required depth, whilst at the same time 
Northern Comnanv as follows •!!-“hVQri!tUrna thfiGreat figures ^ on the subject. It appears in the removing all fear of those terrible disasters which have so
nnpminlprl i P- n 0 °ws \ acuum pipes became first place that the cost of ordinary work by frequentlyattendedthealmostnecessaryfailuresoccurrino- 

fed for not observing tell-tale gauge, bucket dredger may be taken at 3d. to 4d. per cuK in the rival process of embanking. yiailures burring 
Overran station There can clearly be no proper tell-tale yard, when the circumstances are favourable and the 
without an automatic brake, by which the driver would quantities so large as, for instance, is the case on the Clyde 
tiiln bTfi/Z71Staieably warned by the stopping of his or the Tees. Of this price, not more than lR is the actual 
train. The automatic vacuum brake has again suffered working cost of dredging; the remainder's absorbed bv 
many senous delays, due to the leak-hole being stopped repairs, and by interest on first cost, reckoned at 10 per 
pIpi l1!/ nu,mber. °? ^ Hth we pointed out the fact, cent. In India, owing to the climate and the hi^h cosfof 
clearly demonstrated in the previous returns, that these skilled labour, the working cost alone is about 6d to 9d 
In ^npfi68 gaVf a great deaJ.more trouble, and, in fact, led per cube yard, and the total cost about 15d. On the other 
!isp wfifi gIeatw /.raPbcatlori‘s than the triple valves in hand with the Fouracres dredger, as working in the Patna 
use with the Westinghouse brake, and this feature is canal, the total cost was only 2d., and the workino- cost 
confirmed m the present return. The record of failure? 1R This dredger was a comparatively rough apparatus

DREDGING AND EMBANKING.

even now there would appear to be some 
doubt on the subject. In addition to 5518 chain brakes, 
the North-Western Company returns seventy-five carriages 
fitted with a brake vaguely described as “ vacuum,” but 
which it appears, on further search, can only be applied 
by the driver, and not by the guard ; moreover, in 
to question No. 2, Whether self-acting ? we find it is said 
to be “ self-acting on a van only in case of a break-away.” 
In the return from the North Staffordshire Railway, 
mention is made of a brake called “ Webb’s vacuum,” 
which is also applied only by the driver, and in answer to 
the question as to its self-acting properties, the reply is 
simply “ No.” Whether the last-named appliance is the 
same as the former, we do not know. The modesty of 
inventors is well known ; but it may be that the North 
Staffordshire Company has been premature in thus father
ing an invention which is still in an embryo state. How
ever, it would certainly appear that the North-Western 
Company finds, it beneath its dignity to adopt any fully 
developed appliance, and is again bent upon having a 
system which will bear the mark of its own genius. 
That one company, or one man should now be answerable 
for introducing three or four brakes, certainly does not 
bring the prospect of an uniform system any nearer. Such 

serves only to check the elucidation of a problem 
already difficult enough.

Whatever the form of vacuum brake, however, which 
the North-Western Company intends introducing, it is to 
be hoped it will manage to avoid such risks as, according 
to. the returns, are constantly being run by trains fitted 
with the chain brake, and also those which are regularly 
recorded against the Smith vacuum brake, 
number of cases

answer

can
arc

a course

are

on

tested to dredge 750was

COMING RAILWAY WORK.
Seven hundred and eighty-two miles of railway to be con

structed within the United Kingdom represents a quantity of 
railway work which has not had an equal for many years. For 
such a length, however, powers have been granted to existing 
and new railway companies during last session. An expendi
ture of £30,682,100 has been authorised for new lines and 
connected works, and nearly three millions and a-half sterling 
have to be added to this, as the authorised expenditure on about 
150 miles of tramways, which have also been authorised. Four
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of the companies are each authorised to expend over two millions 
sterling, viz., the Great Eastern £2,250,000, for fifty miles of new 
railways in Essex, and other works ; the London and North- 
Western £2,433,000, for fifteen miles of new line and widening 
of lines ; the London and South-Western, £2,013,000, for thirty 
miles of new line, and works in connection ; and the Lancashire 
and Yorkshire, £2,600,000, for various works. Among the new 
companies in the metropolis and the locality immediately around 
which have received these powers, is the London, Harrow, and 
Hendon Company, which is authorised to construct twelve miles 
of railway at an outlay of £373,300. The lines proposed to be 
constructed are from the authorised Beaconsfield, Uxbridge, and 
Harrow Railway, at Harrow, to Hendon, and the Great Northern 
•—Edgware and Highgate branch—Railway, north of Highgate, 
and to the Alexandra Branch Railway ; also branch lines to the 
Midland Railway at Hendon, to the Harrow and Rickmansworth 
at Harrow, and to the Metropolitan Outer Circle at Kingsbury. 
Fifteen tramway Bills, eight of which include the use of mecha
nical power, have been sanctioned for the construction of thirty- 
eight miles of tramway, at an outlay of £623,000, of which 
£347,000 are for the construction of fourteen miles of tramways 
within the metropolitan area—namely, eight miles in the Nor
wood and Croydon district, at a cost of £150,000 ; three miles 
in Brentford and Isleworth, at an outlay of £150,000 ; and three 
miles in Peckham and East Dulwich, at a cost of £47,000. 
Twenty-six Board of Trade applications for tramway provisional 
orders were granted, in sixteen of which mechanical power was 
sanctioned, and in nine the Hallidie cable system. There will 
thus be a good deal of railway and tramway making, and plenty 
of new stock will be required within the next year or two. 
Internal trade in these industries certainly has not a very gloomy 
outlook.

coal, the liquor being 6 to 7 deg. Twaddell. The cost of

the birthplace of the Iron and Steel Institute although this, the ailthor expected, with a larger number of 
the idea of its formation was started at Newcastle, in a ovens would be somewhat reduced. In comparing the 
paper by the late Mr. John Jones, read before the North production and cost per ton of coke in the Simon-Carves 
of England Iron Manufacturers’ Association on the 29th coke ovens with ordinary beehive ovens, the author finds 
of September, 1868—because its founders were Middles- that the yield is 15 per cent, more in the Simon-Carves 
brough men, and the first general meeting was held at ovens, which is equal to 1056 additional tons of coke from 
Middlesbrough, under the presidency of the Duke of the 7042 tons of coal. The extra cost of labour per ton of 
Devonshire, in September, 1869. coke produced in the Simon-Carves ovens over that of the

During the fourteen years which have elapsed between ordinary beehive oven is Is. 3 3Id. per ton, which covers 
the first meeting and that which began last Tuesday the expenses connected with obtaining the bye-products, 
importance of the Cleveland district and its centre, The Jameson process has already been fully described 
Middlesbrough, has greatly increased; and this is due and illustrated in our pages. It is for effecting recovery of 
almost entirely to the development of the iron manufac- volatile products in the beehive oven worked in the ordinary 
ture, and more lately to the commencement of the steel way, except that suction is applied to the oven bottom while 
manufacture. It is estimated by Mr. Edward Williams the charge is being coked. The products vary greatly with 
that the quantity of pig iron made in the district’during the kind of coal operated upon. The results of trials of many 
1869 did not exceed 1,500,000 tons, whereas in the year varieties of coal were given by Mr. Jameson, ranging from 
ending with June of the present year 2,730,000 tons were 3’2 to 13’5 gallons of oil (not tar) per ton of coal, and 2’5 to 
produced, the number of blast furnaces having increased 11 ’3 lb. of sulphate of ammonia. The yield of coke at Page 
from 93 to 117, and the weekly production per furnace Bank Colliery—Messrs. Bell Bros.—is 67-5 per cent., and at 
from 310 to 440 tons. Although the make of finished Tudhoe Grange—Weardale Iron and Coal Co.—70 per 
iron was not very much greater in 1882 than in 1869— cent. At Felling the range is from 60 to 77’75 per cent, 
being 726,000 tons against 600,000—about 400,000 tons of The appearance and quality of the coke are absolutely 
steel are now produced yearly in the district, the acid pro- unaffected, saving that the percentage of contained sul- 
cess being adopted at Eston, Darlington, and Tudhoe, phur is reduced. The cost of working the recovery 
while the new basic process has been taken up actively by process, including repair, is stated to be about lfd. per ton 
Bolckow, Yaughan, and Co. and the North-Eastern Steel of coal. The cost of converting ovens is stated to be 
Company. covered by £20 each, including all necessary appliances,

Thu3, the iron mines of Cleveland, which suffered a and the converting power of each oven appears to be 11 
temporary check through the universal superseding of iron tons per week, or I'57 tons per oven per day. The gas in 
by steel rails, which requii’e pure ores for their production the Jameson process is available for use as fuel. The 
by the old Bessemer process, are in a fair way to receive a special advantage of this process appears to be that it is 
fuller development than ever, thanks to the dephosphoris- available with existing plant, that the coke is made in 

’ ing process brought into practical working by Messrs. Thomas tbe ordinary way, and no special men are reouired. 
and Gilchrist, so ably seconded by Mr. Windsor Richards. Moreover, the cost of conversion of ovens, and of the 
Nor could any time or place have been more apropos for recovery plant, is very small, while the converting power 
conferring on Mr. Thomas the Bessemer gold medal for the of the oven is great, and the cost of recovery, including 
present year, which, on account of his regretted absence repairs, inconsiderable.
through illness, was received on his behalf from the Pre- The discussion of these two papers, taken together 
sident’s hands by Sir Henry Bessemer himself. occupied the remainder of Tuesday morning. It was

Another interesting event in the first day’s proceedings opened by Mr. Henry Aitken, of Falkirk, whose system 
was the formal presentation to the Institute, by Mr. T. had been referred to in Mr. Jameson’s paper. He de- 
Hugh Bell, on behalf of his father, of an advance copy of fended the beehive oven, stating that it could be con- 
Mr. I. Lowthian Bell’s work, “ Elements in the Manufac- structed so as to give within 1 or 2 per cent, of what is 
ture of Iron and Steel,” which was begun for the British obtained in a retort, that it made excellent coke, and pro- 
iron Trade Association, but has so grown in course of pre- duced a very satisfactory quantity of tar and ammonia, 
paration that its presentation to the technical body seemed He thought sufficient weight had not been attached to the 
more appropriate. This circumstance also was tinged with value of a silvery appearance in coke, because this silvery 
sadness, because the state of Mr. Bell’s health had pre- skin was almost entirely composed of pure carbon, which 
vented his finishing the work, so as to be published, as he prevented the coke from suffering in its downward passage 
intended, concurrently with the meeting, and also the in the blast furnace.
reading of his promised paper on “ The Use of Raw Mr. Stevenson observed that furnace managers preferred 
Coal in the Blast Furnace.” The sympathy with Mr. light, silvery, hard coke, because if the coke be too solid, 
Bell and his family, expressed by the President, the air cannot get through it, but it passes down uncon
found a ready echo among the members generally, sumed, and floats upon the slag. There were now twenty- 
The welcome of the members to their home, as it were, five Simon-Carves ovens, and twenty-five more were soon 
was appropriately given by Mr. C. F. II. Bolckow, chair- to be erected ; he would suggest that two other firms who 
man of the Local Executive Committee, who commented lead the van of progress, say Messrs. Bolckow and Yaughan 
upon the remarkably rapid progress of the Institute, the and Messrs. Bell Bros., erect twenty-five more furnaces 
number of members being now 1350, including the sixty each, so that Mr. Edward Williams might keep a furnace 
elected on Tuesday. going entirely with coke from the Simon-Carves ovens,

In the course of his address the president, Mr. B. and then give the members the benefit of his experience. 
Samuelson, M.P., F.R.S., observed that fluctuation in the On Wednesday morning the first paper read was “On 
iron trade were best met by effecting economy in the pro- Different Systems of Hydraulic Cranes for Steel Works,” 
duction of that article which was of the first importance to by Mr. R. M. Daelen, Dtisseldorf. This was a descriptive 
all engaged in the trade, and it was the special mission of paper, which would be unintelligible without drawings, 
the Institute, to bring about that economy without sacri- of the cranes used in Bessemer steel works. It 
ficing the perfection of the articles produced. He hoped was followed by a paper “On a New Form of Centre 
that, while they were doing their best to cheapen the pro- Crane for Bessemer Plant,” byMr.T. Wrightson, which may 
duction of iron and steel and encourage its consumption, be thus described:—A strong wrought iron post is carried 
the railway companies would second such efforts by pro- from a socket in the foundation to a socket in the roof, 
viding the means of obtaining the raw material and con- This post is enlarged in diameter at its lower portion, 
veying the finished products at the cheapest possible rate. A cylinder works up and down upon this part, the 
He also hoped that the endeavour to preserve the peace top gland of the cylinder working on the smaller 
between France and China—which was the cause of Earl diameter, and the bottom gland working on the larger 
Granville’s absence—would be crowned with success, diameter of the post. Thus when water"is admitted into 
because it was most important to the country at large, and the cylinder through a hole in the post, the cylinder itself 
not least to the iron manufacturers. rises with a lifting power equal to the difference of the

The first papers taken were those on new methods of areas of the post multiplied by the effective pressure of 
coke-making, viz., “The Manufacture of Coke on the the water. Further, by flattening one side of the post at 
Simon-Carves System,” by R. Dixon, Peases’ West, and the larger diameter, and adapting the lower gland-box to 
“The Jameson System of Coke Manufacture,” by Mr. J. this form, a sliding-key arrangement is produced, so that 
Jameson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, the object of both for horizontal rotation the cylinder and post move round 
methods being to produce a high quality of coke for together. Two steel trunnions are mounted upon this 
ironmaking with recovery of the volatile matters that cylinder,,and the platform for supporting the ladle is poised 

generally wasted. Mr. Dixon said that upon these in such a way that a very slight rocking motion 
having the management of Messrs. Pease’s extensive of the platform upon these trunnions can take place. The 
coking establishments in the county of Durham, was platform is made very rigid by trussing, and half the 
instructed to visit the Besseges works of the Terre- maximum weight of steel to be lifted in the ladle is 
noire Company, and to make himself thoroughly ac- balanced by a fixed counter-weight at the opposite end 
quainted with all that related to the Carves system of of the platform. We have still left one half the 
coking, and its applicability to the coal of the county of weight of the steel unbalanced, the effect of which 
Durham. Having reported favourably, he was instructed we wish to neutralise or remove to another portion of 
to proceed with the erection of a battery of twenty-five the structure. To accomplish this, chains are led from 
ovens, with adjuncts for utilising the waste products, not each end of the girders forming the platform over sheaves 
exactly proportioned to the twenty-five ovens, but of such fixed in a strong frame at the top, and forming part of the 
power and capacity as might be obviously necessary or crane post immediately under the top socket, so that the 
advantageous. The paper was designed merely to give sheave frame can rotate horizontally with the crane post 
recorded results—it was a species of supplement to one and cylinder. The two sets of chains, after passing over 
read in 1880 by Mr. H. Simon. There are twenty-five their respective sheaves, descend to a heavy balance weight 
ovens, each 23ft. long, 6ft. 6in. high, and 19|in. wide, with of annular form surrounding the upper portion of the 
side and bottom flues, the capacity of each oven being crane post, which acts as its guide, the points of connection 
equal to a charge of 4J tons of coal. The cost of the of both sets of chains being the same, and in a plane 
twenty-five ovens was £226 8s. 6d. per oven. The cost of passing through the centre of gravity of the weight, so that 

equal number, twenty-five, of lift, ordinary beehive it may hang indifferently on either one or the other set of 
ovens, built on the same site as the Simon-Carves ovens, chains. Let us first imagine the ladle half full of steel. It 
would be approximately £57 10s. 9d. per oven. Up to the is obvious that the fixed counterweight at the opposite end 
date of this paper the battery of twenty-five ovens has of the platform balances this amount of steel, and the 
been working on gas 215 days, during which time 7042 annular balance distributes its weight equally between the 
tons of coal put into the ovens produced 5424 tons 11 cwt. two sets of chains, neutralising so much of the dead weight 

or /1 '03 per cent.—of good coke ; and the bye-products of the platform, and thus saving so much water pressure 
from the above quantity of coal were 43,164 gallons of tar, in the cylinder. Secondly, let us suppose the ladle to be 
and 195,076 gallons of ammoniacal liquor, or 642 gallons filled with steel. Half the total weight of steel then 
pf tar and 2770 gallons of ammoniacal liquor per ton of becomes preponderant at that end, and tends to bring down
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WAGES IN THE IRON TRADE.
The series of ironworkers’ meetings referred to at the late 

assembling of the Mill and Forge Wages Board have been 
inaugurated this week. At West Bromwich Mr. Capper informed 
the men that he was of the opinion that the present price of 
labour in the ironworks was too low, and that they were fairly 
entitled to an advance. A scheme, propounded by a workman 
that the minimum should be no lower than 8s. per ton, and rise 
and fall Is. with every 20s. in the selling price of iron, did not, 
however, meet with Mr. Capper’s support. He contended that it 

very difficult, when arranging a sliding scale, to secure a 
respectable minimum, and the present minimum of 7s. 3d. per 
ton was better than none at all. The result of the meeting 

resolution instructing the men’s representatives to claim a 
revision in the wages’ basis that should include all classes of 
iron, with a premium of Is. in excess of equal shillings to pounds 
sterling. Excepting that an improved sliding scale should have 
as its basis 8s. per ton, a similar resolution was passed at a meet
ing at Brier ley Hill. The anticipations of the ironworkers in 
this district are being upheld by similar action being taken by 
the ironworkers in the Sheffield district; and inquiries are reach
ing firms in Wolverhampton showing that great importance is 
attached to what is going on there in wages’ matters by the iron
masters in Scotland, where wages are regulated by those fixed by 
the Wolverhampton Board.

v,\u
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AN ELECTRICAL PATENT CASE.
In our last impression we referred to an important patent case 

recently tried in the United States, in which the representatives 
of the owners of the Gramme dynamo patents were the plaintiffs. 
Judge Blatchford, as Circuit Judge of the Southern District of 
New York, has just given his decision. The action was brought 
by the Gramme Electrical Company against the Arnoux and 
Hockhausen Electrical Company, in equity, for the infringement 
of letters patent granted to Zenobe Theophile Gramme and 
Eardley Koms Charles d’lvernois, October 17th, 1871, for 
seventeen years from that day, for an improvement in magneto
electric machines. It was set up for the defence that the 
patentees obtained a patent in Austria on December 30th, 1871, 
and that an application was filed in the United States Patent- 
office on August 17th, 1870. The Court holds that as the 
Austrian patent expired at the latest on December 30th, 1880, 
and before this suit was brought, and the American patent lapsed 
with the Austrian, there was no ground for this suit in equity 
when it was brought. The judge added “The novelty of the 
invention patented is attacked, and it is also contended that the 
patent is invalid, because it was issued for a term of seventeen 
years and not for a shorter term. But the consideration of these 
questions is unnecessary, and the bill is dismissed with costs.” 
It would appear, therefore, that any one in the United States 
can now make the Gramme machine.

THE TREVITHICK MEMORIAL FUND.
In our impression for February 16th, 1883, we brought before 

our readers a proposal for the formation of a fund for the 
tion of a memorial to Richard Trevithick. A committee has 
been formed, and we are happy to find that success appears to 
attend their labours. A list of subscribers has been published 
at one end of which we find Mr. R. G. Tangye, with 100 guineas, 
and at the other 10s. subscribed in pence by the workmen of 
Mr. P. Brotherhood; we imagine that this latter contribution 
would be more pleasing to Trevithick than the former. A fair 
sum has been collected, but more is wanted and more will, 
have no doubt, be forthcoming. Mr. Henry Chapman, of Vic
toria-street, is the treasurer. A memorial edition of the “Life 
of Trevithick,” from, we suspect, the pen of Major Davis, has 
just been published by Messrs. Spon, of Charing-cross. It is a 
pamphlet of but twenty-four pages, but it is profusely illustrated 
and very well written; it leaves nothing indeed to be desired, 
and we heartily recommend it, not only to those who are specially 
interested in Trevithick, but to all who care for an extremely 
interesting chapter in the history of the steam engine. We trust 
that such a generous response will be made to the request of the 
committee for more funds, that a memorial will be provided 
really worthy of the genius of a most able engineer.

erec-

we are now

The Florida Ship Canal.—The engineer of the Florida 
Ship Canal has presented a report as to the feasibility of 
cutting across the peninsula, and thus avoiding the long and 
perilous journey round through the Florida Straits, 
estimated cost of making a canal sufficiently broad to enable 
two sea-going vessels of the largest class to pass each other is 
46,000,000dols., apportioned as follows:—Excavations, 36,000,000 
dols.; harbours at each end, 4,500,000dols.; engineering, right of 
way, and contingencies, 5,500,000 dols. The total length of the 
proposed canal is 1374 miles, and for the whole distance the highest 
elevation to be cut through on crossing the watershed is only 143ft., 
and this but for a short distance. The advantages of the canal are 
a great saying of distance and risk between the Mexican Gulf and 
the Atlantic ports, the saving between New York and New Orleans 
being 500 miles, and between New York and Pensacola 600 miles. 
The cost will be lessened also in the smaller proportion of canal 
dues to the insurance charged for vessels going round the Straits, 
which often amount to from 500 dols. to 800 dols.

The



the ladle end of the platform. This, however, cannot take to the North-Eastern Steel Works to witness the manu- 
place, owing to the rigidity of the platform, without the facture of basic steel. About twelve o’clock a blow was 
opposite end being raised to an equal extent. The depres- completed in a 10-ton converter, and the metal was poured 
sion of the ladle end therefore tightens its chains, while into a ladle and lifted on to a bogie drawn by a small 

°f °Pp.os3te 8nd slackens its chains. By engine. In some way, not quite satisfactorily explained, 
this means the whole weight of the annular balance comes the balance of the ladle was overset, and 10 tons of molten 

the tight chains at the ladle end, and thus automatically steel was poured out on the floor below, almost among the 
any preponderant weight in the ladle is balanced. As the visitors and workmen. Mr. Green, of Monmouthshire 
shells run into the ingot moulds the preponderance becomes who was close by Mr. S. Davison, manager of the Hor- 

ha-J 13 rjni)u,t’ the PrePonder- bui7 Ironworks, near Wakefield, ran along the platform 
ance is transferred to the opposite end of the platform. As as fast as he could, shouting to Mr. Davison to 
this takes place the opposite chains are tightened by the follow. Mr. Davison did not do so, but made 
whnhJnf*ftfS balance-weight, until, by the time the spring at a lift which was at hand, and instantl 
whole of the steel has run out of the ladle, the entire weight involved himself in a bath of molteA metal. The
ot the annular balance is hanging on the set of chains lift was lowered as speedily as possble, when it was 

ladfr aiUVvn fa<F balances tbe whole effect found that the unfortunate gentleman’s clothes had 
nf weight on the platform. This transmission been burned from his body. His face was fearfully

?ntlre y automatic. The annular balance, charred. His hair and whiskers had disappeared, and his 
t fth sp®£lal mechanical arrangement, divides whole body bore marks of fearful injury, from which 

«ht be.twe8n the two ends of the platform in the there was no hope of his recovery. He was taken on a
exact proportions required to maintamequihbrmm, and this stretcher to the North Riding Infirmary, where he died
without effecting any of the other motions of the crane between eleven and twelve o’clock last night. Among 
which may be going on at the same time. In the crane others who received injuries were M. Simon, inventor of 

erected by Messrs. Head, Wrightson, and Co. for the the Simon-Carves coking process; Mr. Leonard Cooper,
frlke'of tm1 Prm81ple>15 tonaat of Leeds; Mr. James Whetham, of Leeds; and Major
a rake of 26ft. is capable of being lifted and turned. The Stevenson, of Middlesbrough. Several workmen were
nm^br^tn^thrtr,011 thf wf6 P°St are brougbt as close as also iniured- One of them, named Ramsden, is not expected 
possible to the top and bottom, and the maximum hon- to survive; while the rest are all badly burned. Mr. 
zontal strain at the top support does not exceed tons. Davison was about forty years of age.
LtlWel 'arrailged tie'n°ds in .tbe roof is a11 tbe support After luncheon a trip was made to the Port Clarence 

ecessary to meet so small a strain. _ Blast Furnaces and other works, concerning which
The discussion was opened by Mr. E. Windsor Richards, must reserve particulars until next week, 

of Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., who, while recognising 
the ingenuity of Mr. Wrightson’s invention, failed to see 
how it would prevent damage, in the event of an accident, 
any more than the ordinary centre cranes. He would like 
to see if Mr. Wrightson could find out what quantity of 
steel was left in the ladle, so that in turning it would be 
possible to save loss of steel. Mr. Walker agreed with the 
j8^arbs tbe Prev*ous speaker, and pointed out another 
difficulty in the shape of the fixture of the crane. He 
very strongly objected to the use of chains in work- 
lng, as they were liable to breakage and disorder.
He recommended the use of hydraulic power in this 
method, however, and great economy in the amount of 
labour should be practised. He always measured his esti
mate of the efficiency of the management by the number of 
men employed. Mr. Snelus, of the West Cumberland 
Works, stated that in the works under his control he had 
nearly every kind of crane at work ; and he proceeded to 
give an account of their comparative efficacy and economy.
He had introduced certain improvements of his own, which 
had worked satisfactorily. Sir H. Bessemer said that 
when the price of steel was high, economy in connection 
with so small a matter as the crane was not worth great 
attention, but the fall in prices had brought it before the 
notice of ironmasters. He referred to the patents which 
he had taken out on the subject, commenting specially 
upon one which provided a counterbalancing weight. Mr.
Daelen and Mr. Wrightson having replied, a vote of 
thanks was passed.

A paper was then read “ On Recent Improvements in 
‘Cowper Stoves,’” by Mr. Edward A. Cowper, M.I.C.E.,
London. This was a short history of the invention, and 
an account of several recent improvements. The author 
begged those who are not intimately acquainted with the 
subject to bear in mind that the regenerator is not simply 
a mass of brickwork, alternately heated and cooled ; but it 
is also a mass, the. top of which is always as hot as the gas 
flame can make it, and the bottom always cool ; whilst 
between the two there is a zone of gradation, which is near 
the bottom when the stove has completed its turn on gas 
and commences its duty of heating the blast, and near 
the top when its turn at the latter duty is completed. The 
smallest fire-brick stove ever made was one made for the 
table, and shown by Mr. Cowper, to explain the action of 
regenerative furnaces. The interior is only 6in. in dia
meter, and the regenerator, 12in. deep, is composed of a 
mass of clean broken tobacco pipes. On heating it for 
three hours with a gas flame, the top became only just 
milk warm, and yet when cold blast was turned in at the 
top, it cut lead well as it issued as hot blast at the 
bottom, having only traversed a regenerator 12in. deep 
as just stated. This thoroughly proves how per
fectly a regenerator works when heated at one end 
and cooled at the other by the introduction of cold blast.
With a view to increase the power of the stove, he is now 
arranging to draw off the products of combustion from 
several points opposite to the circular flame flue, which is 
placed opposite the chimney valve, so that the distances 
through the various parts of the regenerator are, as nearly 
as may be, always the same, thus causing a more perfect 
distribution of the products of combustion in going out, 
and Fbe c.°^d blast in coming in, the power of the°stove 
being in this way somewhat increased. Another recent 
improvement is in the burner for the gas, which is placed 
in the bottom of. the circular flame flue, as he finds from 
numerous experiments made with gas flames of various 
forms, that the greatest quantity of heat is nroduced, and 
the best and hottest flame obtained, when the gas is 
properly burnt at one place, and is kept well together as 
one solid flame. It then turns over under the dome, and 
distributes itself in the best possible manner throughout 
the whole area of the regenerator. The paper concluded 
with a statement of the advantages of the Cowper stove.

The next paper read was “ On Blast Furnace Economy 
in Relation to Design,” by Mr. R. Howson. This 
somewhat discursive paper, extremely technical, dealing 
with the formation of “ scaffolds ” in furnaces and the 

to be adopted in preventing them. It cannot be 
abstracted with any advantage.

The discussion on this paper was begun, and was inter
rupted by the announcement that a deplorable accident 
had taken place at the North-Eastern Steel Works, and 
the meeting was immediately adjourned. It appears that 
a few of the members, instead of going to the Odd- 
/ellovfs Ifalj to bear papers read, proceeded ip the fnorning

disabled. But most of them will be mounted, as heretofore, in 
earthworks. Many of these earthworks will be newly made, so 
that the enemy’s projectiles will scatter dirt in liberal quantities 
over our guns. Many must be built on ground so low that our 
guns cannot see the decks of the ships they must fight. We have 
purposely omitted to consider the danger to breech mechanism from 
ordinary gun and mortar fire, because this new danger from shells, 
nom machine guns alone should have early and special attention, 
ihe marked success of machine guns at Alexandria must tend to 
augment machine fire in future attacks, and render it more and 
more necessary to shield the mechanism of our B.L. guns as far as 
possible. It is a moot case whether the slotted screw fermature is 
best fitted for guns in earthworks, where hard and steady work 
rnay be required of them. Is it not wise to seasonably consider 
the weak points which are inseparably connected with the slotted 
screw fermature, and not wait even for a Chinese war to foroe 
them upon our attention? United States Army and N avy Journal.

on

Experiments with Steam Whistles. — Messrs. Lloyd and 
Symes, of Boston, U.S., writing to the editor of the Railroad 
Gazette, describe certain interesting experiments which they have 
carried out. They were made on a locomotive, and with steam 
varying from 60 lb. to 135 lb. pressure, and most of them with a 
whistle having a bell 4}fin. diameter, 3|in. long from lip to head 
—inside—and an annular steam opening of J^in. wide. This 
whistle, at 601b. pressure, gave the sound of E natural, at 801b. 
of F sharp, at 90 lb. of G, at 1101b. of A, and at 125 lb. to 1301b. 
of C sharp in alt. The distance between the steam opening and 
the edge of the whistle was l^in.; when this was raised to 2in. 
the power of the sound was sensibly lessened, but its pitch was 
altered relatively but half a tone. When, on the contrary, it was 
diminished to lin. and to Jin., the whistle would sound nothing 
but its supertones, or “ squeal ” as the boys call it. The bell in 
these experiments was made of cast brass of medium, not a hard 
character, and the lip or edge carefully chamfered down to a thin 
edge, set so as to stand exactly over the steam opening. The 
quality of its sound was very clear, penetrating, and even “ reedy, 
owing to its thin, elastic shape. The power may be estimated by 
the fact that on a clear, still night, it has been heard at Mansfield 
from Attleboro’, a distance of over six miles. They afterwards 
repeated the experiment with a bell of the same dimensions, but 
made of brass tubing, annealed, hammered, and then heated 
again, with somewhat the same results, the intensity of the sound 
and the pitch being somewhat heightened. The next experiment 
was made with an iron whistle of the same size, which was un
successful, the travelling quality of the sound being greatly 
reduced. The last trial was made with a whistle 6Rn. diameter, 
3fin. long, and set over an annular opening 5Jin. diameter, blown 
at a pressure of 1501b. The sound given by this whistle was 
greatly inferior to that of the first one, lacking power and 
resonance of tone, which they attribute to the size of the bell, 
which was so much larger than the diameter of the steam opening 

to make of it what Professor Henry calls a “resounding cavity.” 
As confirmation of this, they add that they took a bell of the size 
first named, and cut into it three longitudinal and three perpen
dicular slits 3in. long, which had some effect on the character but 

on the power of the sound. With regard to the penetration 
of the sound_ obtained from the whistle in distinction to other 
sounds or noises made at the same time, the greatest effect was 
obtained by “dragging” the whistle, as it is termed; that is, 
gradually opening and closing the valve, by which means a grada
tion of five semi-tones can be obtained, tbe ear seeming to have 
peculiar appreciation of this change of relation—as in an organ 
the effect of power is gained more from the crescendo of the swell 
than from the full organ itself.

we

HALL’S DETACHABLE PITCH CHAIN.
We illustrate below a form of pitch chain exhibited during 

the York Show of the Royal Agricultural Society, by Mr. Charles 
Hall, Saville-street, Sheffield. Its construction will be readily
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A Railroad in Palestine.—The first railroad in Palestine is 
^preliminary survey has been completed as far 
as the Jordan. It is to run between Acre and Damascus, and it 
is called the Hamidffi line, because it is named after his present 
Majesty the Sultan Abdul Hamid, and probably one reason why 
the firman has been granted so easily lies in the fact that it passes 
through a great extent of property which he has recently acquired 
to the east of the plain of Esdraelon. The concession is held by 
ten or twelve gentlemen, some of whom are Moslems and some 
Christians, but all are Ottoman subjects resident in Syria. Among 
the most influential are the Messrs. Sursock, bankers, who 
the greater part of the plain of Esdraelon, and who have, th 
fore, a large interest in the success of the line. Starting from 
Acre, it will follow the curve of the bay for ten miles, in a southerly 
direction, at a distance of about two miles from the beach. Cross
ing the Kishon by a 60ft. bridge, it will turn east at the junction 
of a short branch line, two miles long, at Haifa. Hugging the 
foot of the Carmel range, so as to avoid the Kishon marshes, it 
will pass through the gorge which separates that mountain from 
the lower ranges of the Galilee hills, and debouch into tbe plain of 
Esdraelon. Ihis plain it will traverse in its entire length. The sta
tion for Nazareth will be distant about twelve miles from that town • 
there may, however, be a short branch to the foot of the hills. So 

n/re has only been a rise from the sea-level in twenty miles 
of 210ft., so that the grade is imperceptible. It now crosses the 
water-shed and commences to descend across the plains of Jezreel 
to the valley of the Jordan. Here the Wady Jalud offers an easy 
incline as far as Beisan, the ancient Bethshan, and every mile of 
the country it has traversed so far is private property, and fairly 
cultivated. At Beisan it enters upon a region which has, partly 
owing to malaria and partly to its insecurity, been abandoned to 
the Arabs, but it is the track of all others which the passage of 
a railway is likely to transfigure, for the abundance of the water, 
which is now allowed to stagnate in marshes, and which causes 
lts u.nhealthiness> *s destined to attract attention to its great 
fertility and natural advantages, which would, with proper 
drainage, render it the most profitable region in Palestine. Owing 
to the elevation of the springs, which send their copious streams 
a°™ss 1 i slteof BeLan, the rich plain which descends to the Jordan, 
500ft. below, can be abundantly irrigated. There is a little bit of 
engineering required to carry the line down to the\valley of the 
Jordan, here 800ft. below the level of the sea, which is then fol 
lowed north as far as the Djisr el Medjamieh. Near this ancient 
Roman bridge of three arches, which is used to this day by the 
caravans of camels which bring the produce of the Hauran to the 
coast, the new railway bridge will cross the Jordan, probably the 
only one in the world which will have for its neighbour an actual 
bridge in use which was built by the Romans, thus, in this now 
semi-barbarous country, bringing into close contact an ancient and 
a modern civilisation. After crossing the Jordan, the line will 
follow the . banks of that river to its junction with the Yarmuk 
which it will also cross, and then traverse a fertile plain of rich 
alluvium, about five miles long and four wide, to the banks of the 
ridge which overlooks the eastern margin of the Sea of Tiberias. 
This is the extent to which the survey has been completed. It is 
not decided whether to rise from the valley by the ridge which 
overlooks the Yarmuk, or to follow the east shore of the Lake of 
Tiberias to the Wady Semakh, which offers great advantages for a 
grade by which to ascend nearly 3000ft. in about fifteen miles. This is 
the toughest bit of engineering on the line, and is in close proxi
mity to the steep place down which the swine possessed by devils 
are said to have rushed into the sea. Once on the plateau it will 
traverse the magnificent pasture lands of Jaulan and the grain
growing country of Hauran, with probably a short branch to 
Mezrib, which is the principal grain emporium, and one of the most 
important halting-places on the great pilgrimage road from Damas
cus to Mecca.. It is calculated that the transport of grain alone 
from this region to the coast will suffice to pay a large dividend 
upon the capital required for the construction of the road, which 
will be about 130 miles in length. The grantees have also secured 
the right to put steam tugs upon the Lake of Tiberias, and under 
the influence of this new means of transportation the desolate 
shores will undergo transforro&tiw.—Boston Advertiser.
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understood from the plan and elevation annexed. It is made of 
malleable castings. A link can at any time be removed in the 
way shown;. but while the chain is at work a link cannot 
become detached. This is a very simple, efficient, and inexpen
sive chain.
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BREECH MECHANISM FOR HEAVY B.L. GUNS.
After many experimental trials with various devices, our Army 

and Navy Boards have adopted the French or slotted screw 
fermature. Probably, the first successful application of this kind 
of screw to a B.L. gun was made by the late John P. Schenkl, of 
Boston, in 1853. F. Krupp, and the German, Russian, 
Austrian Ordnance Boards, prefer the primitive wedge; while Sir 
William Armstrong and the French Ordnance Corps prefer the 
slotted screw. The wedge is the only system which has been tested 
in service. The slotted screw, though strongly recommended 
possibly may turn out as did Sir W. Armstrong's invention in the 
Chinese campaign of 1860. Had the brave Egyptian gunners at 
Alexandria had a few of Sir W. Armstrong’s latest guns, we to-day 
might know more of the capabilities of the slotted screw fermature.

The single Nordenfelt gun in the foretop of the Condor silenced 
the heavy guns opposed to it, and scored them in such a manner as 
to make it almost certain that any projection on the bodies of the 
guns would have been hit. That is to say, if the end of a Krupp 
wedge had projected beyond the body of the gun—as it must 
project during the loading of the gun—it would have been hit by 
the machine shot; or, if the slotted screw fermature had been 
opened for loading it would have been hit. When the Krupp and 
slotted screw fermatures are opened for loading their mechanism 
is specially exposed to injury. In the case of the Krupp wedge it 
is necessary to slide the wedge outward in its slot, to open the bore 
for loading. The outer end of the wedge is then beyond the circle 
of the breech, and this extended end of the wedge, with its two 
actuating screws, are exposed to the possibility of a storm of 
machine shot, being without shelter, except such partial shelter as 
the cheek of the carriage affords. In the case of the slotted screw 
when the gun is to be loaded the breech screw is drawn out from 
its seat in the gun until itjrests upon the tray, which is then 
swung upon its hinge outward. It is partially sheltered behind 
the cheek of the carriage and behind the gun; but a considerable 
part of this delicate machine is unprotected, and may be hit by any 
missile. A projectile, or a fragment, might smash the tray, when 
the whole would fall to the ground. Some strong shield is greatly 
needed, but it is difficult to seeffiow to attach it in a substantial 
manner to the gun. It may be said of the wedge, that less 
of its mechanism is exposed, because of the thick hoop in 
front of the slot. It'fcertainly does afford some shelter, and if 
the hoop was increased into a mantelet, by increasing the dia
meter of the hoop it would also strengthen the gun. The two 
actuating screws are liable to be bent or broken, and except bruises 
which the wedge might receive, this might be the extent of the 
injury from machine fire. Any casualty of this kind might 
seriously delay firing. The slotted screw fermature permits a close 
visual inspection after each fire; but coupled with this advantage 
is the inherent exposure to being hit and disabled. It is also liable 
to get fouled, and needs frequent cleaning to keep it in working 
order. Firing might be interrupted at a critical period of 
gagement from this cause.

If all of our guns were to be mounted in turrets, or in Gruson 
caaejnates, on muzzle-pivottpdj carriages, they would not be pasily

and

was a

means

an en-
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TENDERS.

LIVERPOOL ARTISANS’ DWELLINGS.
For the erection of thirteen blocks of five-storey dwellings, con
taining 273 tenements, in accordance with plans prepared by Mr. 
Clement Dunscombe, M.A., M. Inst. C.E., city engineer of Liver
pool. Quantities supplied by the engineer.

£ s. d
Messrs. Hughes and Sterling, Liverpool-accepted .. 53,722 0 0

ROADWAY BBIDGE, BEDFORD.
Roadway Bridge across the River Ouse at Bedford, with north 

and south approaches. John J. Webster, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., 
Stephenson-chambers, Lord-street, Liverpool, engineer.

Contract 
No. 2.
Iron
work.

Contract No. 1. 
Masonry, 

brickwork, 
earthwork, <fee.

£ s. d. £

Total.

£ s. 
.. 7640 0F. Nawill, London....................... 4069 0 0 .. 8571

B. W. Ward, C.E., Leicester .. 4030 13 4 ..
Head, Wrightson, & Co., Stockton — .. 4764 8
H. Young and Co , London . .. 5620 0 0 .. 3400 0
S. and M. Pattinson, Ruskington 4217 0 0 .. 3160 0
B. Cooke and Co., Battersea
W. Richards and Sons, Leicester. — ,. 3564 7
Gimson and Co., Leicester .... — .. 3446 19
Heenan & Woodhouse, Manchester — .. 3900 0
Coalbrookdale Co., Shropshire .. — .. 3499 19
Maynard and Cooke, London .. 5550 0 0 .. 3200 0
J. Butler, near Leeds ..
Pilling and Co., Manchester
G. Griffiths, Gloucester..
Eastwood, Swingler, & Co., Derby 
Handyside and Co , Derby .. ..
T. Smart, Nottingham................ 4999 0 0.. — .. _
G. Smith, Newcastle-on-Tyne .. 4182 15 5 .. 3750 0 0 !' 7932 15 5
G. Moss, Liverpool....................... 5064 0 0 .. 4054 0 0 .. 9118 0 0
Russell & Robertson, Workington — .. 3529 2 5.. _
Goddard & Massey, Nottingham. — ..*3150 0 0 _
W. J. Botterill, London .. .,
W. Bland and Sons, Bury .. ..

.. 9020 0 0 

.. 7377 0 0
.. 4840 00..

.. 8750 0 0
— .. 3832 5

..*3657 18 3 .. 3636 2
5018 9 8 .. 3491 15 1 .. 8510 4 9

— .. 3956 13 1 .. _
— .. 3836 46.. —

.. 7294 0 7

.. 6993 0 0 ..
.. 4477 76..

* Accepted.

finished at Stockport which was built to his designs. He was 
the first to show—in the Institution of Civil Engineers—the 
transmission of power by the Gramme machine, and he had also 
a little Gramme working for some months in the Postal Tele
graph-office, taking the place of batteries. In 1875 he exhibited 
the electric arc light from the top of Charing-cross Hotel, and 
in 1878 he invented—and exhibited in a factory in the Euston- 
road—his well-known Werdermann semi-incandescent lamp. 
He invented, simultaneously with Jablochkoff, the electric 
candle, and sold his patent to the original Jablochkoff Company. 
At the Paris Exhibition of 1881, the Salle du President, one of 
the most attractive rooms of the Exhibition, was lit by Werder
mann lamps. Like many inventors, Mr. Werdermann, although 
very fertile in brilliant and ingenious ideas, was not a sufficiently 
shrewd business man to reap material benefits by his inventions. 
There was a certain child-like simplicity in his character which 
made him look only to the successful carrying out of an in
vention, and not to what it might bring commercially. He left 
the commercial part to others, and with the usual results, viz., 
very little benefit to himself ; law suits and interminable vexa
tions, which at last undermined his health. It is a fact which 
redounds very much to Mr. Werdermann’s credit, and is 
characteristic of his scientific dignity and honesty, that last 
year, when, during the electric light craze, inventors could ask 
and obtain their own price for inventions, good, bad, or in
different, he would have nothing to do with limited companies. 
Mr. Werdermann leaves a widow, three daughters, and one son.

South Kensington Museum.—Visitors during the week ending 
Sept. 15th, 1883 On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 
10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Museum, 11,160; mercantile marine, Indian 
section., and other collections, 5515. On Wednesday, Thursday, 
and Friday, admission 6d., from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Museum, 2005 ; 
mercantile marine, Indian section, and other collections, 1492. 
Total, 20,172. Average of corresponding week in former 
19,344. Total from the opening of the Museum, 22,390,295,

years,

Among the works visited by the members of the Iron and 
Steel Institute may be mentioned those of Messrs. Fox, Head, 
and Co. On entering Middlesbrough from the south or west the 
traveller by rail passes these works situated on the left close to 
the line, and about a mile from the station. This place, among 
others, was thrown open to the members of the Iron and Steel 
Institute during their recent visit to the metropolis of Cleveland. 
The engraving represents them as seen from the north-west or 
river side, and, being made from a photograph recently taken, is 
closely accurate. Twenty years ago the site now so largely built 
over and so fully utilised was still a green marsh, intersected by 
dykes and serving as pasture land for sheep and oxen. In 1863 
Messrs. Fox, Head, and Newcomen—the latter gentleman has 
since retired—combined to form the firm and build the works 
under consideration. In 1864 the first plate was rolled. From 
that time to the present a gradual and continuous expansion has 
taken place, though occasionally interrupted by strikes and 
impediments of various kinds. At the present time the 
plant, which occupies over twelve acres, comprises twenty 
steam engines, two locomotives, twenty-five boilers, five steam 
hammers, two forge trains, two finishing mills, one blooming 
mill, forty-seven puddling furnaces, eighteen heating furnaces, 
five shearing machines, and various other machinery, tools, and 
appliances. The specialities produced are : boiler, bridge, and 
ship plates, and welded, flanged, and punched work. The out
put of plates of all qualities is from 600 to 700 tons per week. 
To effect this, about 600 men are employed ; three-fourths of 
these are paid by the ton, and one-fourth by the hour, or the 
shift. The average earnings are, approximately, 30s. per man 
per week; but some few, notably rollers and shear men, earn 
from £1 to £2 per diem. The principal materials used are : pig 
iron, made from Cleveland or local ores ; hematite pig iron, 

lted locally, but made from the ores of Bilbao, in Spain ; 
coal, from South Durham ; purple ore, or spent pyrites, from 
Tyneside or Lancashire chemical works; refractory fire bricks 
from Scotland, Durham, and mid-Yorkshire; sand, from 
the nearest sea shore; old iron rails, brought by sea from 
British and foreign ports; new steel rails, from Eston, 
Middlesbrough, or Darlington; iron and brass castings, 
made by local founders to patterns sent by the firm; coke, 
from the Auckland district; bar iron, from Stockton; scrap 
iron from the shipyards and engineering works; and general 
stores from various parts. The consumption of pig iron is about 
700 tons per week. For the cheap purchase of this important 
material great facilities exist, there being a private line of rail
way to most of the surrounding blast furnace works. The 
average railway carriage incurred for this purpose is only 8d. per 
ton. The coal used amounts to 1200 tons per week. Of this, 
one-third is used for heating, and costs 7s. per ton, and two- 
thirds is used for puddling, and costs 5s. per ton delivered. The 
finished iron produced is sent to all parts of the kingdom, the 
Continent, America, and the Colonies, in fact, wherever con
structive engineering is carried on. The facilities for export are 
unusually good, the cost of putting f.o.b. the nearest Tees wharf 
being only Is. 6d. per ton. When iron plates were first rolled in 
the Cleveland district, they were only of the quality required for 
shipbuilding purposes. It was not then believed possible to 
make the higher qualities. Messrs. Fox, Head, and Co., how
ever, set themselves the task of making boiler plates of every grade 
in current demand, as good in quality and, if possible, cheaper in 
price than any procurable elsewhere. In this endeavour they have 
been favoured by the gradual improvement which has latterly 
taken place in the quality of Cleveland pig iron, and also by the 
introduction and growth of the hematite pig iron trade in the 
Cleveland district.

Finding everywhere a strong, and as they thought unfair, pre
judice in favour of the productions of older districts, they deter
mined some time since to commence the manufacture of the 
more difficult parts of boilers and sell them ready made, thus 
affording ocular demonstration of the capabilities of their boiler
plates. They established a new department with this object, and 
this branch of their business has now grown to considerable di
mensions. Boiler-makers, especially those situated abroad and 
at a distance from manufacturing districts, have often found it a 
great convenience to be able to procure such articles, enabling

them to be independent of the more highly skilled labour and 
the more costly appliances. In view of the possible change from 
iron to steel in shipbuilding, Messrs. Fox, Head, and Co. have 
latterly given considerable attention to the latter material, and 
have already rolled a quantity of plates from ingots made by 
modern processes. So far, these plates have given complete satis
faction to the users. In preparation for the probable increase 
in the demand for steel, the mills and other machinery have 
been gradually increased in size and strength, so as to enable 
them to deal with every extra strain which may in future have 
to be met to suit the requirements of consumers.

In welded and flanged work Messrs. Fox, Head, and Co. claim 
that they are able to make out of their own iron or steel 
anything which can be made out of any other iron or steel. At 
the Amsterdam Exhibition still open, and at the Engineering 
and Metal Trades Exhibition held in London in July last, they 
exhibited trophies composed of parallel and conical flanged 
boiler tubes, man-holes, flue rings, flanged boiler ends, crown 
plates, domes, uptakes, neck-pieces, and so forth. In all these 
articles their own treble best iron or mild steel was exclusively 
used. For their Amsterdam exhibit a silver medal has been 
awarded to them.

THE WELL PARK BREWERY, EXETER.
This brewery, illustrated on page 226, has been built for Messrs. 

Stevens, Pidsley, and Co., from the designs of Mr. G. R. Wilson, of 
thefirmof Wilson and Co., engineers, Frome. Thedesignisthevery 
opposite of that known as the tower or gravitation system, in 
which the liquor, wort, or beer is made to flow by its 
gravity from vessel to vessel in the successive stages of 
facture. Under certain accidents of position, when the site of a 
brewery is commanded by a supply of water—liquor—from hills 
in the vicinity, no doubt the tower principle has certain 
advantages, but when the brewer has to pump his “ liquor ” 
from a well, the very opposite prevails, for not only has he to 
force the water up to double the height necessary in the present 
design, but he has also to lift his malt a proportionate height as 
well as the coal for his copper. In the brewery we are describing 
it was necessary to pump the liquor from a well on the site, con
sequently it was determined to pump the “ worts ” from the 
hop back to wort receiver, placing the copper on the ground- 
floor next the boiler and under the same roof, with louvres for 
the escape of steam. The process is now as follows :—Liquor- 
water—pumped by well pumps to the cold liquor back. It then 
runs by gravity to the hot liquor back, where it is heated by 
steam coil for mashing. Malt is lifted by hoist to the second- 
floor, where it is discharged into malt hopper, screened, ground, 
and lifted by elevator to the grist cam over the mash tun. After 
mashing the wort3 are run successively by gravity from mash 
tun to under back, copper, and hop back; thence pumped by 
archimedean pump to wort receiver, afterwards running by 
gravity to refrigerator, fermenting rounds, and racking back. 
Service pipes for hot and cold liquor are fitted for mashing, 
sparging, attemperating, and washing down, the latter being 
of the most important processes in a brewery.

own
manu-

one

DEATH OF MR. WERDERMANN.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. Werdermann. 

Richard Sigismund Karl Werdermann was born in 1828, in 
Silesia—Prussia—served for some time as officer in a Prussian 
artillery regiment, went then to Paris, and established himself 
there as a civil engineer. In Paris he made the acquaintance of 
M. Gramme, at that time a working man, and seeing the 
Gramme machine, he began to be interested in the electric light 
and transmission of power. Like many other Germans he found 
it advisable to leave Paris in 1870, but before leaving, he bought 
M. Gramme’s English and American patents. He came to 
England in September, 1870, and exhibited here the first 
Gramme machine. Ever since then he has been actively en
gaged in the introduction of the electric light, and the develop
ment of the Gramme machine on a large scale. Only a few 
months before his death, a large modified Gramme has been
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THE IRON, COAL, AND GENERAL TRADES 

OTHEI^DISTPJCTS' W0LVERHAMPT0N> ANI)
Steel Company. The plates are of mild steel of the highest 
quality, and are more substantial than iron plates. The vessel, 
which is called the Garston, is built to the requirements of the 
colonial trade, and when rigged will be towed to Cardiff to take 
coals.

There is very little animation to note in the hematite pig iron 
trade this week, buyers being practically few, and altogether 
makers occupy a worse position than thev did some few weeks ago. 
I he furnaces are producing a heavy tonnage of pig iron, and the 
orders at present coming to hand are not sufficient to meet the out
put. It is probable that before long makers will restrict the out
put, as they are indisposed to accept orders at the present low 
values, which are far below the cost of production. They are 
therefore actually stocking iron in the face of the present dull 
market. A few of the works are barely employed, owing to the 
large and continuous drain upon the stocks by the steel makers. 
Ihe prices quoted this week are 49s. 6d. for No. 1 Bessemer, 
at works; 48s. 6d., No. 2; and 47s. 6d., No. 3. The steel trade is 
very, brisk in all departments, the demand for rails and merchant 
qualities being exceptionally heavy, but there are no signs of con
tinuance of the trade through the winter months. Quotations are 
given at from £4 15s. to £5 per ton. Iron ore in great demand at 
from Js. to lls._ per ton at works. Coal and coke is steady. 
Shipping has not improved in any departments, freights being not 
only scarce but low.

start their new shipbuilding yard at South Stockton some time 
next month, and that other parties are also contemplating the 
C°aumencem?n^ a s™ilar enterprise on the banks of the Tees, 
ri i er®c*lon a lighthouse on the Saltscar at Redcar seems 

‘:o become an accomplished fact. At all events the Elder 
Brethren of the Trinity House have given notice that they are 
about to send their engineer, Mr. Douglas, to make a survey of the 
site and prepare an estimate of cost.

The Middlesbrough meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute seems 
to be one of the most successful ever held, in point of numbers 
present, and interest in the proceedings. Over four hundred are 
said to have arrived, and are pervading the district in every dircc- 

•h . absence of certain prominent members, through un
avoidable circumstances, has been greatly deplored. Among these 
may be mentioned Earl Granville, who is detained by public busi- 
ness, and Mr. I. L. Bell and Mr. S. G. Thomas by ill-health.

Mr. Waterhouse’s report upon tlio average realised price of 
manufactured iron during July and August has been received by 
the joint secretaries to the Board of Arbitration, but the result 
has not yet been publicly made known. A meeting of the standing 
committee was to be held at Darlington on Thursday to consider 
how it would affect wages for the future. A reduction of at least 
o per cent, is anticipated.

(From our own Correspondent.)
A considerable aggregate demand for finished iron was expressed 
yesterday in Wolverhampton, and to-day—Thursday—in Birming
ham. But as most mills and forges are fuller of work now than 
they were a week ago, there was less inclination than then to 
accept other than advanced rates. For most common and medium 
sorts a rise of from 2s. 6d. to 5s. was generally required, and in 
only few instances could a compromise be effected at 50 per cent 
under those terms.

Bars, angles, and girder plates were most in request. The prices 
most quoted for the first two were £6 7s. 6d. to £6 10s., and £7 to 
£7 10s for superior sorts. Tees of from gin. to 2jin. sizes were to 
be had at from £7 10s. to £8 easy, according to quality. Crown 
bars are quoted £6 7s. 6d.; Crown angles, £6 17s. 6d.; Crown 
tees, £7 7s. Gd.; Crown plates, £7 17s. 6d.; and boiler plates, 
£8 5s. per ton. For best qualities an increase is asked of 10s. per 
ton under each of the foregoing heads.

For sheets there is less disposition than a week ago to book at 
offers under £8 10s. for doubles, and £9 10s. for trebles, while for 
all singles the prices for doubles are quoted.

Fig iron is in heavier stock at the furnaces than would have been 
the case but for the strike before noticed. Resumed deliveries have 
been permitted by customers, and the consumption is now about 
equal to supply. Prices remain firm at for all-mine iron, 62s. 6d. 
to bos. and 67s. Gd.; hematites, 61s. to 62s. 6d.;part mines, 45s. to 
obs.; and cinder qualities, 40s. to 42s. 6d.; Derbyshires, 47s. 6d. to 
oOs.; and Northamptons— Kettering brand—47s. 6d. firm 
prices of crude, even more than the prices of finished iron, were 
stiller to-day and yesterday because of the anticipation generally 
entertained that coal may be advanced in price in the ensuing 
few weeks to the extent of Is. per ton in furnace sorts, which at 
present remain at 9s.

Ihe majority of the constructive engineers, the district through, 
are busily engaged, and in some cases can see two or three months 
plant A S°°d pr0portion of the work is for bridges and colliery

India and South America both continue to require bridges of all 
descriptions.

One firm have now no fewer than twelve bridges on hand.
The Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce has determined to 

memorialise Government in favour of England being at once 
included in the International Patents and Trade Marks Conven
tion, in the hope mainly that manufacturers, in this country, of 
goods secured by a patent obtained in France, may be no longer 
compelled to manufacture such goods in France if he desires to sell 
in that country.

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
THE SHEFFIELD DISTRICT. (From our own Correspondent.)

Although there is a very extensive business doing in the Scotch 
pig iron trade, the profits are exceptionally small. Competition is 
also very keen, and the production is likely to be increased instead 
of diminished. In the warrant market a large business has been 
done since last report between members of the trade, outside 
orders being yet far from plentiful, although rather better than of 
late. Prices improved somewhat towards the close of last week 
but were again down at the last and the beginning of the present 
week. For makers’ iron the demand is fair, but the quotations are 
not quite so firm. There is an increase of several hundred tons 
on the stock in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s Glasgow stores. The 
shipment of Scotch pigs in the past week amounted to 10,311 tons 
as compared with 10,902 in the corresponding week of last year.

Business was done in the warrant market on Friday at from 
46s. 42d. to 46s. od. cash, and 46s. 7d. to 46s. 72d. one month. On 
Monday transactions were recorded at from 46s. 4d. to 46s. 2d. 
cash, and 46s. 6Jd. to 46s. 4Jd. one month. The market was quiet 
on Tuesday at 46s. l^d. to 46s. 2d. cash, and 46s. 4d. to 46s. 4M. 
one month. On Wednesday business was done at 46s. Id cash", 
and 46s. 3d. to 46s. 3Ad. one month. To-day—Thursday—there 
were transactions down to 46s. 0£d. cash, and 46s. 2Ad. one month.

The values of makers’ iron are slightly lower, as follows Gart- 
sherrie f.o.b. at Glasgow, per ton, No. 1, 55s. Gd.; No. 3, 52s.; 
Coltness, o7s. 6d. and 52s.; Langloan, 58s. 6d. and 52s.; Sum- 
merlee, 56s. 6d. and 50s. 6d.; Cliapelhall, 55s. Gd. and 52s.; 
Caider, 57s. and 49s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 54s. 6d. and 48s. 3d.; Clyde, 
49s. 9d. and 47s. 9d.; Monkland, 47s.; 6d. and 45s. Gd.; Quarter 
47s and 45s ; Govan, at Broomielaw, 47s. 9d. and 45s. 6d.; Shotts, 
at Leith, 58s. and 53s. 6d.; Carron, at Grangemouth, 48s. (id. 
(specially selected, 54s. 6d.) and 47s.; Kinneil, at Bo’ness, 48s. 
and 47s.; GleDgarnock, at Ardrossan, 54s. 6d. and 47s. 3d.; 
Eglinton, 48s. and 45s.; Dalmellington, 48s. 6d. and 47s. 6d.

9-he malleable iron trade is very brisk, a large business being 
done and orders coming in more satisfactorily than in some recent 
weeks. The steel works are also very busy, and important exten
sions of premises are being made to cope with the growing demand 
for goods constructed of this material. Ground has been secured 
tor new steel works at Motherwell, the promoters being Glasgow 
gentlemen ; and it is also reported that another new steel works is 
about to be erected in the north quarter of Glasgow by young 
gentlemen whose relatives have been long and honourably con
nected with the Scotch iron trade. Some very good shipbuilding 
contracts have recently been placed, and these will help to prolong 
the activity that characterises the steel trade.

The engineering trades are at present also well employed, among 
the more successful being those engaged in the manufacture of 
sugar-making machinery. The complete plant of an extensive 
sugar refining work, to be erected in Cuba, has just been shipped at 
Glasgow. It was constructed by Messrs. J. Copeland and Co., of 
luReney-street Engine Works, in that city, and weighed upwards

In the coal trade there is much animation all over the country. 
The agitation amongst the miners for increased wages proceeds, 
but as yet with no real success.

(From our oum Correspondent.)
The Sheffield ironworkers have taken definite action in regard to 

wages. At a very largely-attended meeting, on Monday last, they 
passed a resolution declaring that the present price of iron war
ranted an advance of 9d. per ton on puddling, and 7A per cent.
~~ °ther kinds of work. Mr. William Ellis, the representative of 
the South Yorkshire district on the Staffordshire Mill and Forge 
Wages Board, counselled the men to make no unreasonable 
demand, but to apply for such an increase as trade justified and 
argument allowed. The meeting further resolved that their wages 
be governed by marked bars as formerly, with a shilling above 
poundage. This means a return to the old method of rising and 
falling by the price of iron, receiving Is. for every £1, and 6d. for 
every 10s., with Is. added. Thus, if iron were selling at £7 10s 
per ton, the wages would be 8s. Gd.; viz., 7s. 6d. and Is. added.

The coalowners are also within measurable distance of a fresh 
agitation among the miners. At a meeting of the council of the 
Yorkshire Miners’ Association the most moderate members talked 
of 15 per cent.-, while others suggested advances up to 20 and 50 
per cent. Very elaborate measures were adopted for taking the 
opinion of the men on the. subject. Pit-gate meetings are to be 
held throughout the district, and conferences are to be held at 
Rotherham and Manchester. Simultaneously with the action of 
the counncil there comes the news of a demand at Hoyland Silk- 
stone Colliery for a reduction of 10 per cent. The men regard this 
as a counterblast to the movement for an increase in wages. The 
leading colliery in South Yorkshire has advices from its London 
and provincial agents this week reporting a lull in the demand 
and any idea of further advancing prices has received a check. ’

A survey is being made on behalf of the Great Northern Rail
way with a view to a line of railway from Rossington through 
Wadworth, Edlington, Mexbro’, on to the Swinton and Knottingley 
line near South Kirkley. This proposed line is intended to work 
the extensive bed of ironstone and iron ore in the locality of 
Conisbro’. The bed is believed to reach from near the Holywell 
Brewery, Conisbro’, to Bramley, beyond which it has not been 
followed. The ore is stated to be superior to Frodingham, and to 
lie within a few inches of the surface in many places. It is ex
pected, if further investigations bear out the favourable reports 
already received, that the directors of the Manchester, Sheffield 
and Lincolnshire Company will revive its project for a line from 
Shire Oaks to Warmsworth, which would cross the bed in another 
direction. The Rotherham and Bawtry Railway, which “ ham's 
fire,” would reach the ironstone at a third point.

Messrs. Charles Cammell and Co. are sending to the Calcutta 
Exhibition a selection of their productions in railway buffers, bear
ing springs, conical and volute springs for buffers, bends of boiler 
plates, and fractures of tires and rails, a large propeller blade, steel 
shells, crank axle, &c. An item of unusual interest is a cast steel 
railway wheel. Fractures are also shown of Wilson’s compound 
steel-faced armour plates. The exhibit is of a high character, and 
is worthy of the reputation of the company.

On the 19th inst. the Earl and Countess of Wharnecliffe, Colonel 
and Mrs. Arbuthnot, Lord Brooke, Lord Charles Beresford—the 
well-known naval officer—Mrs. Ronald, and Mr. Henry Manners 
visited the Atlas Works, and were shown the various processes, 
including the casting of a compound armour plate on the Ellis 
system, for the Brazilian Government.

The
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NOTES FROM LANCASHIRE.
(From our own Correspondents.)

Manchester.—With both pig and finished iron makers are still 
tuny employed as a rule; the market continues in a very unsatis
factory condition.

lor delivery equal to Manchester, quotations for Lancashire pig 
iron remain at 45s. for forge and 45s. Gd. for foundry, less 2! per 
cent., and at present makers decline to entertain orders at under 
these figures. For district brands delivered here 44s. lOd. to 
4os. 10d., less 2^ per cent,, for good forge and foundry Lincoln
shire, remains the basis of quotations, but there are sellers open to 
book orders at less money.

In finished iron there is plenty of business doing for prompt 
delivery, and for quick specifications prices are fully maintained.

delivery into the Manchester district prices are steady at 
£b 2s. 6d. to £6 5s. for ordinary bars, £6 12s. 6d. up to £6 15s. for 
hoops, and £8 5s. to £8 7s. 6d. per ton for good qualities of sheets.

Ihe reports as to the condition of the engineering trades con
tinue in the direction of lessening activity. The only branch of 
industry in this district in which there is any real pressure of work 
is locomotive building, and in this department some of the works 
are kept in double shifts to get out orders.

The construction of baling presses for the Eastern cotton-growing 
disti icts comes within one of the important branches of engineer- 
mg in this district, and as an illustration of the powerful class of 
machinery now being supplied, a brief description of a cotton press 
which is being erected by Mr. Wm. Turner, of Salford, for a 
packing firm at Alexandria will, be of interest. This; press is, in 
fact, probably uhe largest of its kind ever constructed for cotton 
baling purposes. The total height to the top of crosshead is a little 
over 7oft., and in weight the machine exceeds 130 tons, separate 
portions of the machine weighing up to 18 tons. The press is 
constructed on the compound steam and hydraulic principle, with 
48in. steam and 16in. hydraulic cylinders, the primary object of 
this system being, by the combination of steam and hydraulic 
power, to press the cotton rapidly. The first 10ft. of compression 
is given quickly by steam power only; the second, or finishing 
down stroke of the steam piston, brings into action the hydraulic 
ram pumping power, and the whole operation of pressing the bale 
is completed in one up-and-down stroke of the piston. The pres
sure is given in an upward direction, the cotton presses being filled 
m from the top of the press; and in order that the filling in of the 
boxes may keep time with the quick action of the machine, the 
presses are arranged with three boxes revolving round a central 
column, two of the boxes being filled by separate sets of men, 
whilst the third is under the press. By this arrangement an 
average of one bale of 5 cwt. can be packed and baled per minute, 
and I am informed that during a special trial of one of these 
machines as many as seventy-five Egyptian bales have been made 
up within the hour.

Mr. Turner has also on hand a speciality in roller mills for 
millers, in which he has introduced an ingenious system of apply
ing the pressure upon the roll. This is usually accomplished by 
independent screws or levers, but in the Turner system it is all 
brought to one centre, and only one operation is necessary to set 
the rolls absolutely true in all parts of the grinding surfaces. The 
necessity for skilled labour is in large measure dispensed with by 
the above arrangement,, and where a large number of mills are in 

its simplicity of action cannot fail to be of advantage.
For the time of the year a fairly steady business is being done in 

the coal trade of this district. The advance in prices at the com
mencement of the month has tended to keep back any actual pres
sure of orders, and this lias induced a little giving way on the part 
of sellers in some cases. Generally, however, both the better 
qualities of round coal for house fire consumption and the com
moner sorts for steam and forge purposes are going off pretty freely 
the demand keeping the pits going five days a week, and prices are 
steady at 9s. 6d. to 10s. for best coals, 7s. 6d. to 8s. for seconds, 
and 6s. to 6s. Gd. for common round coals. Engine classes of fuel 
continue bad to sell; burgy is only in poor demand, and slack is 
more or less of a drug in the market, with heavy stocks accumu
lating at some of the collieries. Burgy at the pit mouth averages 
4s. 6d. to 5s.; best slack, 4s.; good ordinary qualities, 3s. 6d.; and 
common sorts from 2s. 9d. per ton upwards.

Barrow.— A fine new vessel, which for some time has been in the 
process of building at the extensive yards of Messrs. Williamson, 
at Workington, was launched on Monday. The i ship has been 
budt to the order of Messrs. Ley land and Co., of Liverpool, and is 
the third boat built at this yard for the same firm. The lines of 
the vessel are the same as those of her predecessors, and the ship 
is considered to be a fine model and a thoroughly substantial 

respects, and will add to the reputation of Messrs. 
Williamson as makers of steel ships. The ship, which is 267ft. 
long, 39ft., beam, 23ft. 7in. depth of hold, is fitted with all the 
latest appliances, and has a registered tonnage of 1800 tons, with a 
carrying capacity of 3000 tons. The vessel is built throughout of 
steel plates, manufactured by the West Cumberland Iron and

WALES AND ADJOINING COUNTIES.
(From our own Correspondent.)

The latest information current with reference to the Barry Dock 
and Railway Bill is that the promoters are steadily engaged in pre
paring for the second attempt. They accept all that the Taff Yale 
and Bute Docks gives in the matter of expediting and lessening 
cost as only temporary relief, and are determined to do their best 
to afford the district a rival dock and railway. In the meantime 
before action can be taken in a prominent manner, the alleviating 
movements are being steadily carried on. The Taff Yale Railway 
at the Cathays-yard will soon be in a position to water, coal, and 
turn all locomotives there instead of at the terminus. New shunts 
— - being prepared, and marked benefit is derived from coal being 
delivered direct to the east side of the docks. The Bute Docks’ 
agents are equally active, and there is scarcely a week but some 
beneficial change is brought about.

This week there have been some experiments shown by Mr. J. V. 
Thomas in loading bunker coal and cargo at the same time. This 
was successfully done in the presence of a large number of coal- 
owners and others.

The graving dock, late Hill’s, was opened on Wednesday.
I regret to note the continuance of depression in the iron and 

steel trades. Even the low market quotations now ruling fail to 
prompt anything like active business, and the best placed may be 
said to have only a hand-to-mouth trade. Prices ruling are : Rails, 
£4 15s.; bars, £5 2s. 6d.; and pigs as low as 45s.

Little work remains to be done to complete the railway link 
between the Rhondda coalfield and Newport. This new line will 
“tap’’several rich coal valleys. One in particular I may note, 
Craig-an-Allt. This contains all the best seams, but is a deep pit 
and would require a capital of £100,000 to develope.

A still richer coalfield I hear, that of the Navigation, the most 
central part of the South Wales coal basin, has been secured by 
Mr. Davies, of the Ocean Collieries. I recollect several years a^o 
bringing this very coalfield under public notice in these columns °as 
one of the most desirable of the unlet properties. This is one of 
the largest, and also one of the last in the immediate neighbour
hood of the Taff Yale. One of the remaining coalfields, sunk by 
Mr. Williams, of Penygraig, still awaits that development which 
an energetic company and large capital can effect.

Tin-plate is steadily improving, and inspection is being made of 
stagnant works which may result in restarts. Prices are keeping 
up very well. 1 &

The coal trade maintains its vigour.
A mass meeting of colliers from Dowlais, Cyfarthfa, and the 

TaffYalleyis to be held next month, but I should not ima°ine 
that there is any grievance to discuss. Their rate of wages is ° 
good, and many men are able to earn £2 per week easily.

THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
(From our own Correspondent.)

There was a good attendance at the Cleveland iron market held 
at Middlesbrough on Tuesday last, a large number of the members 
of the Iron and Steel Institute being present. Business, however, 

exceedingly quiet, prices being about the same as last week! 
Merchants continue to accept 39s. per ton for small parcels of 
No. 3 g.m.b. for prompt delivery. The stock of No. 3 in makers’ 
hands is very low. Ordinary brands cannot be had for less than 
39s. 3d. per ton, and special brands are 3d. per ton more. Grey 
forge iron is offered at 37s. 6d., and No. 4 foundry iron at 38s. per 
ton for early delivery, slightly higher prices being asked for 
forward delivery.

Warrants are offered at 38s. 9d. per ton, but the demand is very 
poor. J

The stock of Cleveland iron in Messrs. Connal and Co.’s store at 
Middlesbrough decreased 1310 tons during the week ending Mon
day last, the quantity then held being 70,071 tons.

The shipments of pig iron from the Tees continue at a brisk rate 
and promise to be heavier than for any month this year. The 
quantity exported up to Monday night was 53,586 tons, as against 
43,931 tons during the same number of days in August.

Finished iron manufacturers are still busy on old contracts, but 
are booking very few fresh orders. The prices which have ruled 
for some weeks are well maintained, and are as follows :—Ship 
plates, £6 5s. per ton; shipbuilding angles, £5 12s. 6d.; and com
mon bars, £5 17s. 6d. to £6, all cash 10th, less 2A per cent, free 
trucks at makers’ works.

Owing to the continuance of the engineers’ strike at Sunderland, 
large numbers of shipyard operatives have been paid off, and 
notices have been issued at all the marine engine works stating 
that workmen in the boileryards will be put on half time. It is 
stated that new hands have been engaged to fill the places of the 
men on strike, and that temporary buildings are being prepared for 
their accommodation.

The mechanics in Leeds and the neighbourhood are asking for an 
advance of wages, and threaten to strike unless the masters grant 
their request. The minimum rate of wages is now 26s. per week, 
"" fixed by the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and the men 
ask that all the members of the society who are receiving less than 
28s- Pei' week be advanced to that rate on or before October 1st. 
About 1000 men will be affected by this decision. It is said that 

of the firms have already agreed to pay the higher rate.
The North-Eastern Marine Engineering Company has just had 

a very large anvil block—weighing 36 tons—cast for its new 
works at Wallsend. It was made at the North-Eastern Foundry, 
South Shields, and is one of the heaviest castings ever made at any 
Tyneside foundry.

It is reported that Messrs. R, Graggs and Co. will be ready to

on
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some now

Naval Engineer Appointments.—James Hook, chief engineer 
to the Asia, for service in the Shah, vice Herrmann; and°Adam 
Shoolbred, chief engineer, to the Enchantress, vice Nott,
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167S Producing Steel Bands, J. Sheldon, Stock- 
bridge.—3rd April, 1883.

1729. Remedying Physical Defects of the Mouth and 
Palate, R. H. Brandon, Paris.—6£7i April, 1883.

1733. Rotary Knotters, H. J. Haddan, London.—6th 
April, 1883.

1790. Gas Regulator, H. J. Haddan, London.—9th 
April, 1883.

1818. Steering Apparatus, 6c., J. Philp and W. For
rester, Liverpool.—10£7i April, 1883.

1879. Electric Signalling, 6e., J. H. Johnson, Lon
don.—13th April, 1883.

1892. Aerated Waters, F. Bennett, London.—\3th 
April, 1883.

1918. Harmonising Melodies, 6c., B. S. Maitland, 
London.—16th April, 1883.

1995. Obtaining Aluminium from its Ore, H. A. Gads
den, London.—19(7i April. 1883.

2107. Fleece Dividers, C. Pieper, London. — 26th 
April, 1883.

2111. Cartridges and Wads, R. Morris, Blackheath.— 
26th April, 1883.

2291. Reversing the Motion of Engines, E. Boutard, 
Leiston.—5th May, 1883.

2308. Heating or Cooling Liquids, 6c., J. Price, jun., 
Liverpool,—7th May, 1883.

2368. Facilitating the Measurement of Embroidery, 
6c., H. H. Lake, London.—9th May, 1883.

2380. Crushing Stone, S. Mason, Leicester.—16th May, 
1883.

2651. Laying Electrical Conducting Wires in the 
Ground, H. J. Allison, London.—29th May, 1883.

2659. Harness Shaft-tugs, S. E. Davies, Liverpool— 
29th May, 1883.

2765. Fireplaces, 6c., P. Jensen, London.—ith June, 
1883.

2780. Automatic Momentum Brakes, H. J. Allison, 
London.—5th June, 1883.

2861. Looms for Weaving, M. Sowden, Bradford.—8th 
June, 1883.

3053. Antiseptic Fluids, 6c., B. Nickels, London.— 
20<7t June, 1883.

3079. Gas Motor Engines, F. W. Crossley, Manchester.
— 21st. June, 1883.

3083. Baling Presses, J. Watson, London.—21st June, 
1883.

3116. Dynamo-electric Machines, G. Forbes, London.
— 22nd June, 1883.

3127. Preparing a Compound from Vegetable Ma
terials, E. C. T. Blake, London —23rd June, 1883.

3133. Coupling Hoses, 6c., J. C. Hudson, London.— 
23rd June, 1883.

3169. Matting, 6c., W. R. Lake, London.—26f7i June, 
1883.

3173. Boring Rock, W. L. Wise, London.—26£7t June, 
1883.

3175. Steam Engines, W. P. Thompson, Liverpool.— 
26t7i June, 1883.

3300. Manufacturing Springs, W. R. Lake, London. 
—3rd July, 1883.

3361. CooLiNG.the Lining Tubes for Artillery, S. Pitt, 
Sutton. — 6th July, 1883.

3598. Corsets, H. H. Lake, London.—21s£ July, 1883.
(List of Letters Patent which passed the Great Seal on the 

18th September, 1883.)
1318. Condensing Wool, 6c., J. Wilkinson, Yeadon.— 

1377i March, 1883.
1444. Sectional Warping, H. Yates, Manchester.— 

19tL March, 1883.
1445. Picking Motion for Looms, H. Yates, Man

chester.—19tL March, 1883.
1453. Tobacco Pipes, C. Jackson, Nottingham.—20t7i 

March, 1883.
1460. Hydraulic Motors, W. P. Thompson, Liverpool. 

—26th March, 1883.
1467. Furniture for Vessels, A. E. Maudslay, Little- 

bourne.—20(7i March, 1883.
1469. Treating Offal, M. Eingler, London. — 20th 

March, 1883.
1470. Pumps, A. Russell and F. Curtis, Newburyport, 

U.S.—20£7i March, 1883.
1472. Propelling Cars, 6c., by Electricity, P. R. 

Allen, London.—26th March, 18S3.
1476. Stopping Gear for Machinery, W. H. Beck, 

London.—21,s< March, 1883.
1481. Generating Electricity, J. A. Kendall, Middles

brough.—21 st March, 1883.
1484. Nut-locking Device, W. J. Brewer, London.— 

21s£ March, 1883.
1486. “Lap” forming Machines, J. Walker and T. G. 

Beaumont, Dewsbury Mills.—21st March, 1883.
14S7. Rolling Angular Wire, J. W. and J. Hirst and 

J. Bottomley, Brighouse.—21st March, 1883.
1495. Cutting Machine Screws, W. P. Thompson, 

Liverpool.—21st March, 1883.
1507. Cleaning the Interior of Tobacco Pipes, S. 

Grafton, Birmingham —22nd March, 1883.
1513. Pavements, R. M. Ordish, London.—22nd March, 

1883.
1522. Treating Sewage, 6c., J. H. Kidd, Wrexham, 

and T. J. Barnard, London.—22nd March, 1883.
1538. Electrical Conductors and Cables, H. H. Lake, 

London.—24t7i March. 1883.
1547. Manufacturing Paper Bags, T. and J. Bibby 

and J. Duerden, Burnley, and J. and W. Baron, 
Rochdale.—27th March, 1S83.

1552. Aerial Navigation, B. W. Maughan and S. D. 
Waddy, London.—27th March, 1883.

1559. Automatically Opening the Doors of Lifts, 6c., 
J. Stones, Ulverston, and T. Kirby, Barrow-in-F 
ness —27 th March, 1883.

1593. Steam Traps, J. Gillies, Glasgow.—29t7i March, 
1883.

1647. Electrical Safety Plugs, C. V. Boys, Wing, and 
H. H. Cunynghame, London.—2nd April, 1883.

1719. Fastening Paper, M. Bauer, Paris.—5th April, 
1883.

1743. Utilising Phosphatic Metallic Scoria, G. Pitt, 
Sutton.—6t7i. April, 1883.

1779. Registering Distance Travelled, 6c., J. Imray, 
London.—9t7i April, 1883.

1786. Wheels, J. and H. McLaren, Leeds.—9t7i April,

1822. Hose Pipes, J. C. Merryweather, Greenwich,— 
10<7t April, 1883.

1968. Stopping Holes in Ships, J. B. Wilkie, North 
Shields.—18t7i April, 1883.

2109. Combing Silk, 6c. , J. Thompson and T. Barker, 
Manchester.—26th April, 1883.

2298. Inkstands, H. Lake, London.—5f7i May, 1883.
2383. Knitting M achinery. S, Lowe and J. W. Lamb, 

Nottingham.—10t7i May, 1883.
2978. Creating a Vacuum in the Bulbs of Incandes

cent Lamps, C. H. Stearn, London.—15t7i June, 1883.
3224. Pianoforte Actions, J. J. Robinson, London.— 

29t7i June, 1883.
3302. Telephonic Apparatus, W. R. Lake, London.— 

3rd July, 1883.
3419. Manufacturing Carpets, 6c., T. Tempest-Rad- 

ford, Kidderminster.—lltTi July, 1883.
3519. Rolling Mills and Rolls, A. W. L. Reddio, 

London.—17th July, 1883.
3559. Lasting Boots and Shoes, W. R. Lake, London: 

—19th July, 1883.

ur*

List of Specifications published durinpr the 
week ending September i5th, 1883.

2254*, 4d; 388S*, 6d.; 142, 6d.; 209, 6d.; 210, 4d 
249, 2d.; 255, 2d.; 263, 4d.; 270, Is.; 271, 2d.; 272, 6d
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295, 6d.; 296, 4d.; 298, 2d.; 299, 2d.; 3C0, 2d ; 303, 2d
304, 2d.; 305, 2d.; 308, 4d.; 309, 2d.; 310, 6d.; 313, 2d
314, 2d.; 315, 4d.; 316, 2d.; 317, 2d.; 318, 4d.; 319, 2d
320, 6d.; 322, 6d.; 324, Is. 6d.; 326, 6d.; 328, 2d.; 329,
330, 6d.; 331, 6d.; 332, 6d.; 333, 6d.; 335, 6d.; 336, 2d
837, 4d.; 838, 6d.; 839, 6d.; 342, 6d.; 343, 2d.; 344, lOd
345, 2d.; 346, 4d.; 347, 4d.; 348, 2d.; 351, 6d.; 352, lOd
354, 2d.; 355, 2d.; 356, 2d357, 6d.; 359, 6d ; 360, 8d
362, 6d.; 863, 4d.; 365, 6d.; 366, 6d.; 367, 2d.; 370, 6d
371, 6d.; 373, 4d.; 374, 2d.; 376, 4d.; 378, 8d. 379, 6d
381, 2d.; 382, 6d,; 383, 2d.; 385, 2d.; 386, 6d.; 387, 6d.
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Sept, 21, 1883. THE ENGINEER.
2526. Apparatus used in Blasting Rock, H. N. Pen- 

rice, near Norwich.—21st May, 1883.
2563. Opening Doors by Electricity, G. F. Redfern, 

London.—Com. from A. Gautier.—22nd May, 1883.
2595. Winding Engines, D. and A. Grcig, and R. II. 

Shaw, Leeds—2ith May, 1883.
2767. Treating Gas, 6c., H. Symons, Totnes.—ith 

June, 1883.
2824. Apparatus for Cooking Eggs, J. Darling, Glas

gow.—7 th June, 1883.
3252. Purifying Sewage Waters, J. Bock, Silesia, 

Germany.—30t/i June, 1853.
3268. Reservoir Penholder, L. B. Bertram, London. 

—2nd July, 1883.
3313. Counting and Registering Apparatus for Tills, 

J. Imray, London.—A communication from H. 
Pottin.—ith July, 1883.

3370. Apparatus for Getting Coal, 6c., W. F. Hall 
and W. Low, Durham.—6th July, 1883.

3387. Baking by Steam, H. E. Newton, London.—A 
communication from E. Yager.—9th July, 1883.

3557. Closing Canisters, A. W. Jaeger and C. A. Far- 
wig, London.—19th July, 1883.

3838. Boats and Oars, A. J. Boult, London.—A com
munication from M. F. Davis.—7th August, 1883.

3856. Producing Soda Crystals, C. D. Abel, London. 
—A communication from La Socidte Anonyme des 
Produits Chimiques de Sud-Ouest.—8th August, 1883.

3864. Tunnf.ls, <sc. , G. Edwards, Hanwood.—9th 
August, 1883.

3867. Barring Engines, W. Hargreaves and W. Inglis, 
Bolton.—9th August, 1883.

3873. Separating Metals, 6c., II. R. Cassel, London. 
—9th August, 1883.

3875. Manufacturing Sewing Needles, R. Brandon, 
Paris.—Com. from H. S. Ward.—9th August, 1883.

3897. Regulating the Speed of Engines, N. Macbeth, 
Bolton-le-Moors.—11th August, 1883.

3915. Incandescent Electric Lamps, G. F. Redfern, 
London.—A communication from A. Bernstein.— 
13£A August, 1883.

4418. Parquet Floors, F. F. Brown, Chester.
4419. Dynamo-electric Machines, W. M. Mordey, 

Putney.
4420. Striking Work for Clocks, A. G. Hovde, Hiine- 

fos, Norway.
4421. Signalling, A. P. Price, London.
4422. Paper, J. Dixon, Oughtybridge.
4423. Closing, 6c , Carriage Doors, F. Pontifex, W. 

J. Rosser, and F. E. Pontifex, London.
4424. Gas Mf,ters, H. Green, Preston.
4525. Transferring Coal from Wagons, G. Taylor, 

Penarth.
4426. Ploughs, E. Edwards.—(/. and M. Grfze, Paris.)
4427. Igniting Cartridges by Electricity, T. P. 

Wood, Bristol.
4428. Colouring Matters, A. P. Price.—(77. Caro, 

Mannheim, Germany.)
4429. Loading Vessels with Coal, G. Taylor, Penarth.

17t6. September, 1883.
4430. Injectors, R. G. Brooke and T. H. White, Man

chester.
4431. Producing Ice-flower-like Figures on Glass, 

C. Pieper.— (Dunkel und Compagnie, Prussia.)
4432. Paper Pulp, II. J. Haddan.— (C. Coster, Bruxelles.)
4433. Looms, D. Whittaker, Blackburn.
4434. Hydrometers, 6c., T. Derham, Bolton.
4435. Table Cutlery, J. Ball, Sheffield.
4436. Lasting Boots, 6c., C. F. Gardner.—(G. McKay, 

Boston, U.S.)
4437. Sails for Vessels, I. A. Storer, Newport.
4438. Water Circulating Boilers, J. Heal, Southsea.
4439. Roller Mills, J. A. A. Buchholz, Twickenham.
4440. Electrical Signalling Apparatus, G. Porter, 

London.
4441. Mats and Matting, W. Cooper, Nantwich.
4442. Roller Mills, F. C. Glaser.—(A. Mechwart, 

Budapest, Hungary.)
4443. Measuring, 6c., Calorific Energy, W. Siemens, 

London.
4444. Preparing Antiseptic Surgical Dressings, G. 

W. von Nawrocki.—(P. Hartmann, Wurtcmberg.)

THE PATENT JOURNAL.
Condensed from the Journal of the Commissioners of 

Patents.

*»* It has come to our notice that some applicants of the 
Patent-office Sales Department, for Patent Specifications 
have caused much unnecessary trouble and annoyance, 
both to themselves and to the Patent-office officials, by 
giving the number of the page of The Engineer at 
which the Specification they require is referred to, instead 
of giving the proper number of the Specification. The 
mistake has been mo.de by looking at The Engineer 
Index, and giving the numbers there found, which only 
refer to the pages, in place of turning to those pages and 
finding the numbers of the Specification.

Applications for Letters Patent.
*** When patents have been “communicated.” the 

name and address of the communicating party are 
printed in italics.

11th September, 1883.
4336. Producing Inflammable Gas, E. Duchamps, 

West Dulwich.
4337. Sulphurous Acid, C. A. Allison.—{National 

Chemical Machine and Manufacturing Company, U.S.)
4338. Velocipedes, C. A. Allison.—(<?. F. J Faldo, Hew 

York, U.S.)
4339. Furnaces for Consuming Smoke, C. Edmeston, 

Manchester.
4340. Cleaning the Sides and Bottoms of Ships 

afloat, D. Hunter, Troon, N.B.
4341. Lamps, J. Hinks, Birmingham.
4342. Domestic Heating Apparatus, B. J. B. Mills.— 

(M. Veaux-Ducruix, Beavjeu, France.)
4343. Vent-spiles for Casks, R. C. Ekworth, Carlisle.
4344. Making Food for Calves, T. and T. G. Bowick, 

Bedford.
4345. Galvanic Batteries, E. P. Chaimsonovitz, Ley- 

tonstone, and T. Rowan, Westminster.
4346. Self-levelling Berths, B. Merrill, Boston, U.S.
4347. Operating Safety Signals, T. A. B. Putnam, 

New York, U.S.
4348. Combined Roller and Wrapper, E. E. Merrick, 

Clifton.
4349. Gas Generators, L. A. Groth.—(IF. Bilcker, 

Budweis, Austria.)
4350. Numbering, 6c., Tickets, J. M. Black, London.
4351. Syringes, J. Thompson, Lond
4352. India-rubber Tires, R. Kearsley, Manchester.
4353. Combing Cotton, 6c., W. Dobson, Douglas, Isle 

of Man.
4354. Earthenware-lined Smoking Pipes, 6c., J. E. 

Walsh, Halifax. — (A. Burkard and P. Galmark, 
Antwerp.)

4355. Scribbler Carding Engines, W. Houghton and
E. Knowles, Gomersal, 6 T. H. Kilner, Kirkheaton.

4356. Manufacture of Glue, W. R. Lake.—(C. V. 
Flodgvist, Molndal, Sweden.)

(Last day for filing opposition, 9th October, 1883.)
2415. Disinfecting Rags, J. Illingworth, Batley.—12th 

May, 1883.
2422. Examining Samples of Wine, 6c., A. J. Boult, 

London.—Com. from P. Contant.—12th May, 1883.
2437. Differential Gearing, F. Wynne, London.— 

15th May, 1883.
2450. Carding Fibrous Materials, W. Tatham, Roch

dale.—16th May, 1883.
2452. Automatic Coupling, G. F. Belling, Little Ilford. 

—16th May, 1883.
2454. Spring Mattresses, G. A. Biliington, Wallasey. 

—16th May, 1883.
2458. Metallic Packing of Pistons, A. Spagl, Munich. 

—16£7i May, 1883.
2467. Gumming Apparatus, C. Pieper, Berlin.—A com

munication from J. E. Parmentier.—17th May, 1883.
2472. Extinguishing Fires, G. W. von Nawrocki, 

Berlin.—A com. from C. J. Monch.—17th May, 1883.
2481. Substitutes for Ivory, 6c., F. Greening, Southall. 

—17th May, 1883.
2487. Oil Cans, L. A. Walters, London, and J. Brad

bury, Braintree.—18<7i May, 1883.
2506. Separating Iron from Solutions, G. W. von 

Nawrocki, Berlin.—A communication from Loewig 
and Co.—19£A May, 18S3.

2541. Knitting Machinery, H. J. Haddan, London.— 
A com. from W. W. Clay. —22nd May, 1883.

2547. Securing Chests of Drawers, 6c., R. Mander, 
Birmingham.—22 ndMay, 1883.

2665. Screw Stocks and Dies, W. J. McCormack, 
Paignton.— 29th May, 1883.

2712. Cocks or Taps, J. Ohren, Rio de Janeiro.—31 st 
May, 1883.

2870. Playing Puzzle, 6c., Games, T. H. Ward, Tipton. 
—8th June, 1883.

3130. Rings and Travellers of Spinning Machines, 
J. Wetter, London.—A communication from H. 
Dodt.—23rd June, 1883.

3254. Horse Nails, J. A. Huggett and J. Swalwell, 
London.—30th June, 1883.

3349. Cutting Paper, T. G. and J. Dawson, Otley.— 
6th July, 1883.

3635. Indicating Weights and Forces, T. H. Ward, 
Tipton.— 24£/i July, 1883.

3816. Poles for Lawn Tennis Nets, S. C. Davidson, 
Belfast.—4th August, 1883.

3907. Timepieces, O. Fleischhauer, Berlin. —11th 
August, 1883.

3916. Kilns, W. Kemp, Miller’s Dale.—13£A August, 
1883.

3930. Artificial Ivory, II. H. Lake, London.—A com
munication from J. B. Edson.—lhth August, 1883.

3939. Couplings, L. Anderson, Lamar, U.S.—14th 
August, 1883.

3972. Treating Volatile Fluids, 6c., S. M. Eiseman, 
London.—16th August, 1883.

3996. Motors for Lifting, 6c., F. W. Scott, London.— 
17th August, 1883.

4000. Ore Roasting Furnacrs, II. H. Lake, London. 
—A communication from T. Walker and J. F. Carter. 
—17th August, 1883.

4009. Weighing and Measuring Parcels, W. Tozer, 
London.—18th August, 1883.

4017. Stop Valves, J. A. and J. Hopkinson, Hudders
field.—18th August, 1883.

Inventions Protected for Six Months on 
Deposit of Complete Specifications.

4337. Manufacture of Sulphurous Acid, C. A. Alli
son, Southampton-buildings, London.—A communi
cation from the National Chemical Machine and 
Manufacturing Company, Newark, U.S.—11th Sep
tember, 1883.

4338. Velocipedes, C. A. Allison, Southampton-build- 
ings, London.—A communication from C. F. Waldo, 
New York, U.S.— 11th September, 1883.

4346. Self-levelling Berths, B. F. Merrill, Boston, 
U.S.—lliTt September, 18S3.

4371. Manufacturing Cellulose, E. A. Brydges, 
Upton—A communication from A. Mitscherlich, 
Germany.—12th September, 1883.

4382. Carrying, 6c., Wire, H. J. Haddan, Kensing
ton, London.—A communication from L. P. John
son, New York, U.S.—13th September, 1883.

on.

12th September, 1883.
4357. Steam Engines, M. J. Brewer, Cardiff.
4358. Spring, 6c., Taps, R. H. Perks and J. Morley, 

Birmingham.
4359. Spring Buffers, E. Jackson, Birmingham.
4360. Operating the Harness Frames of Looms, H. J. 

Haddan.—(Z. Mercier, Louviers, France.)
4361. Preventing the Corrosion of Ships’ Bottoms, J. 

B. Hannay, Glasgow.
4362. Rotary Engines, G. Gore, Balsall Heath, and W. 

Pearson, Stourbridge.
4363. Velvet, J. Hallworth, Manchester.
4364. Looms for Weaving, R. Brownridge and P. Bond, 

Macclesfield.
4365. Electric Meters, P. Jolin and J. Parsons, 

Bristol, and M. F. Purcell, Dublin.
4366. Preserving Grasses, W. Cowley and J. Makin, 

Liverpool.
4367. Regulating Gas Burner, T. Thorpe, Whitefield.
4368. Cases for Cutlery, T. and J. Brooke, Sheffield.
4369. Decoration by Enamel upon Metal Articles, 

T. Reeves, Birmingham.
4370. Spinning, 6c , Cotton, J. Dodd, Oldham.
4371. Manufacture of Cellulose, 6c., E. A. Brydges. 

— {A. Mitscherlich, Germany.)
4372. Effecting Continuous 

Material, C. H. Gill, London.
4373. Testing, &c., the Load of Railway Trucks, J. 

Imray.—(/. F. R. Siebelist and C. J. Steibelt, Berlin.)
4374. Cleaning Wheat, J. Ritchie, Liverpool.
4375. Raising, 6c„ Ships, A. GrotheandC. J. Appleby, 

London.

Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 
has been paid.

3685. Atmospheric Gas Engines, H. Williams and J. 
Malam, Southport.—10th September, 1880.

3716. Sewing Machines, T. Chadwick, T. Sugden, and 
C. Shaw, Oldham. —13th September, 1880.

3739. Steam Boilers, W. R. Lake, London.—14£7i Sep
tember, I860.

3793. Nozinqs for Stair Treads, F. W. Ilembry, Lon
don.—18£6 September, 1880.

3906. Working Glass out of Tank Furnaces, W. Horn 
and R. Bell, Sunderland—27th September, 1880.

3773. Joints for Pipes, J. Page, Glasgow.-17th Sevte 
ber, 1880.

3754. Coating Tin with Zinc, W. R. Lake, London.— 
15iA September, 1880.

3761. Heavy Guns, J. B. Howell, Sheffield.—16th Sep
tember, 1880.

3765. Electric Lamps, E. G. Brewer, London.—16th 
September, 1880.

3784. Electric Type Printing Telegraph Apparatus, 
G. J. Droste, Bremen.—18th September, 1880.

3792. Hay and Corn Barns, J. Coleman and I. Henson, 
Derby.—18£7t September, 1880.

3803. Operating, 6c., Railway Switches, W. R. Lake, 
London.—18£A September, 1880.

3880. Conductors for Electicity, P. Jensen, London. 
—24£7i September, 1880.

8934. Setting, 6c., Type, W. Morgan-Brown, London. 
—28th September, 1880.

3964. Magneto, 6c., Machines, P. Jensen, London.— 
—30th September, 1880.

3752. Turning, 6e., Wood, L. Vallet, Liverpool.—15 th 
September, 1880.

3757. Railway Buffers, I. A. Timmis, London.—16th 
September, 1880.

3766. Governing the Speed of Engines, J. G. Jones, 
London.—16th September, 1880.

Peed of Granular

13th September, 1883.
Bicycles, 6c., F. Beauchamp, Edmonton. 
Excavators, C. Pieper, Berlin.—(C. Vering and

4376.
4377.

H. Venng, Hanover.)
4378. Elastic Side Spring Boots, E. Jennings and J. 

Butcher, Leicester.
4379. Lining Furnaces, J. Imray.—(77. Remaury and

F. Valton, Paris.)
4380. Gas Stoves, C. H. Robinson, Glasgow.
4381. Electric Lamps, J. W. Swan, Bromley.
4382. Carrying, 6c., Wire, H. J. Haddan.—(Z. P. 

Johnson, New York, U.S )
4383. Rotary Engine, II. J. Haddan.—(A. Decker, 

Munich, Bavaria.)
4334. Locks, 6c., E. J. Smith, London.
4385. Velocipedes, A. Barham, Anerley.
4386. Buttons, H. J. Haddan.— (F. Kammerer, Pforz

heim, Germany.)
4387. Manufacture of Glucose, H. J. Haddan.— (C. 

Coster, Bruxelles, Belgium.)
4388. Buttons, E. P. Lulham, Eastbourne.
4389. Manufacturing Confectionery, W. R. Lake.— 

(J. Lulled, Buffalo, U.S.)
4390. Looms, E. Edwards. —(77. Gallant, Paris.)
4391. Preparing Raw Hide, A. G. Brookes.—(0. E. 

1 Vo.it, Providence, U.S.)
4392. Barrel or Tower Bolts, W. Davison, London.
4393. Telephonic Apparatus, T. H. Meatchem, Water

ford, Ireland.

Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 
has been paid.

3561. Hydraulic Pumping Apparatus, J. Hastie, 
Greenock.—11th September, 1876.

3569. Metal Rollers for Printing Calico, H. Wilde, 
Manchester.—12th September, 1876.

3580. Winding Hosiery Yarn, H. G. Warburton, 
Leicester.—12th September, 1876.

3562. Stopping the Motion of Ship’s Cables, A. J. 
Alderman, London.—11th September, 1876.

3579. Building Materials, T. Hyatt, London.—12th 
September, 1876.

3594. Refrigerating, F. P. E. Cr<.rr<§, Paris, and E. 
Jullien, Marseilles.—18£/i September, 1876.

3647. Metallic Drums or Casks, J. Simpson, Liver
pool.—18th September, 1876.

3602. Decanters, 6c., J. Vernon, Newton Stewart.— 
14th September, 1876.

3714. Iron and Steel, C. W. Siemens, London.—22nd 
September, 1876.

3648. Windows for Carriages, II. Brittain, Birming
ham.— 18£/i. September, 1876.

3702. Sewing Machines, A. V. Newton, London.—21sf 
September, 1876.

Patents Sealed.
(List of Letters Patent which passed the Great Seal on the 

lith September, 1883.)
1376. Wood-working Machinery, E. Cory, Barnes.— 

15th March, 1883.
1378. Fire-escape, S. Bott, Birmingham.—15«7i March,

1883.
1382. Injecting Insecticide Liquid into Vines, 6c., E. 

Edwards, London.—15*6. March, 1S83.
1395. Tilting, 6c., Railway Coal Wagons, G. Taylor, 

Penarth.— 16th March, 1883.
1396. Valveless Rotary Motor Pump, 6c., W. Dawes, 

Leeds.—16th March, 1883.
1397. Loading Vessels with Coal, G. Taylor, PenaVrth. 

—16th March, 18S3.
1398. Straightening and Bending Metallic Plates, C.

Scriven, Leeds, and J. Tweedy, Walker-on-Tyne.— 
16th March, 1883.

1399. Automatic Pencil-holder, O. Bussler, London. 
—16th March, 1883.

1403. Telephonic Apparatus, W. Moseley, London.— 
16th March, 1883.

1404. Cutting Leather, C. P. Carpenter, London.— 
16th March, 1883.

1408. Disintegrating Fibres, G. and J. E. Tolson 
Dewsbury.—16th March, 1883.

1412. Lathe Chucks, W. R. Lake, London.—16th 
March, 1883.

1416. Clocks for Advertising, F. W. Little,
—17th March, 1883.

1435. Spinning Machines, L. A. Groth, London.—19th 
March, 1883.

1436. Preparing, 6c., Fibrous Material, L. A. Groth. 
London.—19th March, 1883.

1450. Lamps, J. H. Johnson, London:—19th March, 
1883,

1503. Umbrellas and Parasols, R. H. Brandon, Paris. 
—22nd March, 1883.

1508. Stereotype Plates, A. Sauv6o, London.—22nd 
March, 1883.

1532. Automatic Flushing Apparatus, A. C: Boothby, 
Kirkcaldy.—2Uh March, 1883.

1585. Heating Apparatus, W. P. Thompson, Liver
pool.—29£A March, 1883.

1589. Substitute Indigo, W. H. Spence, London.—
Zi'lfl JMCtVCfl, 1883.

1611. Manufacturing Tissues, H. J. Haddan, London. 
—20th March, 1883.

1618. Electro-magnets, A. M. Clark, London.—30th 
March, 1883.

1645. Telegraphic and Telephonic Wire, L. Elmore, 
London.—2nd April, 1883.

1673. Manufacture, 6c., of Sulphuric Acid, W. 
Garroway, Glasgow.—3?-d April, 1888.

14th September, 1888,
4394. Steam Engines, R. Ogden and I. M. Livsey, 

Ashton-under-Lyne.
43i'”- ?RKVENTINO the Radiation of Heat, W. E.

Williamson and E. V. New, London.
4306. Steam Boilers, D. Francis, Rhymney.
4397. Combined Brooch and Flower Holder, H. J. 

Davis, London.
4398. Filling, 6c., Bottles, J. Phillips, London.
4399. Pbntagraph Engraving Machines, J. Mowat, 

Barrhead.
4400. Lawn Tennis, 6c., T. B. H. Cochrane, Ryde.
4401. Reservoir Pen-holders, W. Vale, Birmingham.
4402. Joining Lead Pipes, J. Jakens, Bury.
4403. Carpet Sweepers, H. J. Haddan.—(G. IV. Gates, 

Michigan, U.S.)
4404. Cases for Roasted Coffee, E. de Pass.—(V. A 

Billelte, Paris.)
4405. Cleansing, 6c., Fabrics, D. Haworth and W. 

Hanson, Mottram.
4406. Carding Engines, J. Constantine, Heaton.
4407. Horse Hoes, W. Smith, Kettering.

of REATME?T -^0PS> GK F. Redfern.—(Messieurs
F. Slama and F. Felix, Austria.)

h^eJLiTATiNa the Opening, 6c., of Envelopes, 
.W- h; Lake.—(/. R. Bissex, Philadelphia, U.S.)
4410. Mechanical Musical Instrument, W. R. Lake. 

—(J- Morgan, Brooklyn, U.S.)
4411. Folding Tables, 6c., W. R. Lakc-(C. E. F.

Couturier, Paris.) v
4412. Fastenings for Boots, 6c., A. J. Botilt.-fZ. 

Mauner, Montreuil, France.)
44*jh nAP°m *ATH> A’ J- Boult-— (G. Dyrna, Austria.) 
4414/ ,C1YSIN?. Striktng Clocks to Repeat, A. J. Boult. 

—(J. Blot, Bourmont, France.)
Carbonic Acid Gas, G. Jirmay, Winnington. 

4416. Charging Secondary Batteries, T. J. Jones 
and E. C. Rimington, London.

15th September, 1883.
44BlkckE London0 TlCKEI3 to TraVki'L*rs) 6c., J. M.

Notices of Intention to Proceed with 
Applications.

(Last day for filing opposition, 5th October, 1883.)
2362. Elevating and Discharging Grain, 6c., G. J. 

Hone, London.—9th May, 1883.
2365. Bearings, J. E. Price, near Wrexham.—9th Mays 

1883.
2375. Combined Net-hauling Machine and Boat's 

Capstan, J. D. Jack, Elgin.—10th May, 1883.
2378. Checking the Receipt of Money, J. M. Black, 

London.—10£6 May, 1883.
2398. Casting Wheels, 6c., E. de Pass, London.—A 

communication from J. D. Delille.—XlfA May, 1883.
2399. Store-room, O. Reynolds, Rockland St. Mary.— 

11th May, 1883.
2405. Steam Boilers, H. Lane, London.— 11th May, 

1883.
2409. Milling Machines. H. H. Lake, London.—A 

communication from P. P. Hurt!.—11th May, 1883.
2414. Lamps, J. Matthews, London.—12i7i May, 1883.
2424. Teapots, 6c., J, Ridge, Sheffield.—12th May, 

1883.
2428. Utilising Explosive Compound, R. Punshon 

and R. R. Vlzer, London.—12th May, 1883.
2432. Carding Engines, G. and E. Ashworth, Man

chester.— 15th May, 1883.
2433. Joints of Drain Pipes, D. Edwards and J. 

Williams, Cardiff.— 15th May, 1883.
2447. Hydraulic Pumping Apparatus, J. Moore, San 

Francisco.—15th May, 1883.
2448. Electric Light Buoys; E. C. Thomas, London. 

—15th May, 1883.

London.
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396’ 6d 38997 m' •‘‘K S’ = 222‘ Machinery for Grinding and Treating Corn,
404 8d • 405 Id - 406 96 ’■ In?’ £" fl1* 4°2> ^ L- Wiie< London.-lbth January, 1883.-(A com-
«5: S 6ddv 44i°79; &; A- ■** * “ «* * **
432* 6d - ’434 6H • ’asiww^‘’A<?,o4'* .tw®’ 431’ 2j’’ relates to a portable grinding machine, con-
445 6d ■ 448’ 6d •' 456’ M - fso’ 4?li 43 sistin« of a pair of flat metallic grinding discs of hard
490’ 6H • 401 66 45fno6d^’i 45^i0d'i 46 ’ 6d-; 463, 6d': metal> arranged horizontally one above the other a
8d : 565 8d- 578: 6d8: wr5 £°’ 6oi'Ja “*:• 540’ shaking sieve to conduct the product from the grinding
2606 6<L ’ 78’ 6d'! 97, d’ 2556> 8d-; 2561’ l8‘; apparatus, and a revolving sifter that may be

’ ‘ ------- nectsd to a fan or blower. The three parts are
ktoKm “o^'re'S.t6 t'Vr^ by.po;1 *™“ tl” of eachdtec'S dlSlfffnto” T.Ueokira, «p£Sld“by

gsgftg s&s srjsrs zs&m&ffAitLi, ’thraiHiirh Holbomd<to “t thi! ?ost^*oe' ,?> nearly radial, and each succeeding one slightly
PatenUo^e *?%?, I-okj>r MaJC8ty 8 widening and deepening towards the axis of the disc*
London ’ SouthamPton-bulldlnK8- Chancery-lane, by which means a fan-like effect is produced, and the

grain is more efficiently ground. The shaking sieve 
has two meshed divisions, which retain the coarser 
portions of the ground grain, while the finer poitions 
pass to the rotating sieve having meshes of different 
sizes.
224. Mechanism to be Employed for Delivering 

Consecutively Numbered Tickets to Persons 
Riding in Public Vehicles, Ac., M. Btbro, Kil- 
bum.— lbth January, 1883.-(Not proceeded with.)

This relates to improvements on patent No. 941, 
a.d. 1881; and consists, First, in reducing one of the 
delivery rollers to half the diameter of the other; 
Secondly, to arranging in connection with the delivery 
rollers a suitable dating and numbering mechanism 
supplied with ink from a roller or pad; Thirdly, in 
actuating the rollers by a plunger formed with a rack; 
and Fourthly, in a special shaped bell.
226. Producing Homogeneous Metal Castings, Ac.,

G. W. von Nawrocki, Berlin.—lbth January, 1883 — 
(A communication from IV. G. Otto, Germany.) 2d. 

This consists in stirring the metal during casting 
with a block of marble, dense chalk, or other mineral 
capable of giving off carbonic acid, which drives out 
any gases present.

2“/iST•k,im *»
This consists in grinding flint, marble chippings, qko t> . _

spar, or other hard stone, and mixing it with cement Raii-way Car Brakes, H. J. Haddan, Kerning-
and moulding it to the required form in dies or ton.—16th January, 1883.—(A communication from, 
moulds. K. Mallinckrodt, Ohio, U.S.) 6d.

of^odium“or otheSm^y^valent MltJVthS “““rf8' T "T Z*

J.beb*nk is filled with a solution piston-rod of the power^yUMer^ 1 attached *° the 
of sodic chloride, sodic nitrate, or both combined, and oc-0 _ 1 y naer>
the electrodes connected with the poles of a battery or Reoistering Gauges for Water, Wind, Rain,
dynamo, so that a current flows through the tank from "?■> A- Attdd, Croydon.—16/A. January, 1883.— 
the one to the opposite extremity. Nascent chlorine mV0t Procee,ded with.) 2d.
or nitric acid, or a mixture of the two, is evolved in t The object is to produce diagrams on a large seals 
the ore compartment, and acts on the metals, gradu- registering water, wind, Ac. A cylinder covered 
ally dissolving them, the action in some cases being ^ b PaPer is caused to revolve by travelling down a 
assisted by a jet of steam. The liquors are drawn off f*6- 8crew by'its own weight, its speed being regu- 
at intervals from the two compartments and mixed, Iatedby a clock movement, whereby such cylinder 
the metals being precipitated by the free alkali derived ?*ay b? “ade much larger than usual, and the diagrams 
from the electrolytic decomposition of the original !orf?ej1 by a pencil resting upon the paper and, con- 
salt. The supernatant liquor can be again used. trolled by the water or whatever it is intended to
242. Combination and Treatment of Certain Mate- glugW.’ conse(luelltly be mucb clearer for

RIALS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SUBSTITUTES FOR oetn. tj c,
Gutta-percha and India-rubber, M. Zingler, Lon- * x0R0US Silicious Material and Objects 
don.—Ibth January, 1883. 4d. applicable for Building Materials, Ac., A.

Hard gums or gum resins, but preferably equal parts sJ-l-d 0enn^y—^th January, 1883. id. 
of kawrie and manilla gums, are dissolved in any of n Artihciaily produced or natural finely-divided silicious 
the solvent spirits as described in patent No. 1153 cu™1, find especially the so-called infusorial earth, is
a.d. 1882, and then heated to from 200 deg. to 250 deg’ ™!??d °rganic materials and alkalies or alkaline 
Fah. When the whole is dissolved, from 5 lb. to 10 lb.' eartbs' " ater or other suitable liquid is added, and 
of casein, vegetable albuminous matter extracted Su!86?. .™ed> wbich are then dried and burnt, 
from beans, peas, carrots, any kinds of lichens, or sea- wn®reDy tho organic masses are carbonised and the 
weed, or animal gelatinous matter, is added for each wb, y or partly burnt up, while the silicious
hundredweight of gum, and the boiling continued until Pf™y uniting with the added fireproof bases
it attains a proper consistency, when it is placed in a +efv“le ^fluence of the heat, will form silicate, so
masticator with oleaginous materials, and then rolled tftey wU1 be cemented or burnt together and form 
into sheets to be used in place of gutta-percha. Instead a Very Porous but sufficiently cohesive mass, 
of the gelatinous or albuminous matter from 8 to 10 
per cent, of flower of sulphur may be used, and from 
3 to 5 percent, crude camphor, whereby a substitute 
for in dia-rubber is produced.

con-

ABSTEAOTS OF SPECIFICATIONS.
Prepartd by ourselves expressly for The Engineer at the 

office of Her Majesty's Commissioners of Patents.

142. Sewing Machines, W. Walker, Dunstable.—10th 
January, 1883. 6d.

This relates to a single thread chain stitch machine 
producing long and short stitches, and consists in 
mechanical arrangement for producing the feed 
motion, the threading of the needle and unthreading 
. ,the 8ame> and retaining and releasing the loop. 
A double cam imparts two distinct movements to the 
work, so as to produce one long and one short stitch. 
The needle is formed with a double hook.
H9. Telephone Transmitters, H. Alabaster and T 

is. Oatehouse, London.—llth January, 1883. 6d. 
The transmitter has a bridge with an accurately 

plane and smooth under surface resting on and form
ing electrical contact between two electrodes having 
accurately plane and smooth upper surfaces. The 
bridge receives direct the acoustic impulses through a 
confined passage, such as a speaking tube.
184. Dynamo or Magneto-electric Machines, Ac 

H. H. Lake, London.—llth January, 1883.—(A com
munication from C. L. R. E. Merges, The Hague.) Is 

ibis invention relates to the method of winding and 
constructing the armatures, of which many examples 
are described and illustrated, and to methods of cutting 
out of circuit portions of the electro-magnet coils 
The coils are cut out by the action of a centrifugal 
governor driven by a motor, through the coils of which 
flows a portion of the main current. The magnet 
cores are made of a number of iron rods, the shaft being 
hollow to permit of a circulation of air.

J. A.

227- Preserving Milk, H. W. L. 0. von Roden, Ham
burg. —15th January, 1883. 2d.

This relates to the preservation of milk by killing the 
germs of fermentation by heat, and preventing the 
formation of new germs by saturating the milk with 
carbonic acid, which is forced into the vessels contain
ing the milk.
228. Kettles, R. F. Farquharson, London.—lbth 243- Galvanic Batteries, H. H. Lake, London.—lbth

January, 1883.—(Not procteded with.) 2d. January, 1883.—(A communication from A. Skene and
The openmg in the top of the kettle is made outside K Kiihmaier, Austria.) 6d. 

the handle, so that'it will be much easier to remove the Tbe object is to produce a battery of continuous and
lid fitting the opening. uniform action, and which will supply a large amount
229. Repeating Mechanism and Cartridge Maga- electric4ty at a small cost. This consists in causing 

for Breech-loading Fire-arms, G. E tLe C0PPer PIatf of a copper and zinc battery to be
Vaughan, London.—Ibth January, 1883 —(A commu- aIt.ornately raised from a weak solution of sulphuric 
nication from J. Werndl, Austria.) 8d. f°ld and exposed to the action of the atmosphere, and

This relates to improvements on patents No. 3878 ,eiLag?.ln P^pged into the liquid. Various methods 
a.d. 1878, and No. 1982, a.d. 1882, and consists, First! 4 e?fotmg this are shown, one consisting in mount- 
in a cartridge case to be filled from the rear ; Secondly. “E "he copper plates on an oscillating lever, and 
in the connecting arrangement of the magazine with al!°. T.er ln makl?g these plates in the form of discs, 
the removable repeating mechanism, and the connect- whlck are caused t0 revolve.
mg arrangement of the latter with the gun; and 244. Latches or Fastenings for Doors, Gates, or 
Thirdly in the arrangement of mechanism, by means Shutters, W. Wright, Droylsden, Lancashire,—16th 
of which the repeating fire can be discontinued, and January, 1883.—(Notproceeded with.) 2d. 
the gun used as an ordinary gun even when the maga- This relates principally to doors and gates which 
zme is fastened thereto. slide upon rollers, and consists of a bar hinged to the
231. Machines for Stamping, Endorsing, and I doori and the action of which is limited by a metal 

Embossing Purposes, N. Wilson and T. Hinds strpP m which works its upper end, the bar having 
London—Ibth January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) Pr0J action passing through a hole in the door, ai 
2d. capable of being pulled out therefrom when the bar is

The stamp is connected to a vibrating arm mounted pulled back by a handle. A lock in the jamb or post 
loosely on a stud on the frame, and acted upon by a ?, the d.00r.frame has a bolt which when shot prevents 
spring, at the free end of which is a stud actuated by tlle Projection of the bar being removed from the hole 
a double tappet on the driving shaft, so that the stamp ln the door-
is carried down with an almost vertical movement to 245. Combined Anti-fouling and Preserving Com- 
tne letters below. The stamp is raised by a spring. position, Applicable to Ships’ Bottoms, Ac.. J
When ink is used an ink roller is caused to traverse H. Barry, Clapton.—16th January, 1883. 4d
the stamp when in its raised position. | Waste leather is disintegrated and boiled, and to it is
233. Distributing and Diffusing Powerful Lights !i£ded .a,wea,k so4ution of muriatic or hydrochloric acid. 

A. P. Trotter, London. —lbth January, 1883. 6d ’ rh.e aci(i alKl moisture arc then expressed, and the mass 
This consists in forming a lantern glass either with drled> reduced to powder, and mixed with paraffine 
cumber of horizontal steps or zones or a number of Wa , 0 8urface to. be protected is covered with a

or both combined) for the pUrpose of preliminary coating of pulverised leather mixed with 
niform distribution and diffusion of ravs naPb4kakne> stearme, pitch, or other mixing medium

--------- • ■ y 1 constituting an adhesive composition, to which the
anti-fouling composition above described is applied in 
a heated state.

255. Runner Catches or “Springs” for Sti 
of Umbrellas, Ac., W. G. Attree, London.—16 
January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The catch consists of two parts, the one engaging 
with the runner being flat, and having a slot at on 
end, in which the cross rivet works. It is connecteo 
to the stick at the other end by a rivet. The second 
part is a curved spring, and is fastened to the 
piece in a notch.
256. Portable Railways, H. Woods, Lee, Kent.—16th 

January, 1883.—(A communication from B. G. Chap 
man, Peru.) - (Not proceeded with.) 2d.

A portable railway is constructed in strong but light 
sections consisting of two steel rails secured to a cross 
bar by means of special chairs with lugs, which are 
bolted to the cross bar, the rails being secured in the 
chairs by inserting the web in a deep channel in their 
upper surfaces, and fastening them by bolts. The sec
tions can easily and readily be shifted, so that a rail- 
way may be rapidly laid by the side of rows of crops 
infields for the purpose of removing, them as they are

187. Modes of Producing Electric Light 
Briggs, London.—12th January, 1883. 2d. '

The focus of the cathodix rays formed by electric 
discharge in high vacuo is used to render refractory 
bodies incandescent. An electric discharge may be 
made to pass through highly condensed gases.
209. Construction and Working of Steam Gene- 

6rfT°RS’ ^ane> London.—13/A January, 1883.
This relates to steam generators of the sectional 

type, and consists in the method of and means for 
establishing communication between the sections. 
The terminal boxes are made with only one orifice 
the outer face, and the connecting pieces are arranged 
to overlap one another. To separate the steam from 
water, the steam on rising is conveyed to a coil 
arranged in a chamber, and in passing through it the 
water is separated by centrifugal force. To cause 
impurities in the water to be deposited the chamber 
is partly charged with scrap iron, pumicestone, or 
other suitable material, with which the feed-water is 
brought m contact on its way to the boiler.
210. Key for Securing Rails on their Chairs H 

B Moreton, Cardiff.—13th January, im. id. ’ ’
I he key is of sheet steel, bent to form a tube, divided 

on one side longitudinally, and formed with a tongue 
at each end to bend back against the sides of the chair.
217-Worktngand Regulating Secondary Batteries 

Ac., J. S Sellon, London.—13th January, 1883. 8d! 
The gas generated in the cells causes a column of 

mercury to complete the circuit of a magnet and cut 
the cell of circuit when sufficiently charged T 
magnets are so arranged as to automatically switch 
more cells into the circuit when its electro-motive 
force falls; the same apparatus is applicable for re- 
chargmg batteries. The reversal of current is pre
vented by passing the charging current through an 
electro-magnet, which oscillates a polarised armature 
and completes a well circuit. In a modification the 
cells are cut out of the circuit and a resistance equal 
to the generator inserted. Each cell is connected to a 
switch board, and may be presented to a voltmeter to 
detect whether it is short circuited. In circuits for 
charging cells and lighting lamps alternately an electro- 
magnet a,nd its armature are so arranged as to com
plete the charging circuit on the passage of the maxi
mum current and the lamp circuit on the passage of 
the lamp circuits A switch is bo arranged as to permit 
of the coils of the armature being placed in parallel 
circuit or m series.
21.8. Red Colouring Matters, F. Wirth, Germany.— 

13th January, 1883.—(A communication from Messrs. 
Aalie and Co., Germany.)—(Not proceeded with.)

This relates to the production of red colouring mat
ters by the combination of the paradiamines with the 
amidated ethers of the phenols by oxidation.
219. Self-filling and Self-discharging Grapples 

Skips, or Buckets, G. F. Fuller, Millwall.—13th 
January, 1883. 6d.

The skip is of semicircular or other suitable shape 
in two halves hinged at the centre to open and shut 
freely The leverage for closing it is obtained by 
cross levers connected by arms to a crosstree to which 

b°j84‘nff chain is attached, and the opening is 
effected by a sling chain connected to the extreme 
edges of the skip, and attached at its centre to the 
opening chain, which is automatically actuated bv 
means of a friction clutch, so that when the skip has 
been lowered, and the brake applied to the discharging 
chain barrel, the chain will be arrested and the bucket 
caused to open.
220. Ch!mney Cowls and Ventilators, G. Davis and 

W. Jones, Cardigan, and R. Girdwood, Edinburgh.— 
lbth January, 1883. 6ci.

According to one arrangement a cowl is caused to 
rotate by the action of wind, but has its vane arranged 
so as to keep the mouth directed towards the current. 
The mouth is conical, and the inner part communi
cates with a passage acting as an inverted syphon, 
the air entering the cowl passing down vertically and 
then through a curved part so as to issue upwards, 
such curved part opening in the passage or flue, through 
which smoke or air is discharged.
221. Bearings and Lubricating Apparatus for 

Upright Spindles of Spinning and Winding
75ooHI^jRY| J' Dundee.—lbth January,1883. oci.

The object is to improve the bearings and lubricating 
apparatus described in patent No. 4840, a.d. 1877; and 
relates more especially to an arrangement in which the 
footstep and neck bearings are combined, and the 
lubricant is contained in a hollow rail, through the 
top of which are inserted a number of bearing tubes, 
each having the bearings for a spindle. Each bearing 
tube projects to near the bottom of the hollow part of 
the rail, which is filled with lubricant. A tube is fixed 
inside the bearing tube with a space between them, 
the neck bearing being formed at the upper part of the 
inner, and between it and the footstep bearing the 
tube is slightly larger than the spindle, which has a 
helical groove formed in it to convey the lubricant to 
the ncek bearing. Holes are formed in the inner tube 
ftnd in the footstep bearing.

ZINES

257- Filtering Saccharine and other Solutions, 
Ac., E. P. Alexander, London.—16th January, 
1883.—(A communication from P. Casamajor, Brook
lyn, U.S.) id.

The object is to prevent the clogging of the filtering 
surfaces by the solid matters held in suspension in the 
liquid to be filtered, and it consists in mixing such 
liquid with sawdust and then forcing the liquid so 
mixed through suitable filtering materials.
260. Centre-board Vessels, P. M. Justice, London.— 

16M January, 1883.—(A communication from J. 8. 
Birch, New York.) 6d.

This consists in an improved contrivance for centre
board vessels, whereby the centre-board may be ex
tended lengthwise of a vessel nearly the whole length, 
so that it may be correspondingly diminished in depth. 
The centre-board is arranged to slide in ways, placed 
at an angle of about 45 deg., and is raised or lowered 
by a chain or cord.
262. Cork Jackets, Ac., H. H. Lake, London.—16th 

January, 1883.—(A communication from E. R. Cogs
well, New York.) 6d.

Granular cork is immersed in liquid paraffine so as 
to become coated with it, and is enclosed in a fabric or 
envelope, also coated with paraffine, and of a shape tr 
produce a jacket, belt, buoy, or other object for sup
porting persons in water.
263- Locks and Keys, H. H. Lake, London.—16th 

January, 1883. — (A communication from J. P. 
White, Savannah, Georgia, U.S.)—(Not proceeded 
with.) id.

The object is to prevent the lock being opened by 
drilling or cutting away the bolts, and it consists in 
making the front plate of hardened steel or chilled 
cast iron so as to be capable of resisting a drill, and as 
a further protection the locking cylinder is provided 
with a collar of larger diameter, also hardened and 
placed between the plate and a handle. A special con
struction of lock is also described.
264. Steam Generators, A. M. Clark, London.—16th 

January, 1883.—(A communication f,om M. W 
Barse, New York.) 6d.

A water chamber or boiler forms the back or bridge 
wall of the furnace, and is provided with circulation 
pipes extending into the fire-box and combustion 
chamber. The upper side of the fire-box is inclined 
and the water chamber extends into the side walls. 
The combustion chamber is at the back of the boiler 
and leads to the chimney. The steam drum extends 
transversely of the fire-boxes and above the boiler 
being supported by the side wall, and it is connected 
to the boiler by a tube furnished with an inner tube 
extending down to near the middle of the water 
chamber.
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of light passing through such glass.
234. Holding and Releasing Roller Blinds, J.

££Tii2j“Sr““
The roller has a stud at one end and a double flanged 

cord pulley and stud at the other. The bracket 
porting the cord pulley end is formed with 
minating in a circular hole in which the st

of Alimentary Substances, Ac., 
C. M. Pielsticker, Kilbum.—16th January, 1883. 6 d.sup- 

a slot ter
minating in a circular hole in which the stud revolves I *“ sur me purpose oi oxidising the
when the blind is raised or lowered. The end of the 7,aP0UJ® °* carbonic oxide produced from the combus- 
bracket has a projecting piece slightly con vexed tl°n.of coke ln4° carbonic acid gas, and so producing a 
inside, and when the actuating cord is pulled out- mlxture of carbonic acid and carbonic oxide gas in the 
wards the stud travels along the slot and binds the ProPor!;ion.°f fro“ 55 Per cent, to 75 per cent, of 
edge of the pulley against the projection. A cord is carb?mc ac,ld 8as> tbe mixture being cooled, and then 
attached to the bottom of the blind to pull it down Pa88lnff mto , preserving chambers containing the 
when required. alimentary substances.

This consists in a gas producer with openings to 
admit air near the top for the purpose of oxidising the

235. Manufacture of Bowls or Rollers for I 248^'f„T;«^RSiR^IPLr°YED 1N 30oAVI,N*?L R~ List(r’ 
Mangling and Calendering Machines Employed 16™’ January, 1883.—(Not 'proceeded
7aVs^f:Z^jlZ^,^. P$TR' C• Z- iTh** tea to constructing pickers of hard wood and 

Jute fibre is opened and combed, and cleansed from “f4*1 Plcker spindle slides secured m the tops of
all extraneous matter, and then built up into the form P1.ckcr8> and over which are passed and secured 
of a bowl or roller upon an iron or steel axis and sub- *3 plf^g ^nds or ?traP8 > als? to, forming in the 
mitted to powerful hydraulic pressure, after which it „°d,v. , • Pikers conical holes, in which are secured 
is turned true and polished. conical pieces of india-rubber, which strike and actuate
ooa n. „ r.__ t- „ the shuttles when weaving.

J. DmjWer, Siafiffdj. A°JwSK.S I 249j ^FJi0™0 M':r^F0^ 8p.1?™ Dootuko,

The object is to utilise waste heat or gases from means for checking the carriage so as
retort benches or settings, and it consists in making aLIVrUnnl“? Up t83,111!* the
the furnace much deeper than usual so as to obtain a 8t0PPers> and it consists in a friction brake actuated 
large body of coke, and one side series of zigzag flues by a leVer and sprm&-
are arranged and open at one end into the furnace, 250. Cooling Beer, H. J. Haddan, Kensington.—16th 
and at the other into the atmosphere. The gases from January, 1883.—(A communication from W. Nuss-
the furnace are made to pass through flues running btck< Berlin.) 6d.
by the side of the air flues, whereby the air passing to ^be 9biec4; 4s to cool the beer in casks, and at the 
the furnace is heated. I same time the air which enters such cask. An ice
237- Screw Taps, H. H. Lake, London.-lbih January I P^Cef ^ tbe ca?k>, a?d from 4t a

1883.—(A communication from C. R. C. French and. ??°1?fKP1Peextends through the bung-hole down to near
F. Bullivant, Providence, U.S.) 6d. the bottom of the cask, where it is bent round hori-

The object is to construct a screw tap which can be 5°ntaU/- A 8“a11 tube leads up from the bottom of adjusted to compensate for wear, andPwhich can be 4b®°Jltsl.de of tbe.re8ervoir to the top of the inside, and 
made parallel in its length or tapering in either direc- ?d“*V second.tube leads the air from the
tion as desired. The body of the tap has a longitudinal v?6?i£!Ug*i,th£ an* the, cask- A third tube 
cut extending through the threaded part, and a set } d from 4he bobto“ of the cooling pipe up into the 
screw passing through the tap transversely to the cut 4 r’ and allows water to escape from the
draws the two sides together. Two taper screws fit “ , gplPe'
taper holes intersecting the cut on opposite sides, and 251. Cranes, Winches, and other Hoisting Appa- 
when turned inwards spread the two parts outwards. Ratus, 11. J. Haddan, Kensington.—16th January,
238. Water-closets, Ac., H. H. Lake, London.—lbth 1883.—(A communication from Dujour et Bianchi,

fTOm J' Bmn°r' ^“object is 'to operate cranes and similar apparatus 
The object is to enable the closet to be readily spe^d and w4tb sa4ety without requiring

cleansed, and it consists of a bowl and trap in one Pllca4ed “echamsm. On the mam shaft, which 
piece, the outlet and the inlet of the trap being com Ca!Lies the crank a?d ,chain PuUey> three dls„ 
nected by a removable retainer so as to gain access to carrieJBL a, 8Pur wheel, and a friction brake th. trap. Around th. out!.. ,„d We. an etottc I SK“ia.?e,»dSS Jg8. j££ 5S

266. Machinery for Reducing and Treating 
Cereals and Cereal Produce for the Manufac
ture of Grits, Semolina, or Flour, W. H. 
Williamson, Wakefield.—16th January, 1883. 8rf.

As applied to roller mills the invention consists in 
combining with the hood or cover of each pair of rolls 
an aspirator, from which the air is partially exhausted, 
and which serves to purify and assort the product 
preparatory to the passage of its heavy portions 
let ween the rolls, and also to exercise a cooling influ

ence up the roller casing. The cereals are introduced into 
the aspirator by a feed roller with a regulating slide so 
as to fall through the aspirator on its way to the rolls 
and as it falls it comes in contact with suitable guides 
or deflectors arranged so as to baffle its course, and the 
current of air entering the aspirator carries off the 
lighted portions, while the heavier particles of these 
lighter portions are guided by deflectors over the rolls, 
but not between them, the cereal itself passing through 
the rolls, and then mixing with the part that has 
passed over them and passing with it to a subsequent 
stage.

cs or
are

the trap. Around the outlet and inlet is

Hr" "
239' PfENS’ ,r- Brierley, Halifax.—Ibth January, 1883. is coupkd^to’the'chain puBey0**

[A communication from A. F. I. L. Schols, Tran- in the form of a conical sleev

268. Making Chains or other Interlinked or 
Intricate Articles of Cast Steel, Ac 
Ralston, Manchester.—17th January, 1883. 6d.

Alternate links are cast separately and placed in 
proper positions in indentations in sand, and linked 
together by links of paraffine wax placed in inter
mediate indentations. The mould is then heated and 
the paraffine wax allowed to run out, after which 
molten steel is run in and forms the intermediate 
links.

W.

into the second 
ers have friction

tv. The third carrier 
The friction brake is

P0 • I with liquid and provided with a loaded valve. The

269. Chaplets for Holding Cores in Position in 
Operation of Casting, W. H. Haley, Bradford.

—17th January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with ) 2d.
The object is to ensure regularity in the thickness 

of metal round a core, and it consists in suitable means 
for adjusting the position of the core by means of 
screws.

THE



the top of each fire-bar a piece of wrought iron is 
inserted, and runs the whole length, so as to consi
derably strengthen the bars and provide a hard wearing 
surface on the face. The furnace door is formed of 
three or more plates with intermediate spaces, the
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outer and inner plates having a number of perforations, 
and the centre plate a single hole in the centre, the 
object being to admit a current of heated air over the 
fire. A valve is fitted to the hole in the centre plate. 
321. Switch for Increasing or Diminishing the 

Strength of Current in Electric Lighting 
Apparatus, F. Mori, Leeds.—19th January, 1883. 
4 d.

More or less resistance coils are interposed in the 
circuit as required.
322 Electric Arc Lamps, F. Mori, Leeds.—10th 

January, 1883. 6d.
The descent of the upper carbon is controlled by a 

worm wheel and pinion. The cage containing the 
pinion is attached by a lever to the core of a solenoid 
placed in the main circuit, which on the passage 
current lifts the cage and establishes the arc. The up 
stroke of the cage brings the wheel in contact with an 
upper brake, a lower brake acting on it when the cage 
descends. In a modification the cage is balanced by 
two solenoids, one of high the other of low resistance. 
The descent of the cage completes the circuit of an 
electro-magnet, which lifts the brake and allows the 
carbon to descend.
324. Machinery for Securino Corks or Stoppers 

in Bottles, R. L. Howard, Luton.—19£/t January, 
1883. Is. 6d.

This relates to improvements on patent No. 926, a. n. 
1880, and consists in twisting the wires for securing 
the corks before cutting the same, and so that a portion 
of the twisted part is ready, and is applied to the 
securing of the'next cork. To effect the twist the 
wire or bottle is revolved, and the wire thus secured 
across the top of the cork and round the rim of the 
neck.
326. Gas Engines, C. T. Linford and IF. E. Cooke, 

Birmingham..—19<^ January, 1883. 6d.
This relates to engines in which the motive gases are 

not compressed previous to ignition. The drawings 
show the invention as applied to a vertical engine. 
The cylinder A is provided with a water jacket, and its
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hops added, the latter having had their volatile oils 
extracted by distillation. The volatile oils are collected 
and added to the wort in the gyle tun.
303- Signalling Apparatus in Connection with 

Vacuum Brakes for Railways, IF. J. Adams, 
London.—18th January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.)

means for supporting and adjusting the position of the 
drum relatively to the concave; and Thirdly, in a 
special arrangement of the fore carriage. The drum 
is supported,on pivotted levers, and springs enable the 
drum to yield.
287- Accumulators for Storing Electrical 

Energy, Ac., H. H. Lake, London.—17 th January, 
1883.—(A communication from N. de Kabath, Paris.) 
id.

The electrode is constructed of a plate of lead in 
which a number of V-shaped incisions are made. The 
projecting parts are folded or curled over on to the 
plate. The plate is then folded on itself. In a modi
fication a number of projections are stamped in the 
plate, the upper part of each projection being per
forated.
288. Apparatus for Regulating or Controlling 

Electric Currents, H. H. Lake, London.—17th 
January, 1883.—(A communication from N. de 
Kabath, Paris.) 10d

Relates to apparatus designed to control and main
tain constant electric currents, and comprises a 
magnet placed in the main or a shunt circuit, having 
an armature withdrawn by a spring. When th 
rent is strong enough to attract the armature it causes 
the current to flow in one direction in an electro
motor. When the spring preponderates, it reverses the 
current and the direction of rotation of the motor. 
The movement of the motor operates a commutator, 
which introduces into the circuit additional sources of 
electricity or resistance coils, as the case may be.
290. Holders or Fastenings for Blind, Sash, and 

other similar Cords, J. D. Sprague, Upper Nor
wood.—18th January, 1883. 6d.

The cord is passed through a slit in a case fixed to 
the window, and in which is pivotted a pawl with 
teeth, and when the cord is pulled outwards the teeth 
are forced into it, so that when released the cord pulls 
the pawl round on its pivot, and is jammed tight. 
By pulling the cord down slightly the pawl drops, and 
the cord is free.
291. Corsets, H. C. Leprince, Paris.—18fA. January, 

1883. 4d.
This consists in abolishing gussets or gores, and 

ng the whalebone necessary by the particular 
of forming the body of the corset of three pieces 

on each side, viz., a top piece and a bottom piece, 
joined by a middle piece or belt, rising to a point at 
the back and front, and hollowed out at each side.
292. Manufacture of Salts of Strontia and Oxide 

of Strontium, IF. A. 'Rowell, Newcastle-on-Tyne.— 
18th January, 1883. id.

This consists in subjecting sulphate of strontia to 
repeated boiling with carbonate of soda, using suc
cessively solutions more or less spent by previous 
boilings, and attacking with the fresh solution the 
nearly exhausted mineral, thereby obtaining the 
almost complete conversion both of the sulphate of 
strontia and the carbonate of soda, the one into car
bonate of strontia, and the other into sulphate of soda.
293. Manufacture of Salts of Strontia and Oxide 

of Strontium, IF. A. Rowell, Newcastle-on-Tyne.— 
18<A January, 1883. id.

This consists, First, in the decomposition by fusion 
of a mixture of sulphate of strontia and carbonate of 
soda into carbonate of strontia and sulphate of soda; 
and Secondly, in the manufacture of carbonate of 
strontia by fusing the sulphate of strontia with car
bonate of soda, washing the product with water, and 
consolidating the residue into cakes by means of a filter 
press.
294. Hydraulic Machinery for Producing Power 

or for Pumping, IF. Donaldson, Ambleside.—181 A. 
January, 1883. 6d.

One or more cylinders are each open at one end and 
covered with a loose lid at the other, and on the out
side a balanced cylindrical valve works with an easy 
fit. A case surrounds the cylinder and through one 
side the open end projects. A piston fits easily in the 
cylinder, and its rod works through the lid. One or 
two excentrics actuate the valve and alter the length 
of stroke. Rods connect the pistons with the crank 
shaft and the valve with the excentric. The case is 
kept supplied with water under any required pressure. 
The cylinder has three sets of ports, one at the com
mencement to admit water, one near the end for the 
egress of water, and one ordinarily covered by the lid 
and acting as a safety valve. The lid has valves to 
admit air at the instant of the termination of the full 
stroke and allow it to escape during the return stroke, 
the valves closing the instant the water is admitted.
295. Treating Yarns and Covering Wires for

Telegraphic, Telephonic, or Electric Light
ing, Ac., IF. T. Clover and G. F. James, Manchester. 
—18th January, 1883. 6d.

The wires, previously covered with gutta-percha, 
further covered with yarns which have been immersed 
in heated ozokerite. The braiding spindle has its 
head formed with a slot opposite the opening, in 
which the dropper works, and which acts as a guide 
for the front extremity of the dropper. This facili
tates threading the yarn through the hole at the top 
of the drop rod, the hole being parallel with the 
dropper.
296. Driving Belts, G. H. Hebblethwaite, Hudders

field.—18th January, 1883. id.
The belt is composed of an inner leather belt and 

outer flax, hemp, or cotton woven belt, the two being 
secured together and forming a complete belt of great 
strength, and which will not stretch.
298. Floating Basin or Stage for Oyster Culture, 

A. J. Boult, London.—18th January, 1883.—A com
munication from L. Auschitzky, France.)—(Not pro
ceeded with.) 2 d.

This consists essentially in forming the floor or 
bottom of the basin or stage j so that it can be raised 
and lowered.
299. Ventilating Tramway Carriages, Ac., and for 

Displaying Moving Advertisements Thereon,
G. IF. von Nawrocki, Berlin.—18th January, 1883. 
—(A communication from Colonel L. von Voneky, 0. 
Suter, and J. Lehmann, Berlin.)—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

A spindle is driven by a chain from one of the wheel 
axles, and by means of pulleys and cordsjactuates a 
ventilating fan arranged above the roof, and also drums 
serving to exhibit advertisements.
300. Engines for Motive Power, Compression, Ac.,

H. Q. Williams, Greenwich.—18th January, 1883.— 
(Not proceeded with.)

This consists in dispensing with connecting rods”to 
transmit the power from the piston-rod by employing

pinion revolving in an annular wheel of twice its 
diameter. A stud on the pitch line of the pinion 
makes a straight line across the diameter of the 
annular wheel as the pinion revolves, and to this stud 
the piston-rod is connected. By driving the pinion the 
pistons can be actuated for compressing air or other 
purposes.
301. Waist Bands for Trowsers, Ac., E. Dastot, 

Brussels.—18th January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 
2d.

A stout elastic gusset or expanding piece is lined 
with a suitable material and secured by a metallic rim 
round its edge to the points of the trousers where the 
front and back brace buttons are usually attached, 
thus forming a waist band which will do away with 
the necessity for using braces.
302. Brewing, H. E. Newton, London.—18th January, 

1883.—(A communication from J. Purvez, France.)— 
(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to the operation of boiling the wort, and 
to the preparation of the hop element to be added to 
the wort. Tannin is added to the boiling wort and 
precipitates the excess of nitrogenous matters, and 
after boiling for an hour or so, it is allowed to flow to 
the cooling vat, where its temperature is lowered to 
about 167 deg. Fah. It is then filtered and returned
o the boiler, whore it is caused to boil rapidly and the

270. Machinery for Stamping Letters, Postal 
Cards, Ac., A. Hoster, London.—17th January, 1883. 
Is.

This relates to machinery for printing the date and 
place of reception and delivery on letters, Ac., and for 
cancelling the stamps thereon. The letters are brought 
under a die by elastic fingers on endless travelling 
bands, and are arrested by a fork actuated by a cam, 
when flat springs descend and hold the letter on a wire 
card bed or a bed formed of wires or bristles set on 
end. The stamping device has a flat face and is 
mounted on the end of a vibrating lever actuated by a 
cam, and to which a spring is applied so as to exert a 
yielding pressure. An inking roller travels across the 
face of the die. Other improvements are described, 
including means for delivering the stamped letter and 
counting mechanism actuated electrically, pneumati
cally, hydrostatically, or by mechanical connection 
with the machine.
271- Holding in Position Scarves and Ties, D. 

Appleton, Manchester.—17th January, 1883.— (A 
communication from N. H. Baldwin, Laconia, U.S.) 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

On the back of the scarf or tie is secured a fastener, 
the ends of which can pass over the collar band and 
hold the scarf in position.
272. Apparatus for the Treatment of Fcecal Mat

ters, G. IF. von Nawrocki, Berlin.—Vith January, 
1883.—(A communication from J. Swtecianowski, 
Russia.) 6 d.

The object is to separate the liquid from solid mat
ters and dry the latter. A collector is employed con
sisting of two concentric vessels, the inner one per
forated to allow the liquid to pass to the annular 
space between them, and from which it is led to a 
filtering apparatus containing powdered peat, while the 
solid matters are dried in a furnace.
273. Stoppering or Closing Bottles, J. Sceats, Nor- 

biton.—17th January, 1883.—(Void.) 2d.
The mouth of the bottle is formed with grooves with 

which catches on the plate supporting the stopper 
engago.
274. Preserving Alimentary and other Substances, 

T. F. Wilkins, London.—17th January, 1883.—(Not 
proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in forming antiseptics suitable for pre
serving alimentary substances of metaboric acid, 
metaborate of potassium, biborate of potassium, and 
sodium metabodrate, with or without the addition of 
other chemicals.
275. Applying Alternating Electric Currents to

the Production of Light, A. Muirhead, London. 
—17th January, 1883. 2d.

Condensers, constructed by soaking piles composed 
of thin sheets of paper with alternate layers of tinfoil 
in paraffine, are placed in the main circuit or in a 
divided circuit.
276. Glass Coverings for the Keys of Musical 

Instruments, B. Kohl and K. Voigtritter, Dresden. 
—17th January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

Pieces of glass are cut and ground to the required 
size and treated with an aqueous solution of hydro
fluoric acid, and are then fixed on the keys to be 
covered by a special cement.
277- Carts for the Reception and Discharge of 

Mud, Mortar, Ac., S. Clarkson and J. Ross, Hull. 
—17th January, 1883. 6d

This relates to “tumbler” carts, and consists in 
causing them to turn on the axle of the driving wheels 
by means of a loose chain secured to the fore and rear 
edges of the cart and passing beneath the same, and 
over a chain wheel secured to an axle at the front of 
the cart and actuated by a crank and suitable gearing.
279. Blue Colouring Matter,'F. Wirth, Germany.— 

17th January, 1883.—(A communication from Messrs. 
Kalle and Co., Germany.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to the production of blue colouring 
matter called benzlen blue, which is derived from the 
salts of the aromatic quaternary amines (ammonium 
bases), and particularly from the dimethylphenyl- 
benzylammonium chloride, which is produced if the 
nitroso-compounds of these bases be treated in proper 
proportions with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the so- 
formed leuco base converted into the proper colouring 
matter by employing oxidising media.
280. Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Ac., J. H. Starling, Erith, 

and E. A. May, Belvedere.—17th January, 1883. 4d.
This consists in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, 

pipes, and earthenware articles and cement from the 
dredgings of rivers, docks, harbours, and such like 
alluvial deposits, either alone or in admixture with 
chalk and silicious material.
281. Mechanical Musical Instruments, H. H. 

Lake, London.—17th January, 1883.—(A communica
tion from the American Automatic Organ Company, 
Incorporated, Boston, U.S.) 6d.

This relates to instruments in which the playing is 
effected by the passage of a perforated sheet through 
the instrument, and it consists in various improve
ments in the construction of such instruments.
282. Primary Electric or Voltaic Batteries, M. R. 

Ward. London.—17th January, 1883. 2d.
The exciting liquids are supplied from cisterns placed 

at an altitude. A system of pipes and valves is so 
arranged that fresh liquid can be turned into the 
batteries when required, and waste liquid drawn off.
283. Apparatus Connected with the Fitting and 

Application to Steamships or Vessels of Screw 
Propellers, A. Morris, London.—17th January, 
1883. 6d.

This consists in providing a tube or channel at or 
near the stern of the vessel, and as low down in the 
dead wood as possible, the forward end branching off 
and being open to the water on each side of the dead 
wood. The propeller rotates with little clearance 
within the tube.

2d.
The objects are to indicate when leakage occurs in 

pneumatic brake apparatus, and also to enable 
passengers to signal the attendants of a train. An 
audible signal is provided and actuated through a 
flexible diaphragm or floating piston open at one side 
to the vacuum pipe of the train. A visible signal is 
also provided. The signals will be actuated if a 
passenger opens a valve in the vacuum pipe, or if air 
enters the same by leakage.
304. Furnaces for the Treatment of Materials for 

the Production of Sulphates of Soda or Potash, 
Ac., J. Mackenzie, Stockton-on-Tees.—18th January, 
1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to furnaces which may be 
continuous system for the treatment of materials for 
the production of sulphate of soda or potash, or for 
carbonating, calcining, or drying other chemical pro
ducts or materials, and it consists in the use of a series 
of retorts placed in a furnace and each provided with 
blades mounted on a shaft to constantly agitate and 
carry the material through the retort to a passage con
necting it with the next of the series.
305. Appliances Employed in the Loading, Un

loading, and Conveying of Merchandise, Ac., 
Sir H. Bessemer, Denmark Hill.—18th January, 1883. 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to improvements on patent No. 5171, 
a.d. 1882, in which a system is described for conveying 
merchandise on railways in the same wagons as it is 
brought to the railway, and in which railway platform 
trucks are used to receive the road wagons, 
platform is made with grooves to receive the wheels of 
the wagons, and the front wheels are placed closer 
together than the hind wheels. Means are provided to 
prevent the wagons shifting on the platform.
308. Electric Signalling Apparatus for Use on 

Railways, IF. Walker, London.—18ift January, 
1883.—(A communication from C. D. Tisdale, Boston, 
Mass., U.S.) 4d.

The signal indicates “ safety ” only as long as an 
armature is attracted by its electro-magnet. The appa
ratus comprises a main and auxiliary circuit, the latter 
serving by means of suitable appliances, to complete 
the main circuits at the desired points. The circuit 
breaker is operated by the passage of the train.
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309. Factory Chimney Shafts, S. Hart, Hull.—IS th 
January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The base is constructed of iron girders bolted 
together and on which upright stanchions are secured 
and joined together at the top by an iron frame, the 
whole being filled in with brick or stonework. On 
this frame the shaft is erected, and consists of a sheet 
iron cylinder bolted together and lined with brick or 
stonework. Near the bottom of the shaft a number of 
tubes pass obliquely from the outside to the inside and 
serve to admit air and also allow some of the hot air 
to escape from tho shaft.
310. Apparatus for Crushing, Grinding, or Pul' 

verising Cement, Lime, Stone, Ac., H. H. Lake< 
London.—18th January, 1883.—(A communication 
from C. Jouffray, France.) 6d.

A cast iron roller is caused to revolve, and on it a 
hollow cylinder rests freely, and upon the interior of 
the latter a grinding roller also rests freely. The hollow 
cylinder rests on guide rollers, and the material to be 
crushed is fed inside the cylinder and passes under the 
crushing roller. Scoops lift the crushed material, the 
smaller particles passing through wire gauze to a 
receptacle beneath, while the large particles return to 
the cylinder again.
313. Hearthrugs or Mats, B. Taylor, near Hudders

field.—19th January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.)
2d.

The rug is made of pieces or lists of cloth, stuffs, 
fents, or other suitable material woven into a canvas 
back.
314. Unions or Connections for Pipes, R. F. C. 

Tonge and J. Westley, Lancaster.—19th January, 
1883.—(Notproceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to unions for enabling pipes to be joined 
in a straight line or at varying angles, and consists in 
forming each part of the union nearly semi-globular 
and with a screwed socket for connection with the 
pipe. A groove to receive packing is formed in one 
part and an annular lip on the other. A bolt is cast 
on one part and passes through the other, being 
secured by a nut coned to fit a seating.
315. Cylinders for Breaking-up Fibrous Mate

rials, T. D. Tomlinson, Rochdale.—19th January,
• 1883. Ad.

The object is to form cylinders for hard waste 
breakers, combining lightness, rigidity, simplicity, 
and economy of construction. The ends are of cast 
iron or steel or wrought iron, and are secured to the 
shaft. The shell is formed of a plate of wrought iron 
or steel and secured to flanges on the ends. An outer 
case is fastened to the shell and receives the teeth. 
The ends are provided with sheet metal covers to keep 
fly or dust out of the cylinder.
316. Dynamo-electric Machines, F. H. Relph, Lon

don.—19th January, 1883.—(A communication from 
J. Olmstead, New York, U.S ) 2d.

To enable the armature to be readily removed, the 
pole pieces attached to the cases of the upper electro
magnets are capable of rotation. The cylindrical 
armature core is wound longitudinally with five inde
pendent coils having their starting ends connected 
together. The commutator consists of insulated rings 
having segmental projections on their peripheries. A 
pair of collecting brushes are applied to each ring. 
317- Secondary or Storage Batteries, H. J. Had- 

dan, London.—19th January, 1883.—(A communica
tion from E. Boettcher, Leipzig.) 2d.

Zinc is electrically deposited from a solution of sul
phate of zinc on a cathode of thin pure sheet zinc. The 
anode is formed of a thin sheet of lead covered on 
both sides with porous metallic lead obtained by the 
decomposition of an oxide of lead. The decomposi
tion is aided by the addition of a small amount of 
acetic acid or acetate of zinc.
318. Hurricane Lanterns, Ac., II. J. Haddan, Ken

sington.—19th January, 1883.—(A communication 
from A. Schindler, Germany.) Ad.

The object is to render the interior of lanterns easily 
accessible without the use of side doors, and it consists 
in forming the lantern of two parts, the lower having 
a flanged base-plate, with the lamp in the centre, 
the upper comprising the glass sheets, frame, roof, and 
chimney. From the base-plate vertical bars extend 
upwards, and pass through a guide attached to the 
ring carrying the roof. To the top of the bars is 
hinged a hoop serving to suspend the lantern and 
secure the two parts together. By turning the hoop 
down, the top part of the lantern can be removed.
319. Machines for the Manufacture of Buttons,

H. J. Haddan, Kensington.—19th January, 1883.— 
(A communication from H. Ulbricht and J. Ilortig, 
Saxony.)—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This consists in a machine which automatically cuts 
and dresses buttons by milling tools in three different 
operations, carried on simultaneously on three different 
objects, the first operation serving to remove the crust 
from the article, while the second produces the 
required shape, and the third cuts or dresses the back.
320. Steam Boiler and other Furnaces, Ac., B. 

Harlow, Macclesfield.—19th January, 1883. 6d.
The object is to more effectually consume the smoke 

in steam boiler and other furnaces, and it consists in 
forming an air chamber B with a movable bridge O at 
the rear of the furnace bars A, which are tubular, and 
through which air passes to chamber B, and iss 
through a grating in the bridge O facing the flue. In

are

ai

284. Manufacture of Sugar, and Machinery or
Apparatus therefor, Ac., A. Fryer and J. B.
Alliott, Nottingham.—17th January, 1883. Is. Ad.

The crushed cane is used for fuel, and is auto
matically conveyed to the furnaces by being dis
charged from the crushing apparatus into a gutter, 
along which it is conveyed by rakes attached to 
travelling band, the gutter passing over the furnaces, 
and having a hole over each one so that the cane falls 
into a hopper with a door at bottom opening inwards, 
and combined with prongs, above which when the 
door opens at regular intervals the hopper is closed at 
top. So as to increase the yield of juice from sugar 
cane after it has left the mill it is treated in a supple
mentary extractor, where it is subjected to the action 
of stampers or beaters, the cane having been first 
treated with hot water, which is afterwards expressed 
by rollers. Apparatus for heating the juice is provided 
with a loaded valve, so that the juice is retained 
therein until it has attained a pressure corresponding 
to a temperature exceeding the boiling point at atmo
spheric pressure. The juice is then treated with 
chemicals to neutralise its acidity and cause the more 
thorough flocculation and separation of the coagulated 
solids. A filter to separate the solid matter held in 
suspension is arranged so that the bags can be allowed 
to drop from the filter head through the bottom of the 
filter on to a truck. Other improvements are also 
described.

2d.

a
and

285. Electric Lamps, J. Unger, Cannsladt.—17th 
January, 1883. 2d.

The lower carbon is immersed in a tube of liquid 
and fed up against the lower end of an iron cylinder 
carried by a spring attached to its upper end.
286. Thrashing .Machines, J. H. Johnson, London.— 

17th January, 1883.—(A communication from J. 
Montandon, Paris.)

The obj ect is to reduce the size and weight and the 
power required to drive thrashing machines; and it 
consists, First, in the employment behind the concave 
of a thrashing machine of a perforated plate, through 
which the dust passes, and is collected in compart
ments communicating with sacks; Secondly, in the
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large heating surface, produce a free circulation of 

water and a rapid generation of steam, while the 
joints with the tube plate will be unaffected by expan- 
sion or contraction. The pipes are of U form, and one 
leg is extended a few inches above the water level in 
the boiler. The tubes can be applied to vertical or 
horizontal boilers.
330. Groynes for Raising or Protecting Pore- 

shores, A. Dowson, Westminster.—20<A January, 
1883. 6c?.

The object is to gather or retain shingle washed up 
by the sea, and it consists in building groynes of open 
construction, which allow water to pass freely after 
having deposited the shingle.
331. Coupling and Uncoupling Railway Carriages, 

&c., J. Darling, Glasgow.—20Ih January. 1883. Qd.
The object is to couple and uncouple railway 

carriages without haviDg to get between them. The 
hooks are arranged to enter each other in a vertical 
position, and they are pivotted to draw-bars provided 
with levers for lowering the hooks, so as to disconnect 
them.
332. Treatment of Sewage, &c., J. Young, Kelly,

N.B. — 20th January, 1883. 6d.
This relates to the treatment of sewage and other 

liquids, such as refuse from the beet sugar manufac
ture. in order to obtain ammonia and in the apparatus 
for the same; and it consists in improvements 
patent No 3562, a.d. 1882, in which a partial vacuum 
was formed, so as to enable the sewage to be boiled at 
a low temperature. This vacuum is utilised, together 
with the pressure of the atmosphere, to force the 
sewage thiough the apparatus. The atmosphere acts 
upon the ingoing sewage or other liquid, pressing on 
one side of a piston against the vacuum, and the power 
thus obtained is utilised to forco or draw the sewago 
through the apparatus. To separate the ammonia 
from the steam, the steam is brought in contact with 
sulphuric or other acid in a closed vessel.

a 346. Preparation of Yarns Expressly Intended 
to be Used as Weft in the Operation of Weaving 
Fabrics, having when Finished a Crimped or 
Crinkled Surface, G. Eaton, Manchester.—20th 
January, 1883. id.

This consists in applying size, and especially vege
table size made from the gum weed (gracillaria tenax), 
or other soluble seaweed, to hard or highly-twisted 
yarns employed as weft in the manufacture of China 
or Canton crape or other fabric which, when 
and finished, have a crimped or crinkled surface, 
whereby such yarns are prevented from kinking or 
snarling during the weaving process.

the pressure can be brought to bear on either area or 
on both. The head of the plunger which carries the

[5971

retracted and partially revolved by bell-crank levers 
and suitable connections, the hammer and lever being 
operated by wiper cams. Before the blow of the

I 2826861

woven Eir aSi /
tmmm / \347. Appliances for the Game of Cricket, G. G.

Bussey, Peckham.—10th January, 1883. id.
The blade of cricket bats is formed of two or more 

layers of wood, with or without intermediate layers of 
leather or canvas, with which the blade may also be 
faced. The handle is formed by pressing pieces of 
cane soaked in glue into a mould by hydraulic or other 
pressure. The handle is glued in a dovetailed recess 
in the blade, and a hole is bored through the joints 
and enlarged at the ends, a plug of ebonite being forced 
into it in a plastic condition. The stumps are inserted 
in a plate pinned to the ground, and provided with 
flexible material at top, in which holes are formed to 
receive the stumps.
348. Voltaic Batteries, R. H. Courtenay, London.—

20th January, 1883. 2d.
In batteries of low tension polarisation is prevented 

by fixing in a suitable vessel, impervious to moisture, 
partitions composed of a material not acted on by the 
battery excitant, in which partitions the elements are 
placed. The conductors are fixed on the partitions. 
Should a higher electro-motive force be required a 
bibulous substance is fixed to the conductors. In 
strong current batteries three elements are used—one 
negative, another partly negative, and the third posi
tive. The solution containing the first is tho
roughly insulated from that containing the other two.

!<2c :B ■■ urivetting tool is made excentric and in one piece with 
the plunger. ____________________

'
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SELECTED AMERICAN PATENTS.
From the United States' Patent Office Official Gaztte.

282,487- Sfeed Indicator, Thos. Blanchard, Stough
ton, Mass.—Filed March 29th, 1883.

Claim.—(1) In a speed indicator, ihe bracket L, 
shaft N, segment O, shaft S, spur wheel T, pinion V, 
shaft Z, pinion, hand, and dial W, in combination 
with means for supporting the bracket, and with 
operative mechanism, substantially as set forth. (2) 
The improved speed indicator herein described, the
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0 Mad333. Foot Mats for Doors, Bath Rooms, &c., E. P. 
Alexander, London.—29th January, 1883.—(A 
munication from C. Cheswright, France.) 6d.

A number of strips of wood are jointed together 
so as to leave interstices between them to receive the 
dirt. The mats can be folded up when not in use, and 
a backing of canvas may be applied to collect the dirt. 
The strips may be faced with cork or india-rubber for 
use in bath rooms, and the backing may be of water
proof material.
335. Apparatus used for the Distillation of Coal, 

Shale, &c., B. P. Walker. Birmingham, and J. A. 
B. Bennett, King's Heath, Worcester.—20th Ja 
1883. 6d.

The object is to reduce the manual labour, and effect 
the distillation of coal, <fcc., more economically. A 
horizontal retort, with its lower part of semicircular 
section, has a mouthpiece at each end, and at top of 
the front a hopper, from which the coal is fed to the 
retort by a screw. To the top of the back mouthpiece 
a pipe is connected to convey the gas away, and from 
the lower part a shoot depends for the discharge of the 
coke or ash. In the bottom of the retort 
works, and is mounted on a hollow shaft, serving to 
convey heated air to the furnace. The screw is made 
of or covered with fire-clay or asbestos.
336. Preventing the Frefzing of Water in Water- 

closets, J. W. Blakev, Leeds.—20th January, 1883. 
—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

A box is placed in any convenient position between 
the water main and the discharge opening, and is 
filled with rock or other salt, through which the water 
has to pass.
337- Process for the Manufacture of Glauber’s 

Salt free from Iron, H. J. Haddan, Kensington.— 
20th January, 1883.—(A communication from Dr. B. 
Schmaltz and C. A Loewig, Germany.) id.

This consists in adding to a hot solution of kieserit, 
mixed with common salt, a liquid obtained by pouring 
concentrated hydrochloric acid over ordinary Glauber’s 
salt, and subsequently filtering the whole through rock 
salt for the purpose of obtaining Glauber’s salt free 
from iron by means of crystallisation.

com- 351. Apparatus for Coupling and Uncoupling 
Railway Wagons, S. A. Croft and R. Lomax, Man
chester.—22nd January, 1883. 6d.

The object is to avoid having to get between the 
wagons in order to couple and uncouple them. Two 
draw-bars are fixed at both ends of the wagon and 
equidistant from the centre. The end of one forms a 
bracket to which the shackle and links are secured, 
and the end of the other is shaped like a jaw, the bars 
being fixed so that the bracket for one wagon comes 
opposite the jaw on the next wagon. The end link has 
a bridge on the upper side near one end, and it rests in 
a-recess in the bracket when uncoupled, and automati
cally enters the jaw of the next wagon when the two 
are brought together, and a pin in the jaw is then 
caused to pass through the link, being actuated by side 
levers and rods.

hammer, after the partial revolution, the drill is borne 
by a spring against the rock. The rotating lever is 
connected to a swinging pawl-plate, the pawl of which 
engages with a ratchet wheel concentric with the 
plate and feathered to the drill stock.
282,771. Bark Mill, La Flavius Reed, Hornellsville, 

N.Y.-Filed June \bth, 1883.
Claim.—As an improvement in bark mills, the com-
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same consisting of the body A, shaft B, whirl C, 
sleeve H, collet Q, bars J, arms E, balls G, lever R, 
collet P, shaft N, segment O, pinion, shaft S, wheel T, 
pinion, shaft Z, weight, cord, dial W, hand, and 
brackets Y M, constructed, combined, and arranged to 
operate substantially as set forth.
282 489. Telegraph Pole, Thomas Breen, Knowlton, 

Pa.—Filed December 16th, 1882.
Brief.—A pedestal and two upright perforated sec

tions compose the pole and support an apertured and 
slotted wire holder. The apertures are screw-threaded 
for the reception of a screw-threaded tubular insu
lator. Claim.—(1) The combination of pedestal (P, 
sections A and B, and wire holder D, substantially as 
shown, and for the purpose specified. (2) A telegraph 
pole composed of pedestal P, ribbed section A, and 
section B, substantially as shown and specified. (3)

352. Fire-resisting Doors, <fee., J. M. Hart, London. 
—22nd January, 1883. lOd.

This consists, First, in forming doors with air spaces 
between the locking or boltiDg chamber and the fire- 
resisting portion of the doors or between the outer 
plates and the fire-resisting portion; Secondly, in 
applying additional locking bolts or stops acted upon 
by the operation of the key to prevent an inefficient 
locking of the door or cover, except when such extra 
bolts have been acted upon before the key is removed ", 
Thirdly, in applying clamping plates both to the 
internal and external surface plates of doors near their 
edges, and in protecting the edges of the doors by over
lapping flanges covering the openings between the 
door and the frame ; Fourthly, in protecting the edges 
of doors suspended to ride on rails, by covering 
channels or guard plates which prevent the admission 
of hot air or flame at such parts, and thereby retaining 
the door in position ; Fifthly, in applying to doors 
hung to rise in opening and tending to close by gravity 
in shutting, V-shaped or inclined planes for the 
hollow edge to ride in aided by rollers. The hinge 
pivot or pin may be formed with male and female 
threads of an acute pitch to cause the door to fall by 
its weight acting on the incline plane of the thread. 
354 Apparatus Applicable to Wire and Similar 

Connections for Working Railway Signals, <kc., 
Ik. Robertson and E. P. Holtham. London.—22nd 
January, 1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The object is to overcome the inconveniencesarising 
from the wire slackening, and it consists in passing 
the wire over a grooved drum, near the periphery of 
which a link is pivotted, and its outer end suitably 
guided. The link carries a roller near the middle 
which travels in a slot formed in a sliding bar convey
ing motion to the signal.
355. Apparatus for Sounding Signals, E. F. R. 

Boehm, Manchester.— 22nd January, 1883.— (A 
communication from C. W. J. Blanche, Germany.)— 
(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

This relates to an apparatus by which signals are 
sounded by the action of steam or compressed air, 
which instead of acting direct on the resonant part, 
creates a vacuum, and by suction draws the external 
atmosphere through a resonant instrument, consisting 
of a tongue which is caused to vibrate.
356. Metal Cases or Canisters for Holding Tea, 

&c, G. L. Cumberland, London.—22nd January, 
1883.—(Not proceeded with.) 2d.

The canisters are made smaller at bottom than at 
top, so that when the lids are removed they can be 
placed one inside another, and so occupy less space for 
transport.
357- Dynamo or Magneto-electric Machines, H. H. 

Lake, London.—22nd January, 1883.—(A communi
cation from H. R. Boissier, New York, U.S.) 6d.

This invention relates to improvements in- the 
brushes and their holders, and also to a shunt circuit 
around the armature. The brush holder is fitted with 
a spindle having an insulated knob, the turning of 
which operates an excentric or clamping device, by 
which the brush is locked in position. The free end 
of the brush is covered with insulating material. The 
shunt circuit consists of two (resilient conductors 
provided with means for forcing their contiguous ends 
apart. These are so connected to the brushes as to 
form a low resistance shunt to the main circuit, from 
which, when their ends are in contact, they divert th 
eurrent.
359. Fastenings for Stay Busks, Boots, Gloves, 

&c., F. R. Baker, Birmingham.—22nd January,

The fastening consists of two pieces of metal, one in 
the form of a tongue piece with a part stamped out, 
and raised above the surface to form a spring catch, 
and the other having its end turned up and the edge 
turned slightly back again to form a lip. In the 
turned-up end a slot is cut to receive the tongue 
piece, the catch on which takes under the lip of the 
turned-up end. By depressing the spring catch the 
fastening is undone.
367- Removing Vegetable Impurities from Wool, 

&c., H. J. Haddan, Kensington.—23rd January, 
1883.— (A communication from G. Fernau and Co., 
Belgium.) 2d.

This consists in coating the metallic parts of card
clothing or carding sheets with magnetic oxide, when 
they are used to remove vegetable impurities from 
fibrous materials, whereby they are made harder and 
protected from rusting.
597- Direct-acting Hydraulic Machines for Rivet- 

ting, Punching, Forging, &c., R. 11. Tweddell, 
Westminster, and J. Platt and J. Fielding, 
cester.—3rd February, 1883. 6d.

This relates to means of varying the power of direct- 
acting hydraulic machines for rivetting, punching, 
forging, &c., and consists in providing the hydraulic 
cylinder with a differential plunger and suitable valves 
to allow the fluid pressure to act on the smaller area of 
the plunger or on its annular area, or on both. A is 
the plunger, and the fluid pressure can act on the 
annular area B, and when valve C is opened on the cir
cular end area D. By also providing a valve for area B

rSY?a screw
bination of the receiving bowl, provided with a dis
charge pipe and a hand hole in the vicinity of said 
discharge pipe, with a lid or cover for said hand-hole,
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1!/? i338. Small-arms, Ac., W. Hebler, Switzerland.—20th 
January, 1883. 6d.

This relates to improvements in the cartridges and 
in the interior of the barrel of small-arms, the object 
being to obtain greater accuracy in shooting. The 
projectile with its paper envelope is slightly larger in 
diameter than the barrel in its grooves, and during the 
discharge the lands of the barrel press into the pro
jectile. A slightly conical part connects the rifle por
tion of the barrel with the cartridge bed. The lands 
are made much narrower than the grooves, which 
instead of forming a sharp edge with the lands have 
rounded slopes. A greater number of grooves than 
usual are formed in the barrel, and both the grooves 
and lands are curved concentrically to the axis of the 
barrel.
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and mean3 for holding the same securely in place 
when the mill is in use, as and for the purpose shown 
and set forth.
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339. Telephonic Apparatus, J. Graham, London.— 

20th January, 1883. 6d.
The transmitter has its iron core surrounded by an 

insulated winding of coarse iron wire, the ends of 
which are in the battery circuit. At each extremity 
of this coil, and around the ends of the interior core, is 
placed a coil of fine wire having their inner ends con
nected together, the outer end of one coil being con
nected to line and the other outer end to earth. Oppo
site each end of the cone is a suitable diaphragm. The 
receiver is similarly constructed.
342. Couplings of Railway Wagons, Ac., F. Attock, 

near Manchester.—20th January, 1883. 6d.
The object is to couple and uncouple wagons without 

getting between them, and it consists in elongating the 
last link of the coupling chain to permit it to pass over 
the draw bar hook to which it is linked, and when not 
in use to be hung up on a separate hook at a higher 
level. This link is fitted with a rigid lever arm at 
each side, by which it is lifted over the draw bar hook 
of an adjacent wagon. The fulcrum of the lever arm 
is preferably a small length of chain attached to the 
wagon end.
343. Machinery for Spinning Fibres, E. Tweedale 

and J. R. Barnes, Accrington, and R. Riley, near 
Burnley.—20th January, 1883.— (Not proceeded with.)

The object is to prevent the ends or threads fouling 
each other through the “ballooning” of the threads 
when spinning. To the ring rails or to the end 
frames standards are attached, and carry a wire 
stretched parallel with the line of spindles, so that the 
yarn touching such wire each time the traveller rotates 
will be caused to collapse.
344. Sizing Machines, E. Tweedale and A. Hitchon, 

Accrington.—20th January, 1883. lOd.
This relates, First, to a friction motion for the un

sized yam beam of machines for sizing yam; and 
Secondly, in the markers or apparatus for marking the 
cuts of the yarn. The friction motion consists of two
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The wire holder, apertured and slotted for reception 
of insulators, substantially as shown and described. 
(4) The insulator K, having a threaded periphery and 
longitudinal slot, substantially as shown, and for the 
purpose described. (5) The pedestal P, having a cir
cular opening in its base, and formed in part of the 
bifurcated section A and brace bars, substantially as 
shown and described. (6) The combination of the wire 
holder D and sections B and A, substantially as 
shown, and for the purpose described.
282,676. Apparatus for Blacking Moulds for 

Roll Pinions, James C. Sims, Pittsburg, Pa. 
—Filed March 30th, 1883.

Claim.—(1) In apparatus for coating or blacking 
moulds, the combination of the mould to be coated, 
the supporting board, packing between the mould 
and board, and the plug supported on the board and 
fitting within the mould cavity, substantially as and 
for the purposes set forth. (2) In combination with 
the mould, the board for supporting the same, provided
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concave plates, one driven and having studs which im
part motion to an internal carrier wheel gearing with 
internal teeth on the second plate, which thus rotates 
loosely on its shaft. On the main shaft carrying the 
plates is a friction pinion gearing with a carrier and 
being gripped through plates or clutch boxes actuated 
by levers, weights, screws, or springs. The marker 
may be driven from the worm shaft by stud and 
carrier wheel, and on the stud is a pinion change 
wheel geariDg with a large wheel, on whose axis is 
the general change wheel gearing with a wheel on the 
axis of the cam operating the hammers, both of which 
operate on one bowl and are arranged to strike 
approximately the same line of threads.
345. Combination Tools for Kitchen Use, W. 

Brierley, Halifax.—20th January, 1883.— (A commu
nication from P. Frost, Germany.)—(Not proceeded 
with.) 2d.

This relates to a combination tool which may be used 
for splitting wood, cutting or breaking bones or other 
material, for mashing or beating meat, and other like 
uses.
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with a tap-hole, and the plug corresponding approxi
mately to the mould cavity, and having a stopper 
adapted to close the tap-hole of the board, substantially 
as and for the purposes set forth. (3) In apparatus 
for coating or blacking mould, the combination, with 
the plug G, having the stopper H, of the board A, having 
the tap-hole E and trough F, substantially as and for the 
purposes set forth.
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282,686. Rock Drilling Machine, Thomas Threlfall, 
San Francisco, Cal.—Filed December 1th, 1881, re
newed June 7th, 1883.

Brief,—The drill is driven by a spring hammer, and

Messrs. Witty and Wyatt, Billiter House, 
City, have obtained a silver medal for asbestos 
goods at the Amsterdam Exhibition.


